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SCOPE 
SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This document provides a desc..lption to the Solar Heating System owner of each 
subsystem as well as testing and filling the system. 
SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL HEATING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The single-family residential hoatjng system is a Holar-nssisted, hydronic-to-
warm-air heating systemwith solnr-assist(~d dom(>.stic: water heat·ing. The system 
is composed of the following major components: 
• Liquid cooled flat plate collectors 
• A water storage tank 
• A passive solar-fired domestic water prel1eater 
• An electric hot water heater 
• A heat pump with electric backup 
• A solar hot water coil unit 
• A tube-and--shell heat exchanger, three pumps, and associated pipes 
and vnlving in an energy transport module. 
• A control system 
• An air-cooled heat purge unit 
The arrangement of components within the system is shown on Figure 1-1. The 
system consists of a glycol/water collector loop that interfaces with a water 
storage loop through a tube-and-shell heat exchanger. A domestic hot water pre-
heat coil is located in the storage tank. 
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The glycol/water collector loop consists of solar collectors, the shell side 
of the heat exchanger, the purge coil and pump P l , and a control valve as re-
quired for the different modes of operation. 
-54!O '31 a-owr 
The W'lter side of the heat exchanger is a direct heating/storage loop consist-
ing of the storage tank, control valve, ppmps Pz and P3, the tube side of the 
heat exchanger and the solar heating coi1." 
The system prov:!.des six modes of operation: 
• Direct heating from collectors 
• Heating from storage 
• Auxiliary heating (insufficient solar) 
• Storage charging 
• Continuous domestic hot water preheating 
• Purging excess energy 
SYSTEM OPERATION 
When space heating is required and solar energy from the collectors is available, 
t~e collectors supply heat directly to the system. Energy transfer is through 
the heat exchanger then via the solar hot water coil in the heat pump indoor 
section. Pump P l in the solar collector loop and P2 in the water loop provide 
movement of the heat transport through valve V2 to the heating coil. The blower 
moves the building air across this heating coil. Pumps Pl and P2 provide move-
ment of the heat transport fluids to charge the storage tank. Storage charging 
occurs by circulating water from the tank bottom through the heat exchanger and 
returning the heated water to the top of the storage tank, thus taking advantage 
of stratification. During high solar insolation and low heating and storage 
demands, if surplus energy is collected, then valve V 1 diverts collector loop 
flow to the purge coil. The purge coil operates to maintain the system fluid 
temperatures below preselected values. 
1-3 
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When space heating is required and direct solar energy is not available, thermal 
storage supplies the heat. Pump P3 circulates the l.,rater from the top of the tank 
through the solar hot water coil and returns the cooler water to the bottom of 
the storage tank, taking advantage of tank stratification. If the storage tank 
temperature is not high enough to provide space heating, the control subsystem 
activites auxiliary space heating to maintain a comfortable building temperature. 
Auxiliary space heating will be provided by the heat pump and by the electrical 
resistance heating coil. 
A description of each mode of operation and a complete system checkout procedure 
is contained in Appendix A. 
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SECTION 2 
SOl.AR HEATING SUBSYSTEMS ANO COHrONt:NTS 
T.he Solar Heating systE:m consists of the following subsystems: 
• Coll€.\ctor 
• Storage 
• Auxili.ary Energy and Space Heating 
• Domestic Hot Water 
• E1.~ergy Transport 
• Control 
• Site Data Acquisition Subsystem 
A description of each subsY~,·t~:m 1&\ given in the following sections. Information 
on the major components within each subsystem is provided in the Appendices. 
COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM 
The collector subsystem consists uf 28 Lennox LSC 18-1 solar collectors, a purge 
coil unit Lennox HRW-1-30, a diverting valve (V1), Honeywell Part Y534A, headers, 
supply/returns lines and isolation and balancing valves. 
The solar collectors should operate without any special attention. However, 
excessive temperatures can be achieved if pumps P1 and P2 are in the off posi-
tion and direct solar energy is available. Pump P2 can be turned off and pump 
P1 can be operated during daylight hours if flow is directed through the purge 
unit. Caution should be taken if pump PI is left running at night during below 
freezing conditions as the water in the tube side of the heat exchanger can be 
frozen and could rupture the unit. 
2-1 
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Solar Collectors 
The LSC 18-1 is a double glass cover, flat plate collector. The tempered, low-
iron glass has an acid etched surface to red.uce reflection. The steel absorber 
pla.te bas a special black chrome coating for b;tgb solar absorptivity. The 
absorber plate is forlned around the copper. fluid tubes and is all encased in an 
insu'lated. formed, galvalume steel box. 
Purge Coil Unit 
The purge coil unit is a fin and tube coil a"d blower unit that is mounted outside 
the dwelling. It is used to evacuate excess heat energy from the collectors. 
Diverting Valve 
The diverting valve is a dual unit consisting of two valve bodies that are plumbed 
together. These are controlled by two powerheads that move each valve separately. 
This valve is used to divert the liquid coming from the solar collectors to the 
purge coil unit as required. 
Collector Plate Tem~erature Sensor 
A temperature sensor is mounted on the collector plate for control of the solar 
heating system •. 
Installation 
See Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 for installation of above components. 
Operation and Maintenance D~ 
. See Appendix B for details on these components. 
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STORAGI SUBSYSTEM 
The storage subsystem consists of a 1000-gallon lined steel tank. The tank is 
designed to operate at ambient pressure and is vented to the space enclosing it. 
The water in the tank is neutralized with an inhibitor to reduce corrosion of 
system components. 
The storage tank is filled to a level 6 inches from the top of the tank. Initial 
fill level is marked with a red band on the site glass. If the water level is 
more than 3 inches below this level, additional water should be added to the 
storage tank. This is accomplished by removing a manhole cover, using a hose 
connected to the domestic water system until the level in the sight glass is up 
to the red b&nd on the sight glass. Pumps P2 and P3 should be shut off during 
tank level checking and filling. For a. description of the storage subsystem, see 
Figure 2-4. 
AUXILIARY ENERGY AND SPACE HEATING SUBSYSTEMS 
The Auxiliary Energy and Space Heating Subsystem consits of the Solar Heating 
System Space Heating Coil integrated with a conventional (non-solar assisted) 
electric-heat pump, and auxiliary electric heating coil • 
. The heat pump is a matched remote system consisting of an outdoor unit and an 
indoor unit. The Space Heating Coil is insatlled between the separable halves 
of the.hea~ pump indoor unit. The auxiliary electric heating coil is installed 
in the heat pump indoor unit. 
Various blower speeds are available on the indoor unit fan. However, a new 
speed that is lower than the initial speed set by the installer should not be 
used as this can result in less solar energy utilized and consequently higher 
auxiliary electric energy consumption. 
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The subsystem schematic denoting the unit model number is shown in Figure 2-5. 
Operationand maintenance data for each component are shown in Appendix C. The 
control subsystem outdoor thermostat is installed as shown. 
DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUBSYSTEM 
The domestic hot water subsystem installation consists of a conventional hot 
water heater with its outlet (hot) connected to the dwelling hot water line 
and the inlet (cold) connected to the preheat coil in the storage tank. This 
line should have a tempering valve installed in it, See Figure 2-6 for installa-
tion detail. The supply water (cold) is run to the preheat coil and the tempering 
valve. When hot water is utilized, make-up cold water from the domestic water 
supply flows through the preheat coil and undergoes an increase in temperature. 
o 0 If the storage tank temperature is below 150 -160 F, the preheated water will be 
below 140°. The water heater will maintain water temperature at 1400 , If the 
o 
storage tank temperature is greater than 160 F, then the preheated water may be 
over 140°F. In this case, the tempering valve then adds cold water to bring the 
o 
water temperature down to 140 F before it enters the domestic hot water system. 
o The tempering valve setting should be kept at 140 F. Operation and maintenance 
data is contained in Appendix D. 
ENERGY TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM 
The Energy Transport Subsystem consists of the Energy Transport Module (ETM) 
and the piping between it and the collectors, storage and heating subsystems. 
The ETM is shown in Figure 2-7. 
Pumps 1, 2, and 3, located in the bottom section of the ETM, provide the required 
flow rates in the collector, heating and storage loops. DO NOT RUN PUMPS WITH-
OUT FLUID IN SYSTEM. 
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Figure 2-5. Auxiliary-Energy and Space Heating 
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The heat exchanger separates the freeze-protected collector loop from, and trans-
fers energy to, the heating/storage water loop. Integrally plumbed and mounted 
into the top sel!tion of the ETM, tt has no moving parts b',.t is equipped with a 
manual air bleed and drain valve. Cleaning and flushing of the exchanger shell 
is possible without contaminating the entire collector loop. 
The diaphragm expansion tank absorbs the expansion of the transfer fluid from 
fill temperature (SO-600 F) to purge temperature (210oF). It is mounted in the 
center of the ETM, with the charging air valve accessible on its bottom (relief) 
pan removal provides additional access to the valve). Tank air pressure should 
not drop below its initial 20 psi charge; it will increase as the system pressure 
increases. Removal of eXlJansion tank is through the top panel, after removing 
the air separator and strainer. 
Located in the upper section in the collector line is an air separator. With 
no movil'tg parts, it separates entrapped air from the collector fluid as it cir-
culates. 
The automatic, float-type air vent attached to the air separator eliminates the 
purged air only. Then fluid fills the chamber, and the float closes the vent 
port. During system startup, this process may be expedited by removing the pro-
tective vent cap and manually depressing the vent stem. During operation, 
leave vent cap 2-1/2 turns open. 
Two air ble.eds located in the top section allow manual venting of air from the 
ETM piping and heat exchanger during system startup. A catch basin should be 
used when venting the air/fluid mixture from plumbing. 
A pressure relief valve locat~d in the top section of the ETM protects the 
collector loop from overpressure during a systellJ pump failure. When system' 
pressure re.ach~s 45 psig, the valve will begin to open. The discharge is directed 
through the pressure relief line into the holding pan. DO NOT REMOVE ETM PANELS 
WHILE RELIEF VALVE IS FUNCTIONING. Fluid (water/ethylene glycol mixture) may be 
at 210oF. 
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The dual diverting control valve located in the lower section directs the water 
flow into various storage and heating modes. This electrically driven valve is 
controlled by the Solar Control Panel but does have manual override levers, one 
per powerhead. These levers should be in the unlocked position. 
Three circuit setters located in the lower section arc used to reduced flow rates 
to the correct level in the collector, charge storage, and heat from storage loops 
(there is no setter in the Dire,lZt Heating loop). The reduction is made by turning 
the large nut, thus adjusting the internal val.ve body. ETM is shippp,.1 .:h the 
setters in the "open" position; adjustment should be made du'ring initial system 
startup. TURN PUMPS OFF AND SHIELD THEM AND THE ETM BASE FROM FLUID LEAKAGE 
WHEN CONNEC~ING OR DISCONNECTING PRESSURE METER FROM SETTER. 
The lift check valve located in the collector supply line in the top section is 
used to prevent thermosyphoning (backward grnvity flow) of cold collector fluid into 
the heat exchanger during cold, cloudy days. It is designed to prevent freezing 
of the heat exchanger water loop. During operati.on, the system pump (PI) pushes 
liquid through the check valve, lifting the mechanism off the seat. When flow 
stops (the protect mode), the valve mechanism drops by gravity onto the seat, thus 
not allowing flow in the reverse direction. DURING OPEJ{ATION, THE VALVE MUST BE 
FIRMLY SCREWED DOWN ONTO THE SEAT f, 
Located in t.he bottom section are two sw:ing check valves (like hinged doors) 
that allow flow in only one direction. Reversed £10\'1 causes the valve to seat 
more firmly. Check valves are a part of the overall flow control in the heating 
and storage loops. 
Four drain/fill valves located in the ETM are used to flush, clean, and fill the 
system. These valves are similar to the drain on a residential hot water heater 
and have a standard garden hose threaded outlet. ANY SPILLED GLYCOL SOLUTION 
SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY WIPED UP. 
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Located in the top section of the ETM (in the collector return 1im~) is a ball 
valve, used during flushing of collector loop. The valve mu[~t be open (handle 
in-line) during system operation, thus allowing full flow through it. By opening 
and closing (handl.e perpendicular to supply line) the valve as stated in the 
operational instructions, the collector loop and heat exchanger shell can be 
independently flushed and cleaned. 
A strainer located in the top section of the ETM (in the collector loop) removes 
most of the foreign matter from thr. fluid as it passes through the metal screen. 
Foreign material should be occasionally removed from the strainer. STRAINER 
SHOULD NOT BE OPENED PRIOR TO DRAINING OR ISOLAfING THE COLLECTOR LOOP. 
The low level indicator consists of an indicator lamp (mounted on the ETM) and 
the pressure gauge mounted in the top section of the ETM. After charging the 
system to 20 psig, the gauge contact pointer should be adjusted to the proper 
setting (17 psig). When the collector loop lo~es fluid, the pressure will drop 
from the nominal operating 20-36 psig to the 17 psig and the lamp will light. 
This indicates a possible system pressure leak, i.e., loss of fluid. 
The lamp may also light if all collector fluid becomes very cold and contracts 
sufficiently to cause a drop in system pressure. If the lamp remains lit when 
the system pump (P,) is automatically turned on, check for a leak. 
NOTE: The 1ndicator actually detects a pressure loss, and not a liquid level. 
The Solar Control Panel located on the right site of the ETM senses conditions 
throughout the system and requirements of the household (thermostat setting) and 
provides ETM operational control. When opening the Control Panel, care should 
be taken to avoid damage to the door or cahinet finish. Switches should remain 
in the "AUTO" position. Secure the door after ,closing it with the screw provided. 
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The holding pan located on rails under the ETM is provided to catch and hold the 
overflow from the relief valve. The remove the pan, first disengage the relief 
line by twisting and sliding it up until it clears the holding pan. Then grasp 
the pan handles and pull from under the ETM. 
Operation and maintenance of the Energy Transport Subsystem components are shown 
in Appendix E. 
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
The installation of the control subsystem consists of installing two aquas tat 
controllers, the thermostat, a motorized valve, three temperature sensors, an 
outdoor thermostat, and a shield over the temper-ature sensor on the collector 
and connecting these units with the control panel on the ETM unit. Tile overall 
control system schematic is shown in Figure 2-8. A list of control subsystem 
components is shown in Table 2-1. 
Electrical wiring from the control panel is shown in Figure 2-9. 
Control subsystem checkout and a description of operating modes is described in 
the Solar-heat Pump Control Panel section of Appendix A. 
Operation and maintenance data on all control subsystem components is described 
in Appendix A. 
SITE DATA ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEM (SDAS) 
To meet the data collection, performance evaluation, and data dissemination goals 
of the National Program for Solar Heating and Cooling, the solar heating system 
will include a comprehensive instrumentation subsystem. 
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Table 2-1. Control Components 
MATERIAl.. LiST 
ITEM QUAN. DESCRIPTlON 
--~ 1 SOLAR CONTROL PANEL 
TST 1 AQUASTAT CONTROLLER 
TCD 1 AQUASTAT CONTROLLER 
I MULTISTAGE THERHOSTAT 
I THERMOSTAT SUBBASE 
VI I MOTORIZED VALVE 
,.. "V2 1 MOTORIZED VfJ.VE 
2 IMMERSION WELL 
1 CASE ASSEMBLY 
Tp. TSB ' THP 3 SENSOR 
I COLLECTOR SENSOR SHIELD 
T-I 1 THERMOSTAT 
1 MOUNTING BOX 
1 BULB GUARD 
~ Tw ' 1 c:!NSOR 
Z-lS 
TYPE/PART NO. MFGR, 
SK142183 HONEYWELL 
--L6008C1065 HONEYWELL 
L6008A101O HONEYWELL 
T872Rl131 HONE\'WELL 
Q672L1l44 HONEYWELL 
Y534AIOl5 HONEYWELL 
Y534A1015 I!ONEYWEl.L 
122555B HONEYWELL 
112892F HONEYWELL 
c773B1OO5 HONEYWELL 
SK142067 HONEYWELL 
LB29740BA LENNOX 
l'NM-1595 LENNOX 
lO7323A ItONEYWELL 
C773B1OO5 ItONEYWELL 
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Data Collection 
, 
The. goal of ERDA's data collection activity is to provide the information necessary 
for evaluation of the performance and operation of solar systems and subsystems 
under different climatic conditions. The information generated as a result of 
this data collection activity will be utilized to stimulate industrial and com~ 
mercial capability, including that of small business, to produce and distribute 
solar heating and cooling systems and, through widespread applications, to reduce 
the delW;md on conventional fuel supplies. This information will also be used 
to improve the general knowledge and understanding of solar energy systems, to 
develop dtdinitive solar energy system performance criteria, to provide the basis 
for compon~nt system improvement and to estimate the economics of solar energy 
systems in reducing the consumption of conventional fuels. Results will be 
available for use by property owners, the building industry and related sections 
o,f the economy to compare costs and benefits of solar heating and cooling systems. 
This information will also provide the data base for design of new applications in 
the private sector. ERDA's Technical Information Center at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 
will be the National Solar Heating and Cooling Data Bank and will be the focal 
point for distribution of this information. 
Data System Overview 
The Data System depicted in Figure 2-10 provides for the automatic gathering, 
conversion, transfer, reduction, and analysis of demonstration site data. This 
system is made up of three basic elements: installed sensors, a Site Data 
Acquisitio~ Subsystem (SDAS), and a Central Data Processing System (CDPS). 
The data will be gathered at each operational site at predetermined inte.rvals 
of time and will be stored for transfer to the Central Processor. The collected 
data will be transferred via telephone communications upon request from the Central 
Data Processing Facility. At the Central Data Processing Facility, the collected 
. datat will be processed, analyzed, evaluated, and documented as Perofmrance 
. Evaluation Reports. 
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Sensor Locations 
Locations of all SDAS sensors are shown in Figure 2-11. 
Operation and Maintenance 
All operation and maintenance work for the Site Data Acquisition Subsystem will 
be the responsibility of ERDA or its appointed representative. 
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SEC'rION 3 
NEW CASTLE SYSTEM 'rEST AND FILLING 
TESTING 
As the hydronic loops are completed and before they are connected to the ETM, 
verify their integrity. Test piping and system as called for in the construc-
tion specification. 
FLUSHING AND CLEANING 
After testing of the hydronic loops is completed, the following cleaning pro-
cedures should be used. 
CAUTION 
• DO NOT ~un pumps when no Ziquid is p~esent. 
• P~essu~e shouZd not exceed 40 psig. Maintain 20-35 psig d~ing pump 
ope~ation. Monito~ p~essu~e gauge pe~iodicaZZy. 
• With no isoZation vaZves outside ETM, system must be d~ained befo~e 
~emoving a hyd~onic component. 
• Lift check vaZve knob must be tu~ed cZockwise to the fuZZy-cZosed 
position fo~ HX f~eeze p~otection. 
Collector Loop 
The collector loop and the space heat/storage loop are controlled by the ETM 
module. 
I ,,--
• Fill valve #4, drain 
valve #3, and HX drain 
3-1 
Remove side panel 
(opposite control box) 
• Ball valve, lift check valve, 
pressure gauge, and all 
bleed valves 
• Drain valves #1 and #2 
Remove top panel 
Remove front panel 
Flushing and draining the collector loop must be done through fill valve #4 
and drain valve #3. To clean collector loop: 
a. Set all switches on control panel to STOP 
b. Close ball valve and open balance vales in collector supply lines 
and air vents at collectors 
c. Connect fill line from drum with 50 gal. of water mixed with 1/2 gal. 
trisodium phosphate to fill valve #4. 
d. Open ,valve #4 and, using external pump 
e. Pump ,liquid into system. 
f. A drain hose should be connected to flush valve #3 and run to a 
a large container (55-gal. drum) to catch the flushing fluid; open 
drain valve 113. 
g. Start pump by moving switch marked Pi to "ON." 
h. Continue feeding flushing fluid until it flows freely from drain hose. 
i. Close air vents at collector when air ceases to flow. 
j. Energize valve Vi (turn to ON position) and continue to feed fluid 
until it flows freely from drain hose. 
k. Open ball valve and close drain valve #3. 
1. Continue to supply fluid unt11 pr.essure gauge read 20 psig. 
m. Bleed air from HX bleed valve, then 
n. Close fill valve 111+. Shut external fluid supply and run system for 
4 hours. 
When cleaning is completed, drain total collector loop - HX fluid and measure 
volume so that correct amount of ethylene glycol can be mixed (see startup). 
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To completely drain collector loop, the Lift Check Valve must be opened. (turn 
knob counterclockwise till it stops). Insure knob is returned to the fully 
closed position. 
After system is totally drained, remove drain plug from HX to empty shell side 
and remove and clean strainer. 
The collector loop should now be flushed with clean water for two hours. This 
may be accomplished using the water system. Caution: Insure suppZy pressure 
does not exaeed 40 psi. It shouZd be aonneated to fiZZ valve No.4. Pump Pl 
need not be energized~ but baZZ vaZve must be aZosed. A drain hose shouZd be 
aonneated to drain vaZve No. 3 and run outside to an appropriate area. 
The HX portion of the system should be fll1shed as follows: 
a. Close ball valve and drain valve 3. 
b. Open HX drain and connect drain hose to it. 
c. Pump fluid into fill valve #4 and out of HX drain. 
Storage and Heating System Loop 
The storage and heating system loop should be flushed and cleaned prior to 
filling. 
a. The storage tank should be flushed fi~st. Connect hose to drain valve 
on bottom of tank and open valve. Drain hose should be run to appro-
priate floor drain. Remove manhole cover and, using hose connected to 
household water supply, flush interior of tank. 
CAUTION: Do not enter tank with shoes as interior Zining aouZd be, 
damaged. 
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b. 
To flush heat coil loop, connect a drain hose to drain valve #1 in 
ETM, open valve, and connect a hose from household cold water supply to drain 
valve #2 in ETM. Close both isolation valves on inlet and outlet of storage 
tank. With control valve V2 "OFF," turn water on, and let water flow for 
30 minutes. Next, connect drain hose to drain #2 and connect water supply 
to drain 111. With control valve V2 "ON," turn water on and let flow for 
10 minutes. 
When system is thoroughly flushed, shut off drain valve and fill tank 
to 6" below top of tank. Add inhibitor,S gallons (1200 mg/1) of 
Norman Chemical product no. 284, 1630 Carroll Ave., St. Paul, 'MN, or 
equal sodium nitrite based inhibitor. 
BALANCING 
Using a Bell and Gossett Delta Pressure readout kit or equivalent, adjust the 
Bell and Gossett Circuit ,:"·etter Balance Valves to the below listed values. Pro-
ceed per instructions included with readout kit and connect to Circuit Setter #1 
in ETM (heat from storage). Manually start P3. Adjust flow to 8 GPM. 
Repeat procedure with Circuit Setter #2 in ETM (storage charge loop). Run P2. 
Adjust flow to 8 GPM. 
NOTE: If fuZZ tto~ is not attained through Cirauit Setter 1~ 2~ and g~ Zeave 
in open position (zero setting). 
Repeat procedure with Circuit Setters in supply line to two-high collector array. 
(Not in ETM) with P-l operating. Adjust flow to 9.5 GPM. 
Repeat procedure with circuit setter flow balance valve in supply line to one-
high collector array (not in ETM) with P-1 running. Adjust flow to 2.5 GPM. 
NOTE: Important to maintain the 9.5:2.5 ratio. 
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STARTUP 
. 
Collector Loop (approximately 30 sallons total) 
Fill the collector loop with an aqueous ethylene glycol solution, 40% Dowtherm 
SRl ethylene glycol. Mix the glycol and water in a 55-gallon drum. Connect 
f111 hose to fill valve 114. Connect inlet of external pump to 55-gallon drum, 
open fill valve #4 and start pump. Open all air bleeds in the system and fill 
slowly. It is imperative not to fill the system too rapidly. Close air bleeds 
as they begin to leak. Precautions should be taken to prevent the glycol mixture 
from spilling onto the building or collector array. 
System Pressurization 
Once the system is full and purged of air, it may be pressurized to 20 psig as 
shown on low water/pressure gauge using external pump and 40/60 mixed solution. 
Energize the collector system pump Pl manually. Air that is trapped will tend to 
be separated by the air separator as the fluid circulates. This will cause a 
decrease in the fluid level within the collector loop. It is important to watch 
this pressure level to see that it does not get too low. If it does, the low 
fiuid warning light will come on. If the pres~ure gets low, add more fluid to 
the collector loop to maintain the 20 psig charge pressure. Low water/pressure 
gauge should be set to 15 psig. 
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Collector Loop Refilling Procedure 
1. Drain and Refill system at night or at dusk only. 
2. Drain collector loop if necessary according to following steps: 
a. ~: Ethylene glycol is a toxic fluid, do not dump in floor 
drain, sewer or storm sewer. Dispose of properly. 
b. Connect a hose to drain valve # 3 and run into a 5 gallon pail. 
c. Open drain valve #3 to drain collectors and piping. 
d. Operate control valve Vl to drain fluid from p~ping to 
Purge Unit. 
e. Remove drain pan under Energy Transport Module (ETM) 
and empty fluid, dispose of properly. 
3. Flush system with clean water by the following steps: 
a. ~: Dispose of flushing water prop'erly as above. 
b. Leave hose on drain valve #3, run to 5 gallon pail. 
c. Open drain valve #3 
d. Connect another hose from cold water faucet in house to fill 
valve #4. 
e. Close ball valve in ETM (red handle). 
f. Open cold water fau.cet. open fill valve #4 and run pump PI 
to flush system. 
g. Flush for several minutes. 
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h. Operate control valve VI to fiush piping to Purge Unit. 
i. Flush for several minutes 
j. Open ball valve in ETM (red handle) 
k. Flush for several minutes 
1. Flush as abov-3 until water coming out of hose is clean 
m. Stop pump PI 
n. Close cold water faucet. Close fill valve #4 and remove hose. 
4. Drain collector loop as in part 2 above. . 
5. Refill system with new ethylene glycol according to following 
steplS: 
a. Make new collector loop solution by mixing new ethylene glycol 
with clean water in a barrel or garbage can to a mixture I)f 
450/0 to 500/0 ethylene glycol by volume. After filling system 
pressurize with clean water to provide a final solution of 400/0 
ethylene glycol by volume (approx.). Procure at least 20 gallons 
of ethylene glycol to make the required 38 gallons of solution. 
Add ethylene glycol and water to barrel periodically during 
filling according to above instructions. 
b. Close drain valve #3. 
c. Pump solution into collector loop by either of following methods: 
1. Procure a positive displacement pump having an available 
pump head of 50 feet minimum. Place pump and barrel in 
basement and pump solution thru a hose into fill v~lve #4. 
OR 
3-10 
-2. Procure a small submersible sump pump having an 
available pump head of 15 to 20 feet. Place solution 
barrel on second floor balcony of house, lower sump 
pump into barrel and run a hose from the pump discharge 
down to fill valve #4 in ETM. 
d. Using a ladder climb up onto lower roof at lower bank of 6 solar 
collectors. Remove flashing over top collector header at left 
end of collector bank at point A. Open vent valve. 
e. Using ladder climb up onto upper roof and climb up to the top 
of the upper bank of 22 solar collectors. Remove flashing over 
top collector header at left end of collector bank at point B. 
Open vent valve. 
f. Monitoring vent valve at point A, open fill valve # 4 and start 
sump pump. 
g. Operate control valve Vl periodically to fill piping to Purge Unit. 
h. Vent air in ETM at air vent and heat exchanger periodically. 
i. Leave vent valve at point A open untn solution starts coming 
out then dose valve. Run pump PI if necessary. 
j. Run pump PI. 
k. Monitor vent valve at point B. Leave open until solution starts 
coming out, then close valve. Open vent valve periodically to 
vent air in header. 
1. Let system circulate for 20-30 minutes. 
m. Vent air in system at vent valves periodically. 
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n. Vent air in ETM at air vent and heat exchanger periodically. 
o. Operate control valve Vl periodically to fill piping and remove 
. air in lines to Purge Unit. 
p. Repeat 1. -0. until system is fu1l of solution and all air has been 
removed. The system should require 36 to 38 gallons of 
solution. 
q. Close fi1l valve #4. 
r. Stop sump pump and remove hose 
s. Connect a hose from cold water fau~et to fi1l valve #4 
t. Open c!>ld water faucet and fill valve' #4. Pressurize system 
to 25 psig on pressure gauge. 
u. Close fill valve #4, close cold water faucet and remove hose. 
v. Run pump Pl and operate control valve Vl periodically to 
verify that the system is filled and all air has been removed. 
w. Re-install flashing on roof at points A and Band re-caulk 
as required. 
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SECTION 4 
ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 
= '111' 
The Solar Heating System requires only a small amount of routine maintenance. 
The elements requiring maintenance are broken down by subsystems and are des-
cribed below. 
COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM 
The collector subsystem components requiring routine maintenance are the solar 
collectors and the purge unit. 
Solar Collectors (LSC 18-1) 
•• ,. U *'"..., 
Normal rainfall will usually suffice for cleaning. However, inspect spring and 
fall for dirty cover glass. Clean glass using a soft clean cloth, mild soap or 
detergent and clean rinse water. Alkalies can stain the glass if allowed to 
remain in contact too long. 
Purge Unit (HRW-1-30) 
tnspect spring and fall for debris on coil. Clear debris from coil with brush -
unit may be flushed with water hose if necessary. Lubricate motor in accordance 
with guide on motor. 
STORAGE SUBSYSTEM 
The water in the storage tank should have the inhibitor and the water condition 
checked annually. If the tank water has a pungent odor or dark dj.scolorization, 
4-1 
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drain tank and refill with clean water adding inhibitor as called out in Sec-
tion 3. 
The inhibitor pH level should be between 7~0 and 9.0. Draw a small amount of 
water from the storage tank drain valve. Using a pH test kit, dip a short piece 
of test paper in the fluid drainoff. Observe the color of the moistened portion 
and compare to color chart with kit. The desired pH is 8.0 or higher. If the 
pH is less than 8.0, add 5 gallons of product No. 284 ,made by Normal Chemical Co., 
1630 Carroll Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota, or equivalent to reach a value of 1200 
mg/l. (1200 ppm) of nitrite base. 
Adding inhibitor and filling tank may be done through the manhole in the tank top. 
Tank may be drained by connecting drain hose to tank drain on bottom of tank. 
AUXILIARY ENERGY AND SPACE HEAT SUBSYSTEM 
The heat pump indoor unit should have annual checks on the following: 
• check and clean blower wheel 
• lubricate blower motor 
• replace filter media* 
• check unit operation 
*Filter should be checked monthly during heavy operation and replaced 
as needed. 
HOT WATER SUBSYSTEM 
To assure long life and efficiency~ the water heater tank should have a small 
amount of water drained periodically. Once very month or two the drain valve 
should be opened and the water allowed to run until it flows clean. This will 
help prevent sediment buildup on the bottom of the tank. 
4-Z 
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ENERGY TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM 
The Energy Transport Module (ETM-l) has three pumps that should be lubricated 
every three months. Proper lubrication is the most important single factor in 
obtaining long life and trouble free operation. Each oil cup, two on motor and 
one on the pump, should be filled with #20 nondetergent motor oil. 
Transfer Fluid (SR-1), the ethylene glycol and water mixture, contains corrosion 
inhibitors. An annual test of the fluid is necessary to avoid plumbing decay. 
DO NOT ADD CHROMATE INHIBITORS TO SYSTEM. Using a standard pH test kit, dip a 
short piece of test paper in a small amount of fluid drawn from drain valve #3 
in ETM. Observe the color of the moistened portion and compare to color chart 
with kit. The desired transfer fluid pH is 8 or higher. If the pH is less than 
8, acids are forming in the fluid. The dwelling owner should call the solar 
system man to add inhibitor to system. Use Figure 4-1 to determine the correct 
quantity of hibitor to be added. After 30 minutes of system operation, recheck 
pH level for proper value. 
If the pH is less than 8, the inhibitor is becoming depleted, and adding inhibitor 
to protect the system is recommended. Such inhibitor is readily available from 
the Dow Chemical Company in five-gallon lots. Since the inhibitors are specially 
designed for Dowtherm SR-1 heat transfer medium, other type inhibitors should 
never be mixed with this material. 
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
The control subsystem does not require any periodic maintenance. This subsystem 
can be used to check system operation, as shown in Appendix A. 
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SECTION 5 
~~INTENANCE SCHEDULE 
Table 5-1 outlines the routine maintenance required for the single-family Solar 
Heating System. 
Table 5-1. Routine Maintenance 
Reference 
Frequency Activity Section Appendix 
Quarterly Check heat pump indoor unit air filter 
- E 
every 3 Hot water heater sediment drain 4 monts -
ETM pump lubrication - E 
Semi-Annual Clean Collector Glass 4 B 
or 
Seasonal Clean purge unit 4 B 
Clean heat pump outdoor unit 
-
E 
Annual Storage tank fluid check 4 -
Service heat pump indoor unit 4 E 
Solar collector fluid check 3,4 -
5-1 
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APPENDIX A 
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Control Panel 
Thermostat 
Aquastat Controllers 
Hon yw II 
SOLAR- HEAT PUMP 
CONTROL PANEL 
A-I 
CONTROL 
PANEL 
r 
I INSTALLATION I 
. . :'" , CAUTION;"'~ ~, 
1. Installer must be a trained, 
experienced service techni-
cian. 
2. Disconnect power supply before 
connecting wiring. 
3. Conduct thorough checkout when 
installation is complete. 
4. Shield the collector with sen-
sor against possible over-
temperature conditions prior 
to system operation. 
5. Wire additions to the leadwire 
must be capable of withstand-
ing a temperature of 4500 F 
(2320 C). 
MOUNTING ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE 
SENSORS 
Follow the system manufacturer's 
recommendations for the best location 
of the sensor. Each sensor should be 
located so that,it experiences the 
most useful temperature for proper 
system operation. 
Mount C773 in storage tank using an 
immersion well as follows: 
1. Drain system fluid to a point 
below the sensor fitting. 
2. Screw the well into the threaded 
fitting. Use an approved pipe dope or 
Teflon tape to seal the threads. 
3. Refill system and check for leaks. 
4. Insert the sensor probe into 
the i ''tersion well until it bottoms. 
5. Attach retainer clamp groove on 
well spud. Fit wires in clamp groove 
and lightly tighten screw. Do not 
overtighten. If a remote senSor' wi~ing 
compartment is used, secure th~ sensor 
with the spring clip instead of the 
retainer clamp. 
; . 
Install C773 as a collector sensor 
using the, mounting clip provided and 
No. 8 or 10 screw. Install collector 
Sensor shield. 
Temperatures in excess of 4500 F 
(232 0 C) will damage the sensor. Shield 
tlle collector with sensor against 
possible.overtemperature conditions 
prior to system operation. Do not 
mount aoZZeato~ sen80~ to aoZZeato~ 
ftuid ahanneZs. 
WIRING 
All wiring must comply with applicable 
codes and ordinances. The ETM has 
three 1/2 inch conduit connections 
for control wiring. (See Figure 1.) 
Pressure terminal connections are 
used for the wiring hookup, 
If the amount of electronic tempera-
ture sensor cable used exceeds 100 
feet (30.5 m), use No. 14 wire and 
grounded metallic conduit or shielded 
cable. Connect the shield to ground 
at the panel. Grounded metallic 
conduit and shielded cable (such as 
,Belden 8762 or equivalent) minim:f,ze 
possible radio frequency signal inter-
. 'ference. r..1freadditions to the lead-
wires must be capable of withstanding 
maximum collector stagnation tempera-
·tures if installed within the col-
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ADJUSTMENTS 
AUTO-STOP-ON SWITCHES: For nobnal 
operation, the panel switches should 
remain in the AUTO posi tion. 'fhe ON 
and STOP positions of these switch~s 
are useful during installation and 
calibration of the heating system. 
They may also be used for manually 
operating the system if necessary. 
COLLECTOR SETPOINT POTENTIOMETER~ 
The collector setpoint potentiometer 
establishes the minimum fluid tempera-
ture that the heating system will 
accept from the collector for direct 
heating of the house. Set the col-
lector setpoint potentiometer to the 
desired setting; lOSoF (400 C) is the 
recommended setting. 
, .'. ,.'< 
1 
CHECKOUT 
AUTO-STOP-ON SWITCHES: One by one, 
set the AUTO-STOP-ON switches in the 
ON position to check that the pumps 
and control valve have been wired 
correctly and that they are opera-
ting properly. Set to AUTO position 
for system checkout. 
HEAT PUMP: Complete all electrical 
power wiring to heat pump outdoor 
unit, heat pump indoor unit and 
electric coil. Complete all con-
trol wiring to control panel. 
PROCEDURE: Follow instructions in 
Table 1 for checkout of all modes 
of operation. 
I OPERATION ,. .:1 
OPERATION 
Space heating is controlled by a two-
stage heating thermostat. First-stage 
heating utilizes solar energy if 
available, while second-stage heating 
will supply auxiliary energy. The 
system control logic is as follows: 
• Col1ect solar energy when available. 
Store energy under no-load condi-
tions. 
• Provides energy directly to load 
on demand. Use direct solar energy 
before stored energy. 
• Use storage energy when direct 
solar energy is not available. 
• Use direct or stored solar energy 
before auxiliary energy. 
A-4. 
DIRECT HEATING FROM COLLECTORS 
Whenever the collector plate tempera-
ture Tp is greater than IOSoF (adjust-
able) and there is a call for heating 
from the space thermostat, pumps PI 
and P2 are activated. Valve V2 is 
positioned to direct flow to the 
heating coil. The heat pump indoor 
unit fan is activated to provide 
warm air to the space. 
An overtemperature limit on the heat 
pump indoor unit fan will cause valve 
V2 to direct flow to the storage 
tank if the heating coil leaving air 
temperature exceeds 1400 F. Direct 
heating operation will continue until 
the space thermostat is satisfied or 
until the collector plate tempera-
ture has dropped to 90oF. 
r;----.. 
-
Tlible 1. Cc Subsystem Checkout Procedure 
CONTROL SUBSYSTEII CHECKOUT PROCEDURE 
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On a second stage call for heat, the 
heat pump is energi~ed to provide 
additional heat to the space. A 
differential temperature controller 
senses the solar heating coil inlet 
water temperature, Tw, and the heat 
.. pump leaving air temperature, THP. 
-If that 6T is greater than lOoF, 
valve V2 will permit solar water 
to flow thru the solar heatfng coil. 
If the 6T falls below SOF, valve 
V2 will be energized to divert flow 
to the storage tank. 
The auxiliary electric heating coil 
is available for additional auxiliary 
heating whenever the outdoor ambient 
temperatur.e is below the normal heat 
pump balance point temperature, in 
this case 35°F. The auxiliary ·elec-
td.c, heating coil is also controlled 
by the second stage of the thermo-
stat and is energized after a 9-1/2 
minute time delay. The time delay 
enables the heat pump to satisfy the 
second-stage heating demand under 
most conditions. 
HEATING FROM STORAGE 
Whenever the collector glate tempera-
ture Tp is less than 90 F (adjustable), 
and there is a call for space heat, 
pump 3 is activated to use heat from 
the storage tank for space heating. 
Valve V2 is positioned to direct 
flow to the heating coil. The heat 
pump indoor unit fan is activated 
to provide warm air to the space. 
Pumps PI and P2 are not allowed 
to operate during this mode. The 
high temperature limit located on 
the fan functions as previously 
described. 
The second stage of the thermostat 
controls auxiliary heat from the 
heat pump and the electric heating 
coil as described above. 
A-6 
STORAGE CHARGING 
Storage charging is accomplished when-
ever there is no call for heat and 
the collector plate temperature Tp is 
greater than the storage tank tempera-
ture TSB by 1SoF (adjustable). Pumps 
PI and P2 are activated, and valve V2 
is repositioned to direct flow to the 
storage tank. If this temperature dif-
ference falls to less than 3°F (adjust-
able), the storage charging mode is 
terminated. 
AUXILIARY HEATING 
Whenever solar he;'. tng is being uti-
lized, either din. ,_: or stored, aux-
iliary heating is available through 
the second stage of the space thermo-
stat as described above. When solar 
heat is not available, auxiliary heat 
is provided by the heat pump through 
the first stage of the space thermo-
stat. Additional auxiliary heat is 
available from the electric heating 
coil through the second stage of the 
thermostat as described1.bove. An 
energency heat switch on the space 
thermostat bypasses the heat pump 
balance point thermostat, T-1, and 
enables the system to utilize the 
electric heating coil for auxiliary 
heat under all conditions in the event 
that the heat pump Is shut down or 
removed for servicing. 
VENTILATION 
By placing the thermostat:subbase fan 
switch in the "ON" position, the 
thermostat will automatically enE.:rgize 
the fan in the heat pump indoor unit. 
COOLING 
Conventional direct expansion cooling 
is provided by the heat pump as con-
trolled by the cooling section of the 
space thermostat. 
outdoor air across the purge coil 
to cool the collector fluid. 
DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEATING 
Whenever domestic hot water is drawn 
from the water h'eater, it is replaced 
by preheated water from a coil in 
the storage tank. A thermostatic 
,;1, purge· contro~ aquas tat TCD on the 
discharge of the collectors allows 
pump P2 to run in direct heating or 
storage charging modes if there is 
no overtemperature condition. If 
the temperature of the collector 
loop fluid rises above 2100 F 
(adjustable), pump P2 is shut off, 
and val~e Vi is energized, diverting 
flow through the purge unit. The 
purge unit fan i~ energized forcing 
" mixing valve is used to regulate the 
hot ~'.:.lter supply from the water 
heater to 140oF. 
~ _______ T_RO __ UB_L_E_S_H_O_,O_T_IN_G ______ ~I 
When the Control Panel does not appear 
to be operating properly, the following 
steps may be taken to troubleshoot sys-
tem problems: 
1. Determine the temperatures at 
the differential temperature controller 
and solar aquastat controller sensors. 
For the differential tempeature con-
troller, use a high resistance ohmmeter 
to measure the res is tance across the 
remote sensors. Refer to Figure 2 to 
convert the resistance measurement 
to, a temperature reading. 
Determine the temperature that the 
solar aquas tat is experiencing by ad-justing the set points with a screw-
driver and listening for the relays 
to operate when the relay in the 
aquas tat changes state. Observe 
temperature scale for temperature 
reading. 
2. Read the OPERATION section to 
determine which mode(s) the heating 
system should be operating in based 
on sensor temperatures and the space 
temperature. 
100 200 
1311 1131 
SENSOR TEMPER"TUH 
Figure 2. Converting Sensor 
Resistance into Degrees F (C). 
300 
11"1 
"" 
3. Check the location of the sen'-
sors for the differential temperature 
controller and solar aquas tat con-
troller. Make certain that each sen- . 
sor is located so as to measure, the 
most appropriate temperature for 
proper system operation. If the 
sensors are not providing correct 
temperature readings, change the lo-
cation and mount properly. 
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4. Chec~ that the solar aquastat 
is operating properly by adjusting 
the control point of the aquastat 
limit controller and listening for 
the relays to operate. Reset to the 
proper temperature. 
5. aleck that the differential 
temperature controller relay is 
operating properly by disconnecting 
the wire to high 'temperature terminal 
HI. Relay should pull in. Reconnect 
sensor wire to high-temperature ter-
minal HI and. disconnect wire to low-
ill U·~. '~f 
n(:101 " .. ~.y 
temperature terminal LO. Relay 
should drop out. Reconnect sensor 
wire to low-temperature terminal LO. 
6. Check system operation on a 
mode-by-mode basis using the pro-
cedures of Table 1. 
7. If ne(.~ssary, check for proper 
relay operatiou. See Figure 3 for 
internal wiring schematic of control 
panel. 
8. For replacement parts list, 
see figure 4. 
1 :1~ ______ "_"~ __ '»~r--@ . ...,. ..... --- ---'ZO\( --------J> 
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Figure 3. Control Panel Wiring Schematic 
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LOCATION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12 
13 
14 
SYMBOl 
3K 
lK 
Al 
n 
A2 
4K 
~K 
r 
RES ET 
EM.flT 
19k 
20 R 
TUIE" 
Ditl rt'ntial Temp r.lLurt: 
Controller 
Di ll . 1vmp . Controller 
Switch!n R lay 
Switching R lay 
Swi tehin Rda y 
S ltching Relay 
. .... 1 t ching Rll0 y 
S.., i hing helay 
Swi chin Rl'ls )' 
S..,i l"hing Relay 
Swilcluog Rvl y 
Pot(>ntiom t r 
Resi stor 
Manual witch 
RVSl't Ti mer 
PARI NO. 
R7412A1012 
R7412AlO12 
Rb222 '1003 
R 2221'1011 
H8222N10ll 
RB222BI067 
R8222N10 lJ 
RB2V BI067 
Rb2~:>NIOll 
RB2:!:!1011 
10~3h F 
B021391JliCll 
113/00 
DA 21UO .. 
Fig\lr Rep]~ ment Pnrt' List 
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SOLAR-HEAT PUMP 
CONTROL PANEL 
SK-142183 
I ': INTERNAL WIRING CHECKOUT 
, 
• 
If the control panel has been disconnected for relay replacement, trouble-shooting, 
! etc., the internal wir,ing of the control panel can be checked out by the following 
t procedure: 
r: 
r 1.) Disc9nnect all field wiring to control panel. 
1 
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2.) Provide two separate 24-volt AC, 40VA transformers 
and connect to control panel as called for in check-
out procedure. 
3.) Connect 120V power to Ll (line~ and L2 (ground) as 
called for in checkout procedure. 
4.) Check out each mode of operation as described in 
following checkout procedure. 
.. 
A-IO, 
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ENERGY TRANSPORT MODULE CHECK-OU'!' (New Castle Site) ETM-2 
. . 
. . 
.. . 
SET-UP all switches in AUTO pD·sttio.n, 120V to. Ll and L2 
24V between y and C, separate 24V between va and X 
NOTE: Disco.nnect all pDwer after each te~'t 
1. DIRECT HENrING 
a.) Jumper y. to. M 
b.) CM and HI o.pen, Jumper CM to. LO 
c.) Jumper COM to. LO Dn 7K 
d.) Jumper 91 to. 92 
e.) OPERATION - PI and P 2 sho.uld run 
f.) PrDceed to. next test 
2. FAN HIGH LIMIT 
a. )-d.) Same as la-d abDve, (simulate direct heating) 
e.) OPERATION - PI and P2 shDuld run 
f.) Jumper FL to. Ll 
g.) OPERATION - V 2 shDuld Dperate 
h.) RemDve jumper frDm FL to. Ll. 
i.) PrDceed to. next test 
3. DIRECT HEATING WITH HEAT PUMP AND ELEC. HEAT ON 
SECOND STAGE CALL FOR HEAT 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e.) 
f. ) 
g. ) 
h.) 
Same as la, b, c, d abDve 
OPERATION - PI and P 2 shDuld run 
Jumper L. to. L 
Jumper VR to. Y 
OPERATION - 24V between M and C 
- Reset timer runs, 
- After 9 1/2 minutes (apprDx. ) 24V between .y. and X 
i.) RemDve all jumpers fDr next test 
4. HEAT FROM STORAGE 
a.) Jumper:L to. M 
b.) Jumper CM to. HI 
c.) Jumper COM to. LO Dn 7K 
d.) Jumper 81 to. 83 
e.) OPERATION - P 3 shDuld run 
f.) Pro.ceed to. next test 
A-II 
5. HEAT FROM STORAGE, HEAT PUMP COMES ON (SECOND STAGE) 
AND STORAGE WATER TEMP. TOO LOW: HEAT FROM STORAGE 
IS SHUT-OFF 
a. -d.) 'Same as 4 a-d. above 
e.) OPERATION - P 3 should run 
I.) Jumper ER.to y 
g.) OPERATION - 24V between.M. and C 
h.) Remove jumper COM to LO on 7K 
i.) Jumper COM to nIGH on 7K 
j.) OPERATION -: P3 should stop 
k.) Remove all jumpers for next test 
6. STORAGE CHARGING 
a.) Jumper eM to LO 
b.) Jumper 91 to 92 
c.) OPERATION - PI' P 2 and V2 should operate 
d.) Proceed to next test 
7. PURGE 
a. )-b.) Same as 6 a, b above, (simulate storage charging) 
c.) OPERATION - PI' P2 and V 2 should operate 
d.) Remove jumper 91 to 92 
e.) Jumper 91 to 93 
f.) OPERATION - P2 should stop 
- PI and V 2 should continue to operate 
- 120V between VI and L2 
g.) Remove all jumpers for next test 
8. HEAT PUMP ON FIRST STAGE HEAT (NO SOLAR AVAILABLE) 
a.) Jumper.£ to M 
b.) Jumper eM to HI (COM to HIGH on 3K) 
c.) Jumper 81 to B2 
d.) OPERATION - 24V between oM. and C 
e.) Proceed to next test 
9. HEAT PUMP ON FIRST STAGE HEAT (NO SOLAR AVAILABLE) 
SECOND STAGE CALL FOR HEAT IS ELEC. HEAT 
a. )-c.) Same as B-c. above 
d.) OPERATION 24V between M. and C 
e.) Jumper 4 to L 
f.) Jumper VR to Y 
g.) OPERATION - after 9 1/2 minutes (approx.) between Y and X 
h.) Remove all jumpers -
~'ESTING OF ETM CONTROL PANEL IS COMPLETE 
R\~PR \ 
'U ,\ . 
Honeywell 
THESE THERMOSTATS AND SUBBASES 
PROVIDE LOW VOL TAG CONTROL OF 
MULTISTAG HATING AND COOLING 
SYSTEMS IN CLUDING HEAT P UMP 
SYSTEMS. 
o T872 Thermostat requires Q672 Subbase. 
o · Q672 Subbase provides system and fan 
switching, wiring terminals, and mounting 
base for T872 Th rmostat . 
o T872 Thermostat has silent dust-free 
mercury switches operated by coiled bimetal 
elements. 
o Q672 Subbase mounts on wall or horizontal 
outlet box. 
o Adapter plate available for mounting Q672 
Subbase on vertical outlet box. 
o Heat anticipator(s) are adjustable or fixed ; 
cooling anticipator(s) are fixed. 
o External levers and scale for temperature 
setting located on top of thermostat case . 
q Cover thermometer on most T872 Thermo-
stat models. 
o Locking cover and locking lever screws 
available for T872 Thermostats. 
o Plastic thermostat guards available for T872 
Thermostats. 
o Key lock cover with tumbler lock available 
for T872 Thermostats. 
'\Bi\.lTi 
, , G \~ 1 
" 
'MULTISTAGE. ) 
THERMOSTAT 
AND SUBBASE 
A-1.3 
STANDARD MODELS----------------
FINISH: Silver bronze. 
T872 THERMOSTATS MOUNTING MEANS: T872 Thermostat mounts on 
ELECTRICAL RATING: 24 te, 30V ac:. 
SWITCHING: Coiled bimetal .lements operate mercury 
switches. 
TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT: Heating and cooling 
setting lever , with common scale located on top of 
thermostat base. Common -lever for heating and 
cooling on T872R. 
TEMPERATURE SCALE RANGE: 44 to 86 F [7 to 
30 CJ, standard: optional ranges available. 
THERMOMETER RANGE: 52 to 98 F r II to 36 C J. 
CHANGEOVER DIFFERENTIAL: 3 F (2 CJ minimum 
betw\.en heating and cooling. 
INTERSTAGE DIFFERENTIAL: 
Standard Models-mechanical differential is 1 F 
(0.6 Cj between heating or cooling stages; operating 
differential is approximately 1.9 F (1 C) between 
stages in heating or cooling. 
Q672 Subbase. Subbase mounts horizontally on wall 
or outlet box. Mounts on vertical outlet box with option~l A30821A Adapter Plate Assembly. 
(See Fig. 1) 
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FIG. 1-DIMENSIONS OF T872 THERMOSTAT 
MOUNTED ON Q672 SUBBASE. 
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CAUTION 
1. Installer must be a trained, experienced 
serviceman. 
2. Disconnect power supply to prevent electrical 
shock and equipment damage. 
3. Do NOT short across coil terminals on relay. 
This may burn out the heat anticipator. 
4. Run wires as close to the subbase as possible. 
To prevent interference with the thermostat 
linkage, keep wire length to a minimum, and 
make certain wires do NOT protrude outward 
beyond standoffs (Fig. 4). Push excess wire 
back into the hole, and plug hole to prevent 
drafts from affecting thermostat operation. 
5. Do NOT overtighten thermostat captive mount· 
ing screws. This may damage the threads in the 
subbase. 
6. Always conduct a thorough checkout when 
installation is complete. 
~----------IMPORTANT-----------~ 
Thermostats are calibrated at the factory using 
subbases mounted at true level. Inaccurate sub-
base leveling will cause ~hermostat control. 
deviation. 
LOCATION 
Locate the thermostat about 5 feet (1.5 metre) above 
the floor in an area with good air circulation at average 
temperature. 
Do not mount the thermostat where it may be 
affected by-
-drafts, or dead spots behind doors and in corners, 
-hot or cold air from ducts. 
-radiant heat from the sun or appliances. 
-concealed pipes and chimneys. 
~unheated (uncooled) areas behind the thermostat. 
SUBBASE MOUNTING 
The subbase is designed for mounting on a wall or 
horizontal outlet box. (Adapter assembly, Part No. 
130821B, with cover plate only is available for covering 
wall marks from old thermostat.) An adapter assembly, 
Part No. 130821A, with adapter ring and cover plate is 
available for mounting on a vertical outlet box. Tc 
mount subbase, proceed as follows: 
1. At the location selected, prepare an opening for 
the thermostat wires. 
2. Run low voltage thermostat wires to the location, 
and pull about 4 inches [100 millimetres] through the 
wall opening. 
NOTE: Use color-coded thermostat cable for proper 
wiring. 
3. If mounting the subbase on a vertical outlet bo)! 
(Fig. 2), install the adapter ring with the 2 screws 
provided. 
A-14-
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SUItAIE 
THERMOST ~T COVER 
FIG. 2-INSTALLATION OF 0672 SUB9ASE ON 
OUTLET BOX. 
4, Pull thermostat cable through cover plate (if used) 
and subbase opening. Secure the cover plate and subbase 
with the 2 screws provided, but do not tighten. 
Thermostats art, calibrated at the factory using sub· 
bases mounted at true level. Inaccurate subbase leveling 
will cause thermostat control deviation. 
5, The subbase mounting slots provide for minor out 
of level adjustments. Level the subbase using a spirit 
level, as shown in Fig. 3 and tighten subbase mounting 
screws. 
MOUNTING HOltS 1'1 £ ~:E~ TERMIN"'~ B~:CK 
.. :--< ;: ...:.-- .... -::" .. , 
. -:: ~ - - -. _. - ';" -'-
TO SPRING FINGER 
CONT ~CTS ON THE 
THERMO~T~T 
FIG. 3-LEVELING THE SUBBASE. 
WIRING 
All wiring must comply with local I!lectrical codes 
and ordinances. 
A letter code is near each terminal for easy identifica· 
tion. Typical terminal designation and wiring connections 
are listed in Tables 1 and 2. 
FIG. 4-BARRIER CONFIGURATION. 
TABLE I-TERMINAL DESIGNATIONS 
TERMINAL TYPICAL CONNECTION 
. 
B Heating damper motor: changeover vallie (if used), 
E Emergency heat relay, 
G Fan relay coil. 
0 Cooling damper motor: changeover vallie (if used), 
. 
Power connection to transfol mer (in' 
R ternally connected for cooling and 
heating), 
-
AC Power connection to cooling tr!insfor.f!1!!:.... 
RH Power connection to heating transformer, 
W, Stage 1 heating control, 
W2 Stage 2 heating control. 
Yl Stage 1 cooling control. 
Y2 Stage 2 cooling control. 
X,X1, X2'C Clogged filter switch, 
TABLE 2-ALTERNATE CONTROL CIRCUIT 
TERMINAL DESIGNATIONS 
ALTERNATE STANDARD TYPICAL 
DESIG· DESIG· CONNECTION 
NATIONS NATION 
V V R 24 volt power supply 
Hl - Wl First stage heating 
H2 Y W2 Second stage heating 
Cl M Yl First stage cooling 
C2 - Y2 Second stage cooling 
F F G Fan 
- -
B Heating changeover 
- R 0 Cooling changeover 
. 
The shape of the terminal barrier permits insertion 
of straight or conventional wrap-around (Fig. 4) wiring 
connections. Either method is acceptable. When making 
connections, strip wire to the length specified in Fig. 5. 
Follow the equipment manufacturer's wiring instruc· 
tions, if available, when wiring the subbase. Figure 5 
shows internal wiring schematic for this unit. 
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FIG. 5 - INTERNAL SCHEMATIC T872Rl131/Q672L1144 
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Run wires as close to the subbase as possible. To 
prevent interference with the thermostat linkage, keep 
wire length to a minimum, and ttlake certain wires do 
NOT protrude outward beyond standoffs, (Fig. 6), Push 
exc.1S wire back into the hole, and plug hole to prevltnt 
drafts from affecting thermostat operation. 
STANDOFFS (21 
MAKE SURE 
WIRES DO NOT 
PROTRUDE BEVOND STANDOFFS ... ___ , 
FIG. 6-INDIVIDUAL SCREW WIRING FOR Q672 
SUBBASE. 
HEAT ANTICIPATOR SETTING 
Set the heat anticipator scale to match the primary 
control rating. When using a Ta72 Thermostat with 2 
ltages of heating, set both heat anticipators to match 
their respective primary control rating. If the primary 
control nameplate has no rating or if further adjustment 
il necessary, use the following procedure to determine 
the current draw of each stage. 
'lbe current draw of each heating stage must be 
meaN red with the thermostat removed. 
1. Connect an ae ammeter of appropriate range be-
tween the heating terminals of the subbase-
Stage I-not applicable 
Stage 2 -between Y and VR 
2. Move the system switch to HEAT or AUTO . 
. 3. After 1 minute, read the ammeter and record 
the reading. 
Stage I-N/A 
Stage 2- amp. 
4. After mounting the thermostat (see Thermostat 
Mounting, next paragraph), eet the adjustable heat 
anticipator to match the respective readmg measured 
in step 3. 
5. FQr Solar-Heat PUmp system set Stage 2 heat 
anticipator at 0.4 amp. 
A-17 
If equipment cycles too fast, set the anticipator to 
.. higher current. rating, not more than 1/2 division at a 
time, and recheck cycle rate. Most conventional 2·stage 
heating equipment is designed to operate at :5 cycles per 
bour, and l·stage heating equipment at 6 cycles per 
hour, at 50 percent load conditions. When using a Ta72 
'lbermostat in· heat pump systems, set the heat antici· 
pator at 140% of the actual primary control current 
draw to reduce the cycling rate. 
Most heat pump systems should cycle 2·1/2 to :5 
times per hour. 
THERMOSTAT MOUNTING 
1. Remove the thermostat from the polystyrene 
shipping container. 
2, Remove the thermostat cover by pulling the 
bottom edge of the cover upward until it snaps free of 
the locking springs. 
NOTE: The cover is hinged at the top and must be 
removed by pulling up at the bottom. 
3. Carefully remove and discard the polystyrene 
packing insert which protects the mercury switches 
during shipment. 
4. Turn the thermostat base over and note the spring 
fingers which engage the subbase contacts, Make sure 
the spring fingers are NOT bent preventing proper 
electrical.contact with the subbase. 
5. Set the heat anticipator indicator(s}, Fig. 7, to the 
respective current setting of each stage. See Heat 
Anticipator Setting. 
FIG.7-AOJUSTABLE HEAT ANTICIPATOR 
SCALES. 
, 
I 
I 
, 
! 
....... 
SERVICE ] 
CAUTION 
Before servlcmg, discoMlCt power supply to 
prevent electrical shock or equipment damage. 
THERMOSTAT 
T872 Thermostats are accurately calibrated It the 
factory; rfHEY DO NOT HAVE PROVISION FOR 
FIELD CALIBRATION. 
THERMOMETER 
To calibrate the thermometer: 
1. Remove thermostat cover by pulling up from the 
bottom until it clears the locking springs. If cover has 
optionallQCking screws, these must be backed out before 
cover cart be removed. 
2. Set the cover on a table near an accurate 
thermometer. 
3. After allowing 5 or 10 minutes for stabilization, 
compare the readings. If they are the same, replace 
cover and put system' into operation. If they are 
different, recalibrate the thermostat thermometer, step 4. 
4. In~ert a small screwdriver in the thermometer shaft 
(Fig. 8) and turn it until the thermometers read the 
same. When thermometer is calibrated, replace cover and 
place system and fan switches for desired operation. 
NOTE: Hand heat will offset the thermometer reading. 
After making each adjustment, wait 5 or 10 minutes 
for the thermometer to stabilize before comparing. 
FIG. 8 -THERMOMETER CALIBRATION. 
BULB REPLACEMENT 
Befo{f replacing bulb, shut off the power supply to 
prevent shorting out the transformer at the bulb 
terminals, or mOVE! Gubbase system switch to "OFF." 
Replace bulb in subbases with optional malfunction 
light as follows. 
1. Remove the thermostat from the subbase. 
2. Remove the snap·on shield that covers the light. 
3. Disconnect the field wire from the "X" terminal 
to prevent shorting out the transformer at the bulb 
terminals. 
4, Snap out the old bulb and replace it with a new 
bulb, Part No. 129571. The bulb contact should seat in 
the depression in the socket base. The bulb may be 
screwed in farther, if necessary, for a better electrical 
connection. When installing bulb, use needlenose pliers. 
S. Reconnect the field wire to terminal "X." 
6. Replace the shield and mount the thermostat. 
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Honeywell 
AQUASTAT CONTROLLERS ARE IMMER-
SION TYPE DEVICES FOR LIMITING OR 
REGULATING THE TEMPERATURE OF 
LIQUIDS IN BOILERS, STORAGE TANKS, 
AND OTHER APPLICATIONSWHERETEM-
PERATURE CONTROL OF LIQUIDS IS 
REQUIRED. AS THE TEMPERATURE OF 
THE CONTROLLED MEDIUM RISES TO THE 
SET POINT, EXPANSION OF THE FLUID 
IN THE SENSING ELEMENT OPERATES 
THE INTERNAL SWITCH OR SWITCHES. 
o The L4006 , 7 , and 8 provid spst switching 
for high or low limit control of a burner. 
o Th L4006G model h s two spst switch 
that make nd break in seql ence to provide 
boiler sequencing. 
o The L6006 and 8 provide spdt switching 
for low limit and circulator control. 
o Models which break contact on a tempera-
ture rise to the set point are calib at d for high 
limit use. They are also suitable for low limit 
control if a separate high limit control is used. 
o Ambient compensated models are available 
to prevent control-point shift caused by 
temperature fluctuation at the case. 
o Visible control point scale and ex ernal 
adjustment screw permit easy setting. 
o Models are available for either horizontal 
or vertical insertion of the sensing element. 
The sensing element may be directly immersed 
or placed in an immersion well . 
o Remote bulb models are available if the 
controller must be mounted at a locatio away 
frol ll the sensing elemer.L 
o Remote bulb models may also be used to 
sense air temperature in duct.s and in outside 
air sensing applications. 
o Totally enclosed Micro Switch sr. ?-acting 
switches are used in all models. 
S.K. 
7-75 
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AQUASTAT 
CONTROLLERS 
" [4006,1,8; 
. .. L6006,8 
Rvs,dentta' O'V . Form Number 60·2104 -1 
4 
SIPECHIFHCA THONS 
.- "- .. 
] 
5'5' MODELS' 
MIDSCALE SWITCHING 
MODEL APPLICATION RANGE (F) DIFFE~~NTIAL INSERTIONa ON TEMP. AV AlLABLE OPTIGNS (F RISE 
Tradeline models which in-
clude well and tube of heat 
conductive compound. Plas-
tic shield for covering well 
I in waler heater applications. 
L4006A high or low . 40 to lS0 201' 5 fixed or horizontal breaks 
3/4 in. NPr brass spud. 
limit 
, 
100 to 240 5 to 30 adj. Centigrade scale markings. Factory set stops at 160 F, 
lS5 F, 190 F, 200 F, or 
, 220 F. Dial marked WARM, 
NORMAL, HOT. Insulation 
depths of 1-1/2, 3, or 5 
inches 
40 to lS0 5 fixed or 3 Inch Insulation depth. 3/4 
L4006B circulator or 5 to 30 adj. horizontal makes inch NPr brass spud. 100 to 240 
L4006C hlgh or low 100 to 240 2 or 5 fixed horizontal breaks 10 In. element. Factory 
I limit direct set stOD at 205 F 
L4006Eb high limit 110 to 250 manual horizontal breaks 3/4 In. NPT brass spud. 3 
reset 01' vertical in. insulation depth. 
5 fixed horizontal breaks L4006G sequencing 100 to 240 interstage or vertical two 3-10 F adi. switches 
L4007A high or low 100 to 240 2 or 5 fixed, vertical breaks Centigrade scale markings. limit 5 to 30 adi. 
L4007B circulator 100 to 240 5 fixed or vertical makes 5 tn ~o "n; 
5 n.6 in., S !t.6 in. or 10 ft. 
high or low 40 to ISO 2 or remote 
remote capillary. Factory 
L400BAa or 5 fixed, breaks set scale stop at 120 or limit 100 to 240 5 to 30 adj. bulb 200 F. External adjusting knob. Centigrade scale 
marklnrrs 
L400SBa circulator 100 to 240 5 fixed or remote makes 8 n.6 in. capillary. 5 to 30 adi. bulb 
7 n.6 in., 20 ft.capillary or 
ambient o to 70 remote 
fast .response element. 
External adj. knob. 150 va L400Sca com pensated or 2 or 5 fixed bulb breaks rating at 120, 240v ac. high limit 40 to ISO High limit stamped on case 
scalp lock 
L4008 models continued on p8\JII 3 
aCopper well orfittiog is supplied with all models except remote bulb type. When ordering, specify boiler tapping 
size (1/2 or 3/4 inch) and insulation depth. 
bMamlal reset (trip-free)·-SWitchbreaks circuit and locks out when controlled medium reaches set point. Con-
trolled temperature must drop 20 degrees below set point before contacts can be manually reset. 
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SPST MODELS CONnNUED: 
MIDSCALE SWITCHING 
MODEL APPLICATION RANGE (F) DIFFERENTIAL INSERTIONa ON TEMP. AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
(F) RISE 
TradeUnc model available. 
Centigrade scale markings. 
Hot tinned 8 ft. capillary • 
Electrical rating: 2.3 amp 
at 120-240v ac, full load. 
ambient o to 70 remote Fast rcsponsc, 10 ft.ar-lAOosoa compensated or 2 or ~ fixed bulb makes mored caplllary with 3 ft. 
circulator 40 to 180 bulb. Extcrnal adjustment 
knob. Factory set scale 
stops at 120, 220, or 250 F. 
Plastic Shield for covering 
well in water heater 
applications. 
L4008Eab 
40 t<" 80 manual remote Factory set scale stop at high limit or 
reset bulb breaks 250 F. 8 ft.6 in. capillary. 
-
110 to 290 
All models less case and 
lA008Ja high limit 100 to 240 5 fixed remote breaks cover. 18 in. capillary and bulb 1/2 in. well assy. Factory 
set scale stop at 220 F. 
lAOO8Kll circlliator 40 to 180 5 fixed remote makes All modcls less cover. bulb 
SPOT MODELS: 
MODEL APPLICATION RANGE (F) DIF~~~~~tfl (F) INSERTIONa AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Tradeline model which includes 
circulator 100 to 240 well adapter and tube of heat con-
L6006Aa and low or 5 fixed or horizontal ductlve compound. 3/4 in. NPT limit or 110 to 290 5 to 30 adj. brlUls spud, 3 in. insulation high limit depth. Horizontal or vertical 
mount available on same mode Is. 
circulator 
L6006B and low 100 to 240 5 fixed or horizontal 3/4 in. brass bulb compression limit or 5 to 30 adj. fitting. 
hilr.h limit 
circulator Tradeline model with 5 ft.cap-
L6008Aa and low limit 100 to 240 5 fixed or remote illary. Ral}ge of -30 to 70 F. 
-30 to 70 5 or 30 adj. bulb Centigrade scale markings. With-COOling out cover. 
Tradeline model. 150 va switch 
remote rating. Centigrade scale 
L6008Ca dual fuel o to 70 2 or 5 fixed bulb. markings. 7 ft.6 in. armored changeover 40 to 180 May be capillary. External adjustment 
duct mounted. knob. Lock type cover. 20 ft. 
-
element. Averae:inl! element 
L6008Ea ambient 40 to 180 5 fixed remote All models less enclosure. Front 
compensated bulb mounted. 
acopper well or fitting is supplied with all models except remote bulb type. When ordering, specify boiler tapping 
size (1/2 or 3/4 inch) and insulation depth. . 
bManual reset (trip-free)-Switchbreaks circuit and locks out when controlled medium reaches set pOint. Con-
trolled temperature must drop 20 degrees below set point before contacts can be manually reset. 
NOTE: The following specifications are standard. Variances, available as options, are noted in the preceding 
table. 
ELECTRICAL RATING (AMPS): Models with 5 F differential--
Models with 2 F fixed differential-
120vac 240vac 
120v ac 240vac FULL LOAD 8 5 1 
FULL LOAD 2.6 1.3 LOCKED ROTOR 48 30 6 
LOCKED ROTOR 15.6 7.8 INDUCTIVE CURRENT .25 at 1/4 to 12v dc 
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PRESSURE RA l1NG: 
Capillary bulb (direct immersion)-200 p~i. 
Immersion well-255 psi. 
SENSlNG BULB MATERIAL: Copper. 
SENSlNG BULB FULL: Liquid. Tol'~'lne or Silicone. 
CAPILLARY LENGTH (including bulb): Remote bulb 
models-60 inches. 
SENSlNG BULB DlMENSlONS (inches): 2-7/8 long, 
3/8 diameter. 
INSERTION DEPTH: 3-3/8 inches. 
INSULATION: Brass. 1-1/2 or 3 inches. Specify 
when ordering. 
PROVISION FOR WIRING: Screw terminals. 
MOUNTING: Horizontal and vertical models mount 
directly to an immersion well installed in a boiler 
fitting. Remote bulb models have 3 mounting holes 
rear of case for screw mounting to a "ertical 
8urface. . 
FINISH: Gray. 
INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS: See Figs, 1 and 2. 
IMMERSION WELL DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 3. 
BOILER FITTING AND BULB DIMENSIONS: See 
Fig. 4. 
KNOCKOUT ~OR 
J.4 INCH CONDUIT 
ON ALL MODELS 
SIMILAR KNOCKOUT 
ON BOTTOM FOR 
HORIZONTAL INSERTION 
AND REMOTE BULB 
MODELS 
RESET 
BUTTON 
IL4006E 
L4007E 
: rl--~--,-~~_~:_JE cLEMENT FOR . I 7 HORIZONTAL " ... -, i6 IMMERSION 
I \___ KNOCKOUT J_ 1* O+-J.' J FOR J 4 INCH T 
J 3 \ I CONDUIT ON I J..4 T ..... VERTICAL 
ONLY ELEMENT -I~ 11 
~JgmON '--___ .... ~....:L 
FOR rT6 
VERTICAL .. " 
IMMERSION 
FIG. 1-INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS. 
1/2 OR 3/4-14 NPT 
~~~~ __________ ~-L 
L 
__ ~ ________ 'f~lr 
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FIG. 3-IMMERSION WELL DIMENSIONS FOR ALL MODELS 
EXCEPT L4OO6C. L4007D. AND L6OO6B •. 
ACCEssomES: 
Weatherproof enclosure-Q615. 
Immersion wells-
Copper, 1/2 NPT, 1-1/2 Inch Insulation-Part 
No. 12137IA. 
Copper, 1/2 NPT, 3 Inch insulation-Part No. 
121371L. 
Copper, 3/4 NPT, 1-1/2 inch Insulation-Part 
No. 121371B. 
Copper, 3/4 NP'f, 3 inch insulation-Part No. 
121371M. 
Copper, 3/4 NPT, 1-1/2 inch Insulation, plastic 
sleeve-Part No. 12131K. 
Copper, 3/4 NPT, 3 Inch insulation, plastic: 
sleeve-Part No. 12137IN. 
Stainless steel, 1/2 NPT, 1-1/2 inch insulation 
-Part No. 12137IE. 
Stainless steel, 3/4 NPT, 1-1/2 inch insulation 
-Part No. 121371F. 
Bulb Compression Fittings (see Fig. 6)-
Brass, 1/2 NPT plug. 1-1/2 inch insulation-
Part No. 104486B. 
Brass, 3/4 NPT plug, 1-1/2 inch insulaUon-
Part No. 104486C. 
Capillary Compression Fittings (see Fig. 7)-" 
Copper, 1/2 NPT plug. 1-1/2 inch insulatlon-
Part No. 104484C. 
Copper, 3/4 NPT plug. 1-1/2 inch insulation-
Part No. 104484B. 
i~i----ttI'r7 ALTERNATE 
II I POSITION 
II OF SENSING 
II II ELEMENT 
II CAPJLLARY 
r, 
MOUNTING 
HOLE FOR 
J 16 INCH 
SCREWIJ) 13 
! I r6j(J) - 'r--'-; ~ -tt~~ 
.... +-+- -i-t-Hi-r
1
-
.Ii. ~ ~ ... " 
16 
-L.:,'-rt----h-"J 
I I I r-- AL TERNATE POSITION 
.1.8 -l f-I.!'- 'I OF SENSING ELEMENT 
4 I CAPILLARY 
II 1011'1 
FIG.2-INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS FOR REMOTE BULB 
MODELS. OTHER DIMENSIONS SAME AS FIG. 1. 
..------------' .. "'l 
~ ,n" "~,, '" _l_ 
~ 'f~+ 1011 
FIG. 4-BOILER FITTING AND BULB DIMENSIONS FOR L4OO6C. 
L4007D. AND L6006B. 
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The manufacturer usually provides a tapping for 
insertion of the controller's sensing element. This 
tapping is located at a point where typical water tem-
perature can be measured. Depending on model, the 
element is inserted in an immersion well, through 
a bQller fitting, or directly immersed. 
Installation should be made by a qualified servicelnan. 
Follow the instructions furnished by the system man-
ufacturer, if available. Otherwise, refer to appropriate 
procedure listed below. 
-------IMPORTANT-----_ 
Controller may be used with or without immersion 
well. Well, if used, must fit sensing bulb snugly 
for good thermal response. Insert bulb until it 
rests against bottom of well, then hold it there 
while tightening the tubing clamp. 
MOUNTING REMOTE BULB MODELS 
The remote temperature-sensing bulb can either 
be installed in an immersion well (Fig. 5) that ex-
tends into the boiler or tank, 01' it can be directly 
immersed in the liquid. For installations not using a 
well, secure the remote bulb with a bulb compreSSion 
fitting (Fig. 6), or capillary compression fitting 
(Fig. 7). 
Well, bulb compreSSion fitting or capillary com-
preSSion fitting must be ordered separately. Sizes 
available: 1/2 in. , 3/4 in. NPI' spud. Well, if used, 
must fit sensing bulb snugly for good thermal re-
sponse. Insert bulb until it rests against bottom of 
well, then hold it there while tightening the tubing 
clamp. (See Fig. 5.) 
The boiler manufacturer generally provides a 
tapping for the insertion of the Aquastat controller'S 
sensing element. This tapping should be located at a 
point where typical water temperature can be mea-
sured. The bulb or protecting immersion well must 
never be located close to a hot or cold water inlet or 
a steam co.il. 
If the system is filled, drain system to a point be-
law the boiler tapping, or wherever the sensing bulb 
is to be installed. 
The bulb can also be installed in the supply line of 
an indirect water heater, in the direct water heater 
itself, or in the feed riser, about 6 in. above the 
boiler. If the riser is valved, tha bulb can be in-
stalled between the boiler and the valve. 
NOTE: Avoid making sharp bends or kinks in the 
capillary. Bends should be no sharper than 1 inch 
radiUS. 
After installing, carefully coil excess capillary at 
the bottom of the controller case. 
IMMERSION WELL MOUNTING 
1. Screw the well into the boiler, tank, or pipe 
tapping. 
2. InRert bulb in well, pushing tubing until bulb 
bottoms in well. 
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3. Attach retainer clamp to end of well spud. Loosen 
draw nut and spread jaws of clamp with screwdriver 
if necessary. 
4. With retainer clamp attached to well spud (be 
sure jaws of clamp hook over ridge at end of spud, as 
shown at points "A II), adjust tubing to fit through re-
tainer clamp groove, as shown at point liB. " 
5. Tighten draw nut so that l'etainerclamplsfirm-
ly attached to well spud and tubing is held securely in 
place. 
CAUTION 
Do not .ecuredraw~t.ottghtlythalretalnerclamp 
could collapse tublng. 
INSET-RETAINER CLAMP 
FIG. 5-IMMERSION WELL FITTING. 
MOUNTING WITH BULB COMPRESSION FITTING 
CLAMP SCR EWS (2) 
BULB COMPRESSION FITTING 
SEALING WASHI!R 
BULB 
SPLIT SLEEVE 
" INSERTION LENGTH -I r APPROX. 3·3/16 -I 
1073 
FIG. 6-BULB COMPRESSION FITTING, USE WITH MODEL 
L400BA,B,E,J, OR L600BA. 
1. Screw the fitting into boiler or pipe tapping. 
2. Slide sealing washer onto bulb. 
3. Insert bulb into boiler fitting until bulb bottoms. 
4. Slide split sleeve into fitting. 
5. Place clamps A and B on assembly so that sleeve 
is drawn into fitting when screws are tightened. Note: 
make sure that nub on clamp A engages space between 
sleeve and clamp. 
6. Tighten clamp screws evenly. 
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MOUNT_ WI'" CAPIUA., COMPIIIIION .mlNO 
'-P,ACI(II~G NUT 
.Y'--- BOILER 
PLUG 
SLOTTED WASHERS. ~ n 
ASSEMBLE IN PAIRS U AI 
I.,. 
Fla. 7-CAPILLARY COMJIRESSION FITTINO. USE WITH 
MODEL L4OO8C,D,K, OR L6OO8C,E. 
1. Screw fitting into boUer or pipe tapping. 
2. Place packing mt on tubing. 
3. Slide bulb completely through fitting. 
4. Place composition disc and 4 slotted brass 
washers on tUbing in the order shown in Fig. 7. D!.!:!! 
brass washers 80 that slots are 180 degrees apart. 
5. Slide seal assembly into fitting and tighten paCking 
mt. 
DUCT MOUNTING 
. FIO.a-BULB SUPPORT. 
1. Drill a 3/4 inch hole in the duct walllarge enough 
to admit the sensing bulb into the holder. 
2. Using the holder as a template, mark and drill 
hole. for bulb holder mounting screws. 
3. Break holder to desired length (Fig. 9). 
NOTE: Holder must be long enough to hold senSing 
bulb in freely Circulating air away from duct wall. 
Neatly coU excess capillary at controller case or at 
bulb holder. . 
FlO.t-REMOVING EXCESS BULB SUPPORT. 
4. Place capillary in bulb holder channel. Pinch 
top edges of holder together ateatlh.egment(Fig. 10) • 
FlO. 10-SECURINO CAPILLARY IN BULB HOLDER. 
5. Insert bulb holder into controlled area through 
hole prepared in step 1 above. 
6. Fasten bulb holder to duct wall with screws 
furnished. 
MOUNTING DIRECT IMMERSION MODELS 
fOI MODELS USING AN IMMEISION WELL 
'l1le well of the Aquastat controller must always be 
exposed to circulation of the medium under control, 
but must never be located close to a hot or cold inlet 
or steam coU. Where the tapping is on the side of the 
boiler, use an~uastat controller with horizontal well. 
Where the tapping is on top of the boUer, use amodel 
with a vertical well. - . 
INSTALUNG THE IMMERSION WELL 
On eXisting installations, shut off the power and re-
move the old control. If the old immersion well appears 
suitable, and if the adapter clamp on the Aquastat 
controller fits the old well spud, the well need not be 
replaced. 
1. If the system is fUled, drain system to a point 
below the boiler tapping. 
2. Remove plug (or old well) from boiler tapping. 
3. Install the No. 121371 Immersion Well included 
with the controller. If boiler tapping is greater than 
1/2 inch a reduction fitting must be used to adapt the 
boUer opening to the 1/2 inch threads that are standard 
with the well or fitting. Fittings with 3/4 inch threads 
are also available. 
4. Fill the system. Make sure that the well is 
screwed in tightly enough to prevent leakage. Do NOT 
tighten or apply force to case after controller is 
secured to well. 
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INSTAllAnON OF SENSING lUll IN IMMEItSION WEll 
. In n. in~ (' I m nt into th Imlll ' r 1011 
w 11. 
<lS(' of th Aqu,\l,t.lt lOlllroll I' t) 
.& MODE LS WITH ~IXEO DI FF RENT IAU 00 NOT INCLUDE AD 
JUSTINe; WH EEL 
& ON MODELS WITH VERTIC AL MOUNT ING OF IMM ERS,ON 
WELL . IT IS ATTA CH 0 TO BOTTO". OF THE CASE 
FIG. " - INTERNAL VIEW OF L6006A. 
MODElS DESIGNED FOR DIRECT IMMERSION 
(WITHOUT WEll) 
10 . 
Some models, which provid direct Imm rsion of 
the sensing e lem nt Into the boiler, include a No. 
104486 bulb compression fitting assembly inst ad of an 
immersion well. Install fitting in boil r tapping. Dc 
sure sCuling wash r is in plac as shown In Fi g. 12. 
Make sur that spud of bulb compr ssion fittin g is 
screwed in tightly enough to pr v nt leaking. lnsert 
immersion bulb (s nsing lement ) th rough bulb ('.:Im-
pression fittin g. Adjust th adapter clamp so that It 
fits over the groov at the op ning of th bulb com-
pression fi tt ing. Tighten adapt r clamp screws so that 
Aquastat controll r IS firmly attached to bulb com-
pression fittin g. 
MOUNTING DUAL FUel CHANGEOVER MODelS 
Th se mOdels h v five foot capillary . This cap-
illary establishes th maximum distance betw cn the 
case and til outdoor mounti ng. 
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FIG. 
lnst, II th ca. • t th Indoor locahon t 
t ning WIth I' w thr ugh hoi In back of th cas. 
Bring th bulb and tublllg out thl'ough a 3/ 4 Illch hoi> 
in th outsid wall. In unroi llng th tubing, car fully 
avoid sh rp b ' I1dS or kinks . xc SA tubing- sh uld he 
I ft 011 d n <ll' th cas . Do not mal< sha rp IJ nds n ar 
th as or bulb. 
SIIPlh bulbthr ughthc UPI rtsinth sh Id. Pi n h 
th split sup rUng tllp unhl It holds th bulb firmly 
In position. U th s ai-off tub protrud s from lind r 
th s hi In., It may b b nt und r as hown in Ig. 13. 
Hold th hi Id ov r th mounting si tton and f01'111 
a small- r adiu b nd In th tUbi ng . Plac th split plug 
around the tubing, nd mov th shl ld into mounting 
10 alion as a urut. Pu sh th spli t plug Into th hoi 
until It is wedg d s cu r ely In pl. • Fast nth shl Id 
In plac on th wall with th cr ws provided. 
OTE: U thc tubing IS prop rly s haped and th split 
plu[; IIlstalied a dir ct d, th S hl Id will ov r th 
split plug, and th hoi In th wall will b hidd n 
from sight. 
INS[ RT BUI B AN D PINCH 
SPLIT SUPPORT INC 
CLIP "' ITH PLIERS SPLIT wOOD PLUG 
)." DIAHOlE 
10' 
FIG. 13- MOUNTING BULB IN SHIELD OUTSIDE BUILDING. 
; .... 
MOUNTING THE L600BA REMOTE BULl COOLING 
THERMOSTAT 
MOUNTING WITH GUARD .RACKET 
Mount the bulb in the guard bracket as shown in 
Fig. 14. Locate the bulb and bracket combination in 
freely circulating air in the controlled area. With 
screws provided, fasten the bracket in place. 
MOUNTING ON SUCTION LINE 
1. In cooling units with more than olle suction line, 
sensing bulb should be placed on the common line. 
2. Make certain the bulb is at least 2 feet from the 
point at which the suction line leaves the cooler. This 
will prevent the outside temperature from being trans-
mitted to the remote bulb through the copper tubingof 
the suction linl). 
3. Place the remote senSing bulb on the side of the 
horizontal suction line between the coil and trap (not 
on the trap). 
4. Attach the sensing bulb to the sllction line with 
clips or straps. 
5. Coil the excess length of capillary tubing near 
the L6008A case. 
FIG. 14-SECURING REMOTE BULB IN CLIP. 
WIRING 
All wiring must comply with local codes and ordi-
nances regarding wire Size, type of insulation, en-
closure, etc. Figures 16 through 23 show typical 
hook-up diagrams. 
SUCTION LINE 
LEAVES CCOLER 
FIG. 15-ATTACHING REMOTE BULB TO HORIZONTAL SUC· 
TION LINE. 
- LINE VOLTAGE 
_ LOW VOLTAGE 
GAS VALVE PILOTSTAT 
& PROVIDE DISCONNECT MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTION AS REQUIRED 
FIG, 16-TYPICAL GAS·FIRED SYSTEM WITH DOMESTIC HOT 
WATER. 
P);OTECTORELAY 
LIIHOTi-+ & 
~+-----~-----,----L2~ 
- LINE VOLTAGE 
_ LOW VOLTAGE 
0+--... ------, 
I 
---1-i-----1 I 
I I 
I I 
BURNER 
MOTOR 
OIL VALVEIoi 
IF USED U 
&. PROVIDE DISCONNECT MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTION AS RECUIRED 
FIG. 17-TYPICAL OIL·FIRED GRAVITY SYSTEM. 
PROTECTORELAY 
- LItlE VOL TAce 
- I.OW VOL T AbE 
24.VOLT 
THERMOSTAT 
HIGH l.IMIT 
ACUASTAT 
SWITCHING RELAY 
L.O:j----------+--iL1 ... 
IHOTI 
L------foo>r----~ L2. 
CIRCULATOR & 
& PROVlrF 01', I'tm[( T MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTION AS RECUIRED 
FIG. 18-TYPICAL OIL·FIRED HYDRONIC SYSTEM WITH DO· 
MESTIC HOT WATER. 
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" 
2HOLT 
THERMOSTAT 
SWITCHING ~EL'Y 
- LINE VOLTAGf 
- LOW VOLT AG,\: 
tLtt 
UTrill 12 ~~OO6~ 
L4007~ 
IIICIiLIMIT 
~aUAITAT 
PROTECTORELAY 
& PROVIDE DISCONNECT MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTIOtI AS REQUIRED 
FIG. 1S-0IL·FIRED SUMMER·WINTER HVDRONIC SYSTEM 
WITH DOMESTIC HOT WATER. 
FLAME 
RECTIFIER POWER 
SUPPLY 
it PROVIDE DISCONNECT MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTION 
AS REQUIRED. 
10HM 
FIG. 20-TVPICAL WIRING DIAGRAM FOR L600BC1040 USED 
TO SWITCH FROM GAS TO OIL ON TEMPERATURE 
DROP. 
For proper selection of settings, follow the boiler 
manufacturer's recommendations. 
HIGH LIMIT CONTROLLER 
Shuts off burner if water temperature exceeds high 
limit setting. Burner restarts when temperature drops 
to high limit setting. less differentiaL 
NOTE: On manual reset models, the reset button on 
the front of the case must be pushed in to allow the 
burner to operate after a high limit shutdown. 
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_LI 
LINE nlDl' 
& -L? 
TR,,-tmO~;'~R 
~bMJhoL PILOT THERMOSTAT 
TO TO 
STRHT GAS LPG 
VALVE _---------------4._ VALVE 
& I'ROVIDt DISCONNEC T MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROH~ liON 
A.S RFQl!IRFO. III\~ 
FIG. 21-TVPICAL WIRING DIAGRAM FOR L600BC1040 USED 
TO SWITCH STREET GAS TO LPG ON TEMPERATURE 
DROP. 
INDICATlN(;, POWER 
LI(,IIT 1 SUPPLY [It ® LI 'HOll .... POWER ®- SUPPLY B ,_. r~--r u --.... &. @- "-"~ 
COOLING 
L600BA EQUIPMENT 
& PROVIDE DISCONNECT MEANS AND (WERLOAD PROTECTION AS REQUIRED 
FIG. 22-L600BA USED TO CONTROL COOLING EQUIPMENT 
AND INDICATING LIGHT. 
FIG. 23-TVPICAL HOOKUP FOR L4006G BOILER SEQUENCING 
AQUASTAT. 
LOW LIMIT CONTROLLER 
Maintains minimum boiler temperature for domestic 
hot water. Turns on boiler at temperature setting, 
minus differential. 
CIRCULATOR CONTROLLER 
Prevents circulation of water that is below the de-
sired heating temperature, Breaks circulator c:ircuit 
on temperature drop below setting minus differential, 
remakes on rise to setting. 
IU_#iiWA:I!!i 
Set the differential to correspond with the boiler 
manufacturer's recommendations. To adjust models 
with adjustable differential, rotate the wheel on the 
back of the snap switch until the desh'ed reading Is 
aligned with the "V" notch in the frame. The wheel 
provides an adjustment from 5 to 30 F. Replace the 
cover on the Aquastat controller. 
Adjust the control point to correspond with the boiler 
manufacturer's recommendations. To adjust, insert 
a screwdriver in the slotted screw-type head located 
beneath the window in the cover. Turn the scale to 
the desired control lXlint. 
L6008A LOCATION DIFFERENTIAL CALIBRATION 
The L6008Al093 is calibrated for applications with 
both the bulb and case located in the room in which 
the temperature is being controlled. A correction will 
be necessary if the temperature ofthe case is different 
from the desired dial setting. 
1. IT the case is at a higher temperature than the de-
sired dial setting, raise the desired dial setting by the 
correction determined from the table at right. 
Check to make certain that the Aquastat controller 
has been iristalled and adjusted properly. Put the sys-
tern into operation and observe the actiollofthedevice 
through several cycles to make certain that it provides 
2. IT the case is at a lower temperature than the 'de-
sh'cd dial setting, lower the desired dial setting by 
the correction determined from the table below. 
'I'emperature difference between Correction def;ired room temperature and (Degrees F) case temperature (F) 
0 0 
5 3/4 
10 1-1/2 
15 2 
20 2:3 74 
25 3-1 2 
30 4-1 4 
35 5 
40 5-3/4 
45 6-1/2 
50 7 
55 8 
60 8-172 
70 10 
80 11-1/2 
proper control of the system as described under OP· 
ERATION. Further adjustments then can be made to 
meet more exact comfort requirements. 
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APPENDIX B 
COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM 
LSC18-1 
HRW-1-30 
Y534A 
Solar Collectors 
Purge Unit 
Diverting Valve 
'. 
501249M 
676 
REPR DU 'W1LtT F '1l1~ 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS P R 
B-1 
PARTS ARRANGEMENT 
ALUMINUM COVER FRAM EAL 
COV R MOUN nNG 
SCR WS (I) 
R.OW ruBE MANIFOLD 
34-1"" 
11I7mm, 
t E 
" e ':' .. 
..... 
"'!!. 
RUBB R PADS (6) 
GLASS COVERS (LSC18-1S COLLECTORS 
HAVE THE OUTER GLASS ONLY) 
SOLAR COLLECTOR DIMENSIONS 
67·1511." 
--- 117211 mm, 
71 · 1311&" 
11124 mm, 
TOP VIEW 
------ 71 1311S" 
11824 mm, 
70·1116" 
11780 mm, 
___ 72· 1116" 
(1 830 mm, 
SIDE VIEW 
B-2 
112" 
113 mm, 
1-1 ,." 
14'mm' 
35-7." 
1111 mm, 
E 
: E ~'" ;; 
MO UNTI NG BRACKET 
o TAIL 
1867 mm, 
END VIEW 
-FRAMING • FLASHING • COLLECTOR MOUNTING 
I • SHIPPING AND PACKING LIST 
Package 1 of 1 Conti In. 
1 - Assembled solar collector 
II - SHIPPING DAMAGE 
Check unit for shipping damage. Contact the last carrier immediately 
if any damage is found. 
III- GENERAL 
These Instructions are intended as It general guldb and do not super-
sede local codes. Authorities having Jurisdiction should be ponsulted 
before installation. 
IV • APPLICA TION 
The consulting engineer, architect or dealer must determine the 
solar collector application Including number required. placement, 
FIGURE 1 
mounting angle and piping sequence, This Instruction outlines one 
typlc.1 method of framing and Installing the solar colleclors. Other 
designs can be substituted If the basic guidelines within the lnstruc-
lion are followed. Figure 1 illustrates a typical residential 
appllcati,?n. 
v . SOlAR COLLECTOR 
The collectors must mount on a watortight roof. Roof construction 
must be adequate to support the collectors and mounting frame. 
Sofar collectors must be Instalfed with the flow tubes In the vertical 
'"'I ~"",-----162-5/81/ /4131 mml-----.. ~~I 
~86:·,12., (~19; mm)---i 
I> 2> > > 1 
SINGLE ROW LENGTH 
METAL FLASHING" 
---~ 
ROOF SHEATHING/ 
2" X 4" SLEEPER 
-ASPHALT FELT 
R.OOF TRUSS 
SLEEPER FLASHING DETAIL 
FIGURE 3 
TRIM FACING (OPTIONAL) 
DRA,IN HOLE$ 
2" )( 4" SLEEPER 
2" x 4" SLEEPER 
COVER FRAME 
MOUNTING SCREWS 
1--4----48"~~:~)-F'- -. 
--1 ~TRUSS RAFTER 
SECTION A-A 
TYPICAL MOUNTING DETAIL 
FIGURE 2 
B-3 
"': .... " 
, 
~, 
p05itlon. Figure 2 illustrates detail:; for n typical mounting frame. 
Install the frame and solar collectCJrs as follows: 
1 • Center sleepers over trusses and secure to roof. Figure 3 shows 
the sleeper flashed Into the roof. 
a • length of sleepers requirorf for a single row of collectors is 
136· 112 inches. 
USE: 2" )( 8" DIMENRIONAL LUMBER 
FOR MOUNTING FRAME 
SECURE BASE FRAMING TO/ 
SLEEPERS WITH LAG BOLTS 
DRilL DRAIN HOLES,,<-_--' 
IN THE BOTTOM OF 
MOUNTING FRAME 
(34" on 24" centers) 
DET,~IL OF 
BOTTOM 
OF FRAME 
........-:: ... I _. ; ..... J •• 
b· lenglh I;f sleepers required for two rows of collectors is 
162·5!$ inches. 
2 • Figure 4 illustrates typical framing construction for ona row of 
collectors. Figure 5 illustrates conc;truction for two rows of collec· 
tors. 2" ), flu dimontional lumber is utilized. 
SLEEPER-~' 
A 
inchos 86·1/2 
mm 2197 
"X" EQUALS NUMBER OF COLLECTORS 
MULTIPLIED BY 3 FEET 
PLUS 8 INCHES 
B C 0 t: F 
68·112 6·'114 6·34 6·1/4 314 
'-' 
-- --r--
1740 159 171 159 19 
MOUNTING FRAME FOR SINGLE ROW COLLECTORS 
FIGURE 4 
! A B C 
inches 162·5/8 68·1/2 6·114 
111m 4131 1740 159 
DRILL DRAIN HOLES-40-./ 
IN THE BOTTOM OF 
MOUNTING FRAME 
(3/4" on 24" centers) 
0 
6-3/4 
171 
E F G H 
6-1/4 3/4 6 5 "x" EQUALS NUMBER OF COLLECTORS MULTIPLIED BY 3 FEET 
159 19 152 127 
LSECURE BASE FRAMING 
TO SLEEPERS 
WITH LAG BOLTS 
DETAIL OF ~ 
, BOTTOM OF 
FRAME 
PLUS 8 INCHES 
MOUNTING FRAME FOR DOUBLE ROW COLLECTORS 
FIGURE 5 
B-4 
ii iM . ...., 
-3· Position first collector 4·7e Inches from end of frame and then 
maintain 1/8 inch between remainder of collectors. Aefer to Fig. 
ure 6. Secure collectors to frame with lag bolts (4 per collector). If 
desired the inside spacing could enclose the supply and return 
header runs where they penetrate through roof. 
NOTE· Solarcolh'Ctors can be piped individually as they are set or;! 
working area permits, piped after all col/ectors are set. 
4 • The temperature control system has a sensor which secures 
1/8" (3mm) EXPANSION 
TOLERANCE BETWEEN 
COVER FRAMES 
directly to one absorber plate. RemOVe the collector frame from 
desired collector and install the sensor in the center of absorber 
plate. Refer to manufacturer's Installation instructions. Drill a 
hole through cuHector cabinet and route wiring to sensor. 
5 • After the system has been leak tested and the Insulation has been 
Installed on outdoor piping, flash the frame and solar collectors 
as Illustrated in Figure 7. This flashing prevents air flow around 
collectors minimizing convection losses. This trim can bolt 
directly to the collector frame. 
SPACE COLLECTOR 4·7/8" (124 mm) LAG BOLT ~'i' 
FROM SIDE AND SECURE TO ""'----1 (one per corner) -'I 
STRIPPING WITH LAG BOLTS 
INSTALLING COLLECTORS IN 
MOUNTING FRAME 
BASE FRAMING 
FIGURE 6 
4·7/8" 
(12~ mm) 
OETAllOF 
MOUNTING 
FRAME SIDE 
SECURE 1" x 2·1/4" TRIM STRIPS 
BETWEEN COLLECTORS 
. __ --i ... ~!~ 
J ~~ 
1" x 6" TRIM 
(1" x 10") TRIM COVER 
SECURE TRIM TO COLLECTOR 
WITH COVER FRAME 
MOUNTING SCREWS 
---
DETAil OF 
BOTTOM 
TRIM COVER 
BASE FRAMING 
INSTALLING TRIM FLASHING 
FIGURE 7 
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-- -~ 
1"x6"TRIM 
COVER FRAME 
MOUNTING SCREW 
---"-~1A.20 x 5'8 HHMS) 
" " 
/ SECURE TRIM 
/' TO MOUNTING 
FRAME WITH ~ .// WOOD SCREWS 
~.--,-----,- ..... 
VI • PIPING FOR SOlAR COLLECTORS 
b R mov any burr wi th nlf or r amlng tool 
FlglH 9 
INSFRT TU BING TO DEPTH GAUGE 
A ND TIGHTEN TH E FLARING CONE 
FIGURE 10 
PIPING 
show n In 
B-6 
d 11 nd ligh t n uSing two 
Figur 12 how u!t w yof 
~lI N PARTS AND THE 
2 Solder d Conn 'Cllon 
a • Cut th pip to ~Il 
b Remov burr 
t' 15 
c Fit tubing Into coupling IllCllllldlllg a tight dnd prop rei ar 
anc S Figur 13 
d Us mlnlfnum 95 5 ral 'd ~ol pr 
e Mak )omtu Inqprop'r.JnlOuntofh allo ra w sold flnlOlnt 
f Cool and ell'an th )Olnt with w ' l 10lh 
J;1.. 
._____COUPlING 
= 
/... SlDE't"w 
MAl TAl AU IFORM AND 
TIGHT CL(ARA CE 
FIGURE 13 
a . General GUid elines 
, • The solarcolleclors can bass f'I"lbl d In parallel. s rles or serl S 
parall I COmbinalions Figur 14 IlIuSlral s various S quencmg 
arrang ments The supply h ad r is always positioned at the 
bottom side of collectors wh ile the return ht.ader is on the top 
NOTF For reSidential applICations, no more than two col/ectors 
should b connected In sefles 
TABLE 1 
A PPLICA nON SIZE 
Singlefamtiv healing and heatlnQ coolinQ 1 1 4" (38 mm) 
M ultl·famlly heating and heating cooling 3" {76 mmJ 
Com m ercial heallnQ and heallnQcoollnQ 4" (102 mmJ 
\ 
\ 
2 • Table 1 lists informlltion for sizing headers. 
3 .• Avoid dissimilar metals. Wheje c~pp..'.r piping connects to dlf· 
ferent piping materials, dielectric ini\ulating couplllrs should be 
used to prevent corrosion. 
TYPICAL PIPING ARRANGEMENTS 
• " l • 
r--or--"'T"'--r---r-4 .... ~......,.-.... 
~--~--~-~--~--~~ .... 
~--~--_r--~----~ .... ~~--~ 
~---------~--~--~--~ .... ~ 
PARALLEL "Z" FLOW (2 ROW) 
..-~~+ 
~ 
r-~---~--~---~---~~_.. 
.-~~+ 
A 
~~---~--~--~--~--~~ 
PARALLEL "e" FLOW (2 ROW) 
..-~~+ 
~ 
r-~----~--~---4--~~~_" 
PAHALlEL "e" FLOW (SINGLE ROW) 
1 
PARALLEL GROUPS IN SERIES F:~~ 
FIGURE 1 ;..4=--__________________ --, 
C • Installation of Piping 
1 . Remove the plug from each end of solar collector. 
2· The collector either pipes to another collector or iflto a header. 
The 1/2 inch copper tubing must be field provided. 
a . Figure 15 illustrates two solar collectors piped in series. Install 
a flare male elbollll at the bottom collector and a flare male 
straight connection at the top collector. 
b· A 36 inch sweat to 112 flare fitting must be soldered into each 
header at' 36 inch intervals. Install a flare male elbow at the 
collector and connect piping as shown in Figure 16. In a two row 
parallel application, the return and supply headers can be piped 
according to Figure 17 to minimize collector spacing. 
3· Route the SUPPlY and return headers into the interior of building 
and then flash completely to waterproof the opening. 
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TOP SOLAR COLLECTOR f CorSTAAIGHT FlAAED CONNECT.ION 
I 
FLARED MALE ELBOWl - --FLARE NUT . 6" ' 24" (610 rr.ml _. . ... (152 mm), '- r···----11}·lf~ 1 
MINIMUM '-- -~~ L .... -- . -t}. Ai I f13mmlTUBING~ FLARENUT11~C!1=; 
BOnOM SOLAR COLLECTOR I 
CONNECTING TWO COLLECTORS IN SERIES , 
• 
FIGURE 15 
I 
i 
\ 
I .. 
. , 
" 
" 
HEADER 
SWF.A T TO FLARE 
CONNF.CTION 
1*-----36" (914 mm)----+l 
1'" (279 mm) ~I 
112" (13 mm) TUBING 
FLARE NUT 
1 
r=-1 
SOLAn CO'.l'=E"""C-TO-iR------
CONNECTING COLLECTOR 10 HEADER 
FIGURE 16 
""=.----1152 mml---II'" 
[ 
MINIMUM 6" 
_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_~:~~~I CLEARANCE 
FLARED MALE CONNECTION, 
BonOM \ 
SOLAR 
COLLECTOR 
TOP SOLAR 
COLLECTOR 
TILT HEADER 
45' /'"?'x ~"",-~ 1/2" /13 mm) cJ~J!~6N "e!.,:_~BING 
o HEADERS I 0 I 
-PIPING FOR MINIMUM SPACING BETWEEN-
2 ROWS OF COLLECTORS IN PARALLEL 
B-8 
4· An air bieen valve must be ln$tllileri at each And of the return 
header for the top row of colleclor cells, Solder a SWflat to flnrc 
fitting into the ends of return header. Connect a short lon(Jth of:318 
inch tubing to flarf'd connoctlon nnrl thon secure to a lin" volv" 
with a nut and ferrulo, Rofer to r:i(~ure la. 
NUT AND 
FERRULE 
END-./""" 
"8" VALVE 
,....~;z:::::::=:.::S,:;W:::F.::A.:..T~T::O..::r:~L~.!::.NECTION 
TOP nETlIRN HEADER 
~----~~----------------~r NOTE • INSTALL AIR Al.EED 
\ \ AT EACH END (IF TOr HEADER 
TO SOLAR 
COLLECTOR 
INSTALLING AIR BLEED VALVE 
FIGURE 18 
5 • leak test tho instaliation thoroughly and make IIny n8fldr.d re-
pairs. Insulate ali outdoor pipinn with 3/4 inch thick foamon rlas-
tic insulation. VVaterpoof outdoor pipe insulation with two cnats 
of plastic finish reinforced with glass mesh. Ins!ali per manufac-
turer's recommendations. 
· ..... 
\ 
MAINTENA~CE 
VI . MAINTENANCE 
1 • If the glass cover becomes dirty, clean the glass using a soft clean 
cloth, mild soap or detergent and clean rlnae water. Alkalies can 
stain the glass if allowed to remain in contact too long. 
NOTE· The collector surface temperature can bum. Handle solar 
collector with caution. 
2 • Use rubber gloves when handling solar collector to avoid finger 
prints on glass. 
3 - To replace the glass. remove the collector as shown in Figure 19 
and dismantle according to Figure 20. To re-assemble frame, 
insert the glass sheets and new gaskets into side pieces making 
sure the glass is centered and the ends are even. Next insert the 
glass into the end pieces and secure with existing screws. Use 
REMOVE (8) SCREWS SECURING 
FRAME TO COLLECTOR 
REMOVING COVER FRAME 
. INSERT GLASS SHEET(S) 
INTO SIDE PIECES 
REMOVE (4) SCREWS PER END 
TO DISASSEMBLE COVER FRAME 
sealer compound on corner joints. 
4· To replace an absorber plate refer to following sequence and 
Figure 21. 
a • Drain collector. 
b • Remove collector frame. 
c • Remove plate seal and gasket on each end of r.ollector. 
d • Disconnect flare fitting on each end of collector. 
e· Remove 6 screws securing absorber and left plate from 
cabinet. Avoid touching coating on plate. 
f • When re-assemblying absorber plate, tighten screws between 
10 Ibs and 15 Ibs torque. 
5 • The ethylene glycol/water mixture should be checked once a year 
by your Lennox service organization for proper freeze protection 
and inhibitor level. 
INSTALL SEALER STRIP AROUND 
PERIMETER OF NEW GLASS 
NOTE· LSC18·1S SOLAR COLLECTORS 
HAVE ONLY THE OUTER GLASS SHEET 
DISASSEMBLING COVER FRAME 
FIGURE 20 
B-9 
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DISCONNECT FLARE FInING TO REMOVE ABSORBER PLATE 
REMOVING ABSORBER PLATE 
FIGURE 21 
B-IO 
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PURGE UNIT HRW-1-30 
The HRW-1-30 is an air to water heat exchanger. The finned tube coil 
and the blower are mounted in a cabinet designed for outdoor installation. 
The air is drawn in through the bottom and exhausted out the top of the 
unit. When connected to the collector outlet line, the purge unit will lower 
the fiuid temperature. '!be unit is rated at 2000 CFM and should dissipate 
100, 000 Btu's per hour. 
Maintenance 
At the beginning of each heating or cooling season the system should be cleaned 
as follows: 
A. HRW-I-30 Unit 
1. Clean and inspect both sides of coil. Coil may be flushed with 
water hose if necessary. 
2. Oil outdoor fan motor: always relubricate motor according to 
manufacturers lubrication instructions on each motor. If no in-
structions are provided1 use the following as a guide. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
a. Motors With Oiling Ports - PreluQricated for an extended 
period of operation. For extended bearing life, relubricate 
with a few drops of SAE No. 10 non-detergent oil once every 
two years. 
b. Motors Without Oiling Ports - Prelubricated and sealed. No 
further lubrication required . 
Visually inspect all connecting lines1 joints and coils for evidence 
of fluid leaks. 
Check all wiring for loose connections. 
Check for correct voltage at unit ('unit operating). 
B-II-
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Honeywell 
THE Y534A DUAL DIVERTING VALVE 
ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF TWO VALVE 
BODIES WHICH ARE SWEATED TO· 
GETHER AND TWO POWERHEADS WHICH 
CONTROL EACH VALVE BODY SEPA· 
RATELY . WHEN ASSEMBLED , THE Y534A 
OFFERS FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
WHICH ARE COMPATIBLE WITH SOLAR 
ENERGY SYSTEMS. 
o Available for line or low voltage applications 
(specify when ordering) . 
o Ass~mbly provides a flow capacity of 14 Cv 
[1 2 kvJ . 
LJ Sweat copper end connections may be in· 
stalled without disassembling the valve. 
o Manual opener for valve operation on power 
failure . Valve returns to automatic position 
when power is restored. 
o Complete powerhead may be removed with· 
out hreaking the line connections. 
o Motor actuator may be replaced without 
removing the valve body or draining the 
system. 
R. L. 
9-77 (.05) 
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DUAL DIVERTING 
- VALVES 
, 
Rr;PR D 'rnrLI1'Y F THE 
ORr J1\AL PA 8 I P R 
;. +.%0" Hr a 2 
. .1 • I 
r----------------------------------IMPORTANT----------------------------------, 
THE SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN IN THIS PUBLICATION DO NOT INCLUDE NORMAL MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES. 
THEREFORE, THIS UNIT MAY NOT M~ TCH THE LISTED SPECIFICA TlONS EXACTLY. ALSO, THIS PROD\JCT IS TESTED 
AND CALIBRATED UNDER CLOSELY CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, AND SOME MINOR DIFFERENCES IN PERFOR· 
MANCE CAN BE EXPECTED IF THOSE CONDITIONS ARE CHANGED. 
MODEL: 
Y534A-2·position dual diverting valve. The two 
powerheads must be assembled to the two valve 
bodies which are shipped l>weated together. 
Available for line or low voltagi;l applications. 
TEMPERATURE AND FLOW RATINGS: 
Capacity Rating-ltl· Cv [12 kV]. 
Maximum Closeoff Pressure-l 0 psi [69 kPa] . 
Static Pressure Rating-125 psi [862 kPa]. 
Maximum Fluid Temperature-
Line voltage model-·200 F [93 C]. 
Low voltage model-240 F [115 C]. 
Maximum Ambient Temperature-125 F [52 C]. 
ELECTRICAL RATINGS: 
Line voltage models-
0.16 amps at 120V ac, 60 Hz. 
0.08 amps at 220/240V ac, 50 Hz. 
Low voltage model-
0.64 amps at 24V ac, 50/60 Hz. 
WIRING PROVISIONS: 18 in. [457.2 mm] leadwires 
and 1/2 in. conduit openings. 
LINE FITTINGS: 1·1/4 in. sweat (1·3/8 in. O.D.). 
DE·ENERGIZED POSITION: Port A normally closed. 
TIMING: Diverts flow in 30 seconds. ' 
MANUAL OPENER: Allows valve to be opened in case 
of power failure. Valve returns to automatic position 
when power is restored. 
DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 1. 
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES INC. LISTING 
APPLIED FOR. 
REPLACEMENT PARTS: 
O·ring-Part No. 802344. 
Powerhead-
Line voltage model-Part No. 130441ARG. 
Low voltage model-P~ut No .130441 ARA. 
DETERMINATION OF WATER FLOW CHARAC· 
TERI~,'f.ICS: The pressure drop in psi [kPa], equiva· 
lenHeet [metres] of pipe, or feet of water [kPa] may 
be determined by calculating the flow I'ate, referring 
to Fig. 2, and using the following procedures. 
Pressure drop in psi [kPa]-
1. Locate the flow rate at the bottom of the graph 
in Fig .. 2. 
2. Draw a line upward from the flow rate until it 
intersects the curve on the graph. 
3. Draw a line from the intersection to the left· 
hand edge of the graph and read the pressure 
drop in psi [kPa]. 
Pressure drop in equivalent feet [metres] of pipe-
1. Locate the flow rate at the bottom of the graph 
in Fig. 2. 
2. D~aw a line vertically to the top of the graph. 
Read the pressure drop in equivalent feet 
[metres] of pipe on the 3/4 in. pipe scale. 
Pressure drop in feet of water [kPa]-
1. Locate the flow rate at the bottom of the graph 
in Fig. 2. 
2. Draw a line upward from the flow rate until it 
intersects the curve on the graph. 
3. Draw a line from the intersection to the right· 
hand edge of the graph and read the pressure 
drop in feet of water [kPa]., ) '1'4 
contmued on page 
.'. ORDERING INFORMATION 
WHEN PURCHASING REPLACEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PRODUCTS FROM YOUR TRADELINE 
WHOLESALER OR YOUR DISTRIBUTOR, REFER TO THE TRADELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR 
COMPLETE ORDERING NUMBER, OR SPECIFY~ 
1. Order number (specify line voltage or low voltage model). 
2. Replacement part, if lequired. 
IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, NEED FURTHER INFORMATION, OR WOULD LIKE TO COMMEN1' ON OUR 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE: 
1. YOUR LOCAL HONEYWELL RESIDENTIAL DIVISION SALES OFFICE lCHECK WHITE PAGES OF PHONE DIRECTORY~. 
2. RESIDENTIAL DIVISION CUSTOMER SERVICE 
HONEYWELL INC., ~885 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55422 16121542-7500 
UN CANADA-HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED, 740 ELLESMERE ROAD, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1P 2V91 
INTERNATIONAL SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD. 
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FIG. 2-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF V534A DUAL DIVERTING VALVES. 
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INSTALLATION 
CAUTION . 
1. Installer must be a trained, experienced service 
technician. 
2. Disconnect power supply before connecting 
wiring to prevent electrical shock and equip· 
ment damage. 
3. Always conduct a thorough checkout when 
installation is complete. 
ASSEMBLY 
Each powerhead controls each valve body separately. 
To assemble a powerhead to a valve body I place an 
O·ring in the circular slot on the top of the valve body 
(Fig. 3). Assemble the powerhead to the valve body by 
placing the manual opening lever on the powerhead in 
the MAN, OPEN position, 
Align the powerhead by fitting the hex head screw 
on the bottom of the power head into the hole on the 
top of the valve body, The guide pins and the position. 
ing pin in the power head should fit the holes in the 
valve body. Tighten securely and repeat this procedure 
for the other powerhead and valve body, 
MOUNTING 
.~ 
" 
POWUHEAO 
POSITlClNING 
SCREW 
(~;) 
VALVE BODy .... 
FIG. 3-POWERHEAD MUST BE ALIGNED SO 
THAT THE GUIDE PINS AND THE POSI· 
TIONING PIN IN THE POWERHEAD FIT THE 
HOLES IN THE VALVE BODY, 
'iORIZ(jNTAL 
PIPING 
lUll 
FIG. 4-MOUNTING POSHIONS. 
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The valve may be mounted in any position on aver· 
tical Une. If valve is mounted horizontally, the powerhead 
must be even with or above the center Une of the piping. 
Make lure that enough room is provided above the 
powerhud to remove the cover for servicing. ~ Fig. 4. 
The 3 fittings or ports of tbe dual diverting valves are 
libeled on the bottom ot the valve body castings. Port A 
i. connected to the purqe coil piping and is closed wben 
the valve is d.-energized. Port B is cOMec;ted to the 
system bypasund is open wh.n .the valve is de-energized. 
Port AB is the inl.t and i. open at all times. Set Fig. 4. 
SWEAT COPPER MODELS 
1. Use new, properly reamed pipe, free from dentn 
or corrosion. 
2. Place valve onto the pipe. Set the manual opener 
lever to MAN. OPEN before applying heat. This will 
protect the plug inside the valve by removing it from 
the heat. 
3. Sweat joints keeping the outer surface free from 
solder. DO NOT use silver solder because of the high 
melting temperatures required. 
TO INSTALL REPLACEMENT POWERHEAD 
r-----------IMPORTANT----------~ 
Installation of new powerhead does not require 
the removal of the valve body from the pipe line. 
It is, however, necessary to drain the water from 
the system before beginning the installation. 
1. Disconnect the valve from the electriC'",l power 
source and remove the conduit connections if fitted. 
2. Place the manual opening lever on the old power· 
head in the MAN. OPEN position. 
3. W~th the cover off, remove the 4 screws sccurinq 
the powerhead to the valve body. Remove the old O-ring 
from the valve body. 
4. Place the new O·ring in t~e circular slot on the top 
ot the vllve body. 
5. Install the new powerhead-
.·Pl.Ice the manual opening lever on the new 
pow.rhead in the MAtt. OPEN position. 
-AUg!) the powerhead by fitting the hex head 
screw on bottom of power head into the hole 
on top of valve body (see Fig. 3). 
6. Reconnect electrical connections. 
Inspect the powerhead installation and the valve body 
to insure that all connections and adjustments have been 
correctly IJl.ilde. Adjust the thermostat or controUer con· 
nected to the 'Valve so the valve runs through itl cycle. 
Mak. sure the valve runs smoothly and positively trom 
closed to open to closed again. 
WIRING 
All wiring must agree with local codes and ordinances. 
See Fig. 5 for a typical wiring hookup. 
BLACK 
IlED 
/LEADS 
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VALVE 
POWERHE",D 
A 2W TflANSI"OI1MER USED <mLV WITH LOW VOLTAGE POWER HEAD 
.,,-
FIG. 5-TYPICAL WIRING FOR Y534 DUAL 01· 
VERTING VALVES. 
OPERATION AND CHECKOUT 
i'l.~ CAU 
On 24 volt systems, never jumper the valve coil 
terminals, even temporarily. This may burn out 
the heat anticipator in the thermor.tat. 
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OPERATION 
AUTOMATIC OPERATION 
When the valve is energized, port B, the bypass, closes 
and port A opens. Port A closes by inteqral spring return 
when the valve is de-energized. 
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MANUAL OPERATION 
The motorized dual diverting '1alves (two with each 
.... mbly) can be ¢pened manually by lift1ng the manual 
opener lever over the stop and pushing slowly and firmly 
to the MAN. OPEN position. The stop permits the valve 
to be locked in the open position. The valve will return 
to automatic position when the valvo is enl'l'gized. 
CHECKOUT 
'1. Lower the set point of the high limit controller 
below the temperaturn of the collector fluid. 
2. Observe thut port A of the valve shQl.dd be open 
.nd port B of the valve should be closed. 
3. Raise the sot point of the high limit controller 
above the collector nuid temperature. 
4. Observe that port A of the valve should close and 
port B of the valve should be open. 
SERVICE 
This valve should be serviced by a trained, experienced 
service technician. 
1. If the valve is leaking, check to see if the O.rings 
need to be replaced. 
2. If the gear train is damaged or the motor is burned 
out, it is necessary to replace the entire powerhead 
assembly. See [NS'l'ALLATION. 
NOTE: Honeywell zone valves are designed and tested 
for silent operation in properly designed and instal· 
led systems. However, Vlater noises may occur as 
a result of excessive water velocity or piping noises 
may occur in high temperature (over 212 F (100 C]) 
syntoms with insufficient water pressure. 
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APPENDIX C 
AUXILIARY ENERGY AND SPACE HEATING SUBSYSTEMS 
HPIO Heat Pump Outdoor Unit 
CBPIO Heat Pump Indoor Unit 
ECBIO Electric Heating Coil 
CW31-45 Solar Heating Coil 
Outdoor Thermostat Kit 
I NSTAUAT I OF HPIO SERIES UNITS 
~AN AND MOTOR 
ASSEMBLY 
OUTDOOR COIL 
R V RSING VALVE 
UNIT MODEL 
NUMBER in 
HP10·311V 48· 118 
HF'10·41 0V 48· 118 
rfP10· 510V 59 
ORIGINAL PA E IS 
OF P R QUALITY 
r-
I 
A 
mm 
1222 
1222 
1499 
0 
AIR 
.. 
FLOW 
B 
In 
301 /2 
30·112 
35· 1,2 
PARTS ARRANGEMENT 
UNIT DIMENSIONS 
- 1-r- r--
0 
elECTRICAL 
0 INLETS 
C 
B 
r- E LlOUID LINE 
... F i t ~ .. G H =-r IV . \ 5 VAPOR LINE 
3·9116- r- J ~ 
UNiT DIMENSIONS 
C 0 I E 
mm in mm in m'1l l ,in mm 
775 2512 648 21 ·3/8 54::' 7 178 
775 25· 112 648 21 ·3/8 543 I ~ 203 
902 30· 1/2 775 27· 1/16 661 1 17 432 
C-l 
A 
in 
4 
5 
15 
CONTROL BOX 
_SERVIC ACCSS 
r AN EL 
:;.. ... ~~---COMPRESSOR 
-~l-~+---HIGH PR SSUR 
-
F 
mm 
102 
127 
381 
SWITCH 
DISCHARGE TEMP RATURE 
LI MIT SWITCH 
LJ'1 
I 
3·9116 -4 
G H J 
in mm in mm in mm 
3· 114 83 2 1 2 64 12·1/2 318 
3· 114 83 2· 1/2 64 12· 112 318 
2 51 1·318 35 15 381 
I 
START·UP AND PERFORMANCE CHECK LIST 
Job Name ___________________ Job No. ____________ oate ______ _ 
Job Location City State ______ _ 
Installer City State 
Unit Model No. Serial No. Serviceman ______ _ 
ELECTRICAL Voltage with Compressor Operating _________ _ 
Amps: Nameplate Voltage _______________ _ 
Supply Outdoor Fan 
Minimum Circuit Ampacity ____________ _ Compressor ________ _ 
Maximum Fuse Size ______________ _ Indoor Filter Clean? 0 Indoor Blower RPM ______ _ 
Electrical Connections Tight? 0 S.P. Drop Over Indoor ~oil (Dry) ________ _ 
Supply Voltage (Unit O1f) ____________ _ Outdoor Coil Entering Air Temperature ________ _ 
Discharge Pressure ____ Suction Pressure ____ _ 
HEAT PUMP SECTION 
Refrigerant Lines: 
Leak Checked 0 Properly Insulated 0 THERMOSTAT 
Service Valves BackseatAd 0 
Outdoor Fan Checked 0 Calibrated 0 Level 0 I 
PROCESSING - START-UP - OPERATION - MAINTENANCE 
I • PROCESSING FROCEDUnE 
The HP10 unit Is factory charged with the amount of R-22 refrigerant 
indicated on the unit reting plate. This charge Is based on a matching 
indoor coli and outdoor coli with a 25 foot (7,62 m) line set. F0r 
varying lengths of line set refer to Table ., for refrigerant charge 
adjustment. A blank space is provided on the unit rating plate to list 
actual field charge. All units are factory leak tested and evacuated 
making It necessary to keep unit free of dirt, moisture and air. 
WARNING - Do not open (back-seat) valves on unit until leak testing, 
purging, and evacuating 01 line sets has been completed. 
A - Attaching Gauge Manifold 
1 - Leak Testing, PUrging or evacuating - Connect high pressure side 
of gauge manifold to gauge port on liquid line service valve. 
Connect suction side of gauge manifold to gauge port on vapor 
line service valve. . 
2· Cooling Cycle, Checking Charge or Charging - Connect high pres-
sure side of gauge manifold to gauge port on liquid line service 
valve. Connect suction side of gauge ll1anlfold to vapor line 
gauge port. Refer to Figure 1. 
3 - Heating Cycle, Checking Charge or Charging - Connect high 
pressure side of gauge manifold to gauge port on vapor line 
service valve. Connect suction side of gauge manifold to com-
pressor suction service port. Refer to Figure 2. 
B - Leak Testing Installed Line Set 
1 - Attach gauge manifold as explained in Step' of Section "A-
Attaching Gauge Manifold." Connect an upright refrigerant 
(R-22) drum to center port of gauge manifold. Open refrigerant 
drum valve and manifold high pressure gauge valve to pressurize 
line set and indoor coil of system. 
TABLE 1 
Lin.S It 01 •. Ounce per foot adJustment" 
Suction Liquid from 25 foot line set 
7/8 3/8 1 ounce 
3/4 3/8 , ounce ., 
'-118 112 1-3/4 ounce 
*NOTE - If line set length IS greater than 25 feet, BC/.f fhls Bmount If 
line set length is less than 25 feet subtract Ibis amvunt. 
c-z 
2· Close manifold high pressure gauge valve and check all lines and 
connections for leaks. 
3 - Close drum valve and disconnect from center port. Release re-
frigerant into the atmosphere through suction side of gauge man-
ifold. 
4· Correct any leaks and recheck. 
C • Evacuating System 
When required, evacuate system as follows: 
, - Attach gauge manifold as explained in Step 1 of Section "A -
Attaching Gauge Manifold." Connect vacuum pump (with vac-
uum gauge) to center port of gauge manifold. With both manifold 
service valves open, start pump and evacuate indoor coil and 
refrigerant lines. 
NOtE - A temperature vacuum gauge, mercury vacuum (U tube), or 
thermocouple gauge should be used. The usual Bourdon tube 
€!l·uges Bre "at accurate enough in the vacuum rBnge. 
2· Evacuate the system to 29 Inches (737 mm) vacuum. During the 
early stages of evacuation, it is desirable to stop the vacuum 
pump at least cnce to determine ifthere is a rapid loss of vacuum. 
A rapid loss of vacuum would indicate a leak in the system and a 
repeat of Section "B - Leak Testing" would be neGassary. 
3 - After system has been evacuated to 29 inches (737 mm), close 
manifold valves to center port, stop vacuum pump, and discon· 
nect from gauge manifold. Attach an upright R-22 drum to center 
port of gauge manifold and open drum valve slightly to purge line 
at manifold. Break vacuum in system with refrigerant pressure by 
opening manifold high pressure valve. Close manifold high pres-
sure valve to center port. 
4· Close drum valve and disconnect from gauge manifold center 
port. Purge refrigerant from system through suction side of 
gauge manifold. 
5 - Reconnect vacuum pump to gauge manifold center port. 
Evacuate system through manifold service valves until vacuum 
in system does not rise above 29.7 inches (754 mm) mercury (5 
mm absolute pressure) within a 20 minute period after stopping 
vacuum pump. 
6 - After evacuation is completed, close manifold service valves, 
disconnect vacuum pump from gauge manifold center port. and 
connect refrigerant drum. Pressurize system slightly with re-
frigerant to break vacuum. 
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TO REFRIGERANT 
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D • Stl!lrt·Up Procedure 
1 • Rotate fan to check for frozen bearings or any binding. 
2 - Inspect all wiring (both factory and field in!/talled) for loose con-
nections. 
3 • Open liquid and vapor line service valves to release refrigerant 
charge (confined in heat pump unltl into the system. 
4 - Check voltage supply at disconnect switch; voltage must ne 
, within the range listed on unit nameplate. If voltage is r'1Ot in this 
range, do not start the equipment until the power company has 
been consulted and the voltage condition corrected. 
5· Set thermostat for a demand. TUrn on power to indoor coil blower 
and close heat pump disconnect switch to start unit. 
e . Recheck unit voltage with unit running. Power must be within 
range shown on unit nameplate. Check amperage draw of unit. 
Refer to unit nameplate for correct running amps. 
E· Charging 
It is desirable to charge the system in the cooling cycle if weather 
conditions permit. However, ifthe unit mut be charged in the heating 
cycle, the charge should be re-chenked in the cooling cycle when 
outdoor conditions permit. This assures a complete and efficient 
charge. 
If system is completely void of refrigerant, the recommended and 
most accurate method of charging is to weigh the refrigerant into the 
unit according to the total amount shown on the unit nameplate. 
Reftlr to the "Lennox Cooling Service Handbook" for procedure. If 
weighing facilities are not available or if unit is just Iowan charge, 
use tho following procedure: 
1 • Connect gauge manifold as explained in Step 2 or Step 3, depend-
ing vpon 509:.1$(10, of Section "A· Attaching Gauge Manifold," 
Connect an uprigh. R-22 drum to center port of gauge manifold. 
2 - Start unit, open drum valve, and charge a quantity of refrigerant 
gas into the system through the suction port. Close refrigerant 
drum valve and alloW unit to run for a few minutes to stabilize 
operating pressures. 
F • Checking Charge 
Refrigerant charge is checked by the use of a "Normal Operating 
Pressure Curve" that is mounted on each HP10 unit and also appears 
on pages 5 and 6 in this instruction. Liquid pressure is rcad at the 
liquid line service valve during the cooling cycle and vapor pressure 
at the vapor line service valve during the heating cycle. 
1 - Three factors are needed to use the pressure curve; (11 outdoor 
coil entering air temperature, (21 suction pressure, and (3) liquid 
pressure dUring cooling cycle or vapor pressure during heMing 
cycle. 
2 - Read curve from correct suction pressure, over to outdoor coil 
entering air temperature and then down to liquid pressure (vapor 
pressurel. 
3 - A liquid pressure (vapor pressurel gauge reading within 3 psig 
(21 kPa) ofthetable value indicates a properly charged unit. When 
pressure is not within 3 psig (21 kPa) unit is not properly charged. 
Refer to Section liE - Charging." 
4 - When system is operating properly, make sure all service valves 
are open (back-seatedl and disconnect gauge manifold, Replace 
all gauge port caps and tighten. Set thermostat at desired setting. 
II· COMPRESSOR OIL CHARGE 
Refer to "Lennox Cooling Servictl Handbook" for correct procedure 
to check and add compressor oil. 
III - HIGH PRESSURE SWITCH 
All units are equipped with a high pressure switch (manual reset 
type) mounted on the compressor discharge line. This switch has a 
"cut-out" point of 410 psig 12827 kPal and must be manually reset 
when discharge pressure drops below 180 psig (1241 kPal. 
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IV· DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE LIMIT SWITCH 
The discharge tempernture limit switch is a factory installed option 
mounted on thp compressor discharge line. It shuts off the system if 
discharge temperature exceeds 260"F (127°CI. The limit switch must 
be manually reset when discharge temperature drops to 225°F 
(107°CI or below. 
V - DEMAND DEFROST SYSTEM 
The HP10 unit utilizes an air pressure differential defrost system. A 
1pressure sensor mounted on the division panel between the outdoor 
coil and the orifice panel senses the bui'<iup of static air pressure. 
caused by coli Icing, across the outdoor coil. Refer to Figure 3. When 
static buildup exceeds .5 in. w.c. (12.7 mm w.c.) set point, the defrost 
cycle Is activated; this stops condenserfans and activntos the revers-
ing valve. The temperature sensor bulb, located near the outdoor 
coil distributor, terminates the defrost cycle when liquid rofrigerant 
temperature increnses to 65"F (18°CI. The defrost control is factory 
set and shOUld not be adjusted from these points. 
IMPORTANT -It is important that the placement and cleanliness of 
the defrost pressure sensor be maintained for proper unit operation. 
Inspect both sides of the outdoor coif periodically and remove any 
grass, leaves, or other obstructions. 
The defrost system may be checked for proper operation by blockino 
the air flow through the outdoor coil on the outlet side. Tilo defrost 
cycle should be activatod when aPPf9ximately 85% of the coil is 
bloci<nd. The following procedure should be used when checking th.) 
defrost control system. 
A • Field Checking Air Pressure Defrost Control (Heating Cy.:lel 
1 • Cut a pioce of cardboard to cover approximately 85% of out-
door coil surface and remove front condenser guard. 
2 - Mark position of defrost termination sensing bulb 011 refriger-
ant line; remove bulb from line and immerse in ice bath. 
3 - StClrt unit by adjusting room thermostat to call for heat, 
" - Block call Inlet with cardboard from Step 1. Unit should start 
defrost cycle, 
S - After unit starts defrost cycle, remove sensing bulb from ice 
bath and warm bulb by holding in hand or immersing in warm 
water bath. Unit defrost cycie should terminate. 
6 - After termination of defrost cycle, re-mount sensing bulb on 
refrigerant line in original location and secure clamp. Uso 
caution to avoid damaging sensing bulb when instililing. 
7 - If defrost control fails to operate properly, remOVe entire con-
trol and replace with 11 Ilew control. 
---------~'-.---------~ DEFRmrr (:QI\lYrlOL DETAIL 
DEFROST CONTROL 
~'t 
DiVISION PANEL 
COMPRESSOR 
SECTION 
FIGURE 3 
OUTDOOR COIL 
COMPARTMENT 
Ir. 
'" ~ 
,IIInSS,"'" NOU:>nS 
VI · CRANKCASE H AT RS 
All unit .Ire providod with cr n 
h a or IllU I Iway h. en rgll d to pr v nt compr('~~or (1.lInao 
d I suit of luggIng A warnIng SIIC r (provIded wIth In Iructlon ) 
hould IJ appll d to the maIn cllseonn et wllch ,1\ thl' tim Clf 
on tall tlon 
VII • FIL TER·DRIER 
CAUTION Th (ffl9N,mt "'tN elm'( In thl y~tf'm h.,.\ two w./y 
flow ((ef"9 mnt flow. m I'lttrl'f cllft'ctlon de{lf'lll/"'q IIf/OIl IInit 
OpNJtmy mode) If replaCl'l1It'lIt IS requIf/'d, t/>(, 'lit(,f dflP( .\/IOIJIII 
only b replae d with nne of Ilk dt!.\IQn dnd c.J{ltlClty OrdN from 
Lenno Ptlrt Cent r 
VIII · MA NTENANCE 
AI th b Inning of ea h haling or oollng S iL on tlu, y. tf'm 
~hould b el an d as follows 
A . HP10 Heat Pump UnIt 
1 CI nand onsp CI both III of outdoor cOil Coo/ rn, y f' fill hed 
wllh w at I ho If nary 
2· CI an and Insp cl cl fro I pr 
3 001 oUldoor fan molor alway motol accoldlng to 
manu faelll r rs lubrrc lIon Instrllellon~ on ,J( h mOlol If no In 
Slrucllons are provld d, use Ih follnwong dS f qllld" 
a Molor . Wllh Oiling Ports Pr -Iubroe t c1 fOI an xt 'nd cl 
p rood of operallon or I Ilcled h ',HOng lit rclubroctlte wllh 
a f w drop t)r SA No 10 non d I rg nl 011 one every Iwo 
y ars 
b Motor WII' Jut Oollng Pons PI"lutHledt d and sPoil d No 
furlh I lubrocatlon r quir d 
4 V sually Insp ct all conn el1l19 lIne, 10lnt nd oll~ fOI pVld nee 
of 011 Ic,lks 
C - 5 
5 Ch ck all wllln" for 100. connf'ctlonl> 
Ch.L l or corrl'ct vOIt,IO ,)t unit (unit op r tong) 
7 Ch ,J/np dl w on hl-al pump f,1l motor 
UnIt n m plate AC\thll_ 
OTE If lII.wH,eIPnt h ,/1"''1 or coolmg occurs. the umt should be 
Qilllql'd ilntl (P'flqNoIflt ch,,·ql.· chf'c I,d 
B • Indoor Cot! 
1 
,jOtlll and cOIl for vld 'n of 011 I , 
" If ne .5 ary 
ordlnq 10 manuf tlUr rs lubroctllton 
In \luctlon on motor If no on \rucllon ar provld d u Ih 
followtIlg d a gUldl' 
olor Withoul 0111119 Port Pr lubrrcat No 
furlh I lubrocdtlon If·quored 
Oil t Orov Mot r With Olllnn Pon 
xt ndl'd P flod of op ratIon For t 
lubro at wIth a f w drop of SA 
once VNY two yf'. rs It may b nee 
assembly for ace '.S to oiling ports 
3 AdJu I hlow r spc d for coolIng TtlI' pI SSUf(' drop over Ih cot! 
should I> chl'e; d 10 dplcllTlln the corr cl blow I CfM P frIo 
thf' "l nnox CoolIng S rvl I' Handbook" for pr 5 lIr drop I bl' 
and proe dur S 
4 Ch c all IIlnq for 100 I' conn tlon 5 
5 Cher fOI tOlr t volttlq , dt unIt 
6 Ch 'C .. mp drtlw on hlower motor 
M Olol rttllllf'pldlf' __ AclUdl ____ _ 
. ~.-
HPIO 311V 
REQU I REMENTS APPLICATION INSTALLATION 
I· SHIPPING AND PACKING LIST 
Package 1 of 1 containa: 
1 • Assembled unit 
I 1 • Thermostat 
1 • Compressor Warning Sticker 
II· GENERAL 
These instructions are Intended as a general guide and do not auper· 
sede focal codes In anv way. Authorities having jurisdiction should 
I be consulted before Installation. 
1/1. SHIPPING DAMAGE 
Check unit for shipping damage. The receiving panv should contact 
lalt carrier immediatelv if any damage Is found. 
IV • APPLICATION 
HP10·311V, 410V and 5l0V units are mated to CBP10 indoor coils 
with matching LennolC L 10 line sets. 
V • CLEARANCES 
Refer to Figure 1 and provide service and air flow clearance!, as 
follows: 
1 • Coil inlet· A minimum of 18 inches (457 mm) should ba provided 
between tho coil inlet and any building surfaces, fences or other 
vertical obstructions. 
2" Coil outlet· Provide at least 4 feet (1.22 mm) between the coil 
outlet and any buifdlng surfaces, fences or other venical obstruc-
tions. 
3 - Service access· Allow a minimum of 3 feet (0.91 m) clearance on 
the service access end of unit. 
CLEARANCES 
18" (457 mm) 
Minimum 
1- 4' (1,22mlMlnimum 1 r1 r 
I n 
,.....-----; 
AIRFLOW ~ 
+ 3' (0.91 ml 
.Minirum 
HP10 UNIT 
(TOP VIEW, 
'- SERVICE 
ACCESS 
BUILDING STRl(CTURE 
FIGURE 1 
VI • SETTING THE UNIT 
A sound absorbing material, such as Isomode, should alwavs be 
used under unit if instal/ed in a position or location that will transmit 
sound or vibration to the living area or adjacent buildings. 
C-6 
A· Sa.b Mounting 
When installing unit at grade level, mount on a slab high el10ugh 
above the grade to allow adequate drainage of water. Top ofthe slab 
should be located so run-off water from higher ground will not 
collect around unit. Slab shOUld have a slope tolerance away from 
the building of 2 degrees or 2 inches per 5 feet (51 mm per 1,5 
meters'. This will prevent Ice build-up under the unit during a defrost 
cvcle. Refer to Figure 2. 
I- SLAB MOUNTING AT GROUND LEVEL __ STRUCTURE 20 SLOPE TOLERANCE AWAY '; :="i"1 BUILDING FROM BUILDING STRUCTURE 
Jd HP10 UNIT ISIDEVIEW, 
MOUNTING SLAB GROUND LEVt;L 
FIGUAE2 
B • Roof Mounting 
When unit is installed in areas where low ambient temperatures 
elCist, it should be placed so winter prevailing winds are not in direct 
line with the heat pump coil. If this is not possible, a wind barrier 
should be constructed. Size barrier at least th\l same height and 
width as unit and mount barrier 24 incillJs (610 mm) from the coil 
inlet side of unit in the direction of prevailing winds. Refer to Figure 3. 
ROOFTOP APPLICATION 
DIRECTION OF WINTER 
PREVAILING WINDS 
, 
(TOPVIEWI 
HP10UNIT 
WHEN POSSIBLE PLACE 
UNIT IN THIS POSITION 
TO WINTER PREVAILING 
WINDS. 
DIRECTION OF WINTER 
PREVAILING WINDS 
, 
WIND BAr'RIER 
I "\->{-' -" '" R "'4 J 
. -r 
COIL INLET f (610 mm, to' 
HP10 UNIT 
iTOPVIEW) 
'
COIL 
DISCHARGE 
CONSTRUCT A WIND BARRIE,R 
IF UNIT MUST FACE WINTER 
PREVAILING WINDS. 
FIGURE 3 
1 
VO· ELECTRICAL 
Wiring must conform to the National Electric Code (NEe) .nd local 
code •• Application diagrams are included at the back of thlllnltruc:-
tion and in indoor unit Instructions. 
Refer to unit rating plate for minimum circuit amp.cltv and 
maximum fuse size. 
1 • Provide line voltage power supplV to HP10 unit from a properlv 
sized disconnect switch, 
W~RNING • Be sure line voltage connectiotls are made liS shown in 
this instruction. Do not close disconnect switch or apply power to 
this unit until advisod to do so by these instructions. 
2 • Install room thermostat (provided with HP10 unit) in the con· 
ditloned area. Locate where 'it will not be effected bV lunlight, 
drafts, or vibration. Do not install on an outside wall. A position 
approximately 5 faet (1.5 m) from the floor and near the center of 
the conditioned area is most desirable. 
" -
3· Provide low voltage wiring from HP10 to Indoor unit and from 
thermostat to Indoor unit as Indicated on the field wiring diagram 
in this instruction. . 
4- Ground unit either through supply wiring or with an earth 
ground. 
5· Mount compressor warning sticker on unit disconnect box, 
VIII'· REFRIGERANT PIFING 
Field refrigerant piping consists of liquid and vapor lines from the 
HP10 unit to the Indoor coil. Usa applicable Lennox L10 series Une 
sets as shown It, table. 'rhess line sets may be shortened In the field 
when necessary. 
A • Piping Connections at Outdoor Unit 
HP9 units are equipped with stub type connections and field 
installer will determine connection type to use. 
a . Piping Connoctions at Indoor Coil 
Refer to Indoor coil Installation instructiof"'S for proper refrigerant 
line connection procedure. 
TABLE 1 
---~- . 11101 • "'-:".~.:1:";~ ___ """'-"'C' __ .11" •. , .... '" ._-
clutdoor L10 LINE SETS 
Unit Line Suction Line Connections liquid line Connections S6t lenr.th Outdoor Unit (Stubl Indoor .. CotL_ Outdoor Unit (Stub) Indoor Coli (Flal'el Modd .-
-
. 
Numbers It m In mm In mm~ .. In mm In mm 
- -L10-41·20 20 6.1 3/4 19.1 3/4 19.1 3/8 9.5 3/8 9.5 
HP10·311 L 10-41-30 30 
.... 
3/8 9.5 9.1 314 19.1 314 19.1 318 9.5 
HP10-410 L 10·41·40 40 12.2 3/4 19.1 3/4 19.1 31R 9.5 3/B 9.5 
.-L10·41-S0 50 -- 9.5 31B 9.5 15.2 314 19.1 3/4 19.1 3m 
L10·65·30 _ 30 9.1 7/8 22.2 3/4* 19.1 3113 9.5 318 9.5 
HP10·510 L 10·65·40 40 12.2 7/8 22.2 314"' 19.1 318 9.5 318 9.0 
-L10·65·50 50 15.2 7/8 22.2 3/4· 19.1 31B !l.5 318 9.5 
* The L 10·65 sfJries of line sets must have the 3/4 in. (19,7 mm) reduction removed before matclling to the 1·1/8 in. (28,6 mm) stub fitting on the 
indoor coil. . 
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LENNa INS TA LLATION INSTR UCTI ON 
501 ,HI M 
tn7 
SuperMd.. 78 
LOWER CO L U ITS 
w • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
A 'ACK.-.O T 
." I 1 f 2 cont.1n . 
1 • A • • mbl.d blow.r c b net 
P • • 2 of 2 nt.... : 
1 • Au rr bled I c.bin.t 
1 • Drip .hleld (C 10-511 5 only, tiP a t coli, 
3· Drlv I .. tl 
1 • Roll gllk.tlng 
3 · Rubber drain plug. 
1 ·90" Adapt.r fitting (C l0 • CP10 4' r fng p ping only) 
n • SHI,,,,NQ DAMAGE 
Ch.c cont.nt. fOrlhlpplng damage If dam g is fou nd, contact 1.lt 
cerrler imm.di.t.,y. 
,n · GENERAL 
Th ... ln. ruction •• re Imended .. a g.n.r.1 uid and do not .up.r· 
IId.loc.1 cod . Authoritl .. . vlng juri di tlon . hould be con ult.d 
bofore n.t.II.tlon. 
IV . .. au EMENTS 
Inlt.ll.tlon of L.nnox blow 
form with Itandard. In Nation.1 rlr. Prot Ion As OCI tlon (NFPA) 
"St.ndard for Inltallation of Air Conditlo nln r. V.ntll.llng Sy 
I m NFPA No. 90A," "Standlrd for the Insl.II.tlon of esld nc 
Typ. Werm Air Haling Ind Air Con Itioni"g SYlt ml NFPA No 
9OB," M.nufactur r's Inita liition Instruct on5 and 'oc.' muni Ipal 
bU ilding codos. Unl Iii .pprov.d for Instlllilion .t clearanc. to 
combultlble mat.ri I. II IIstod b.,ow: 
0" to c.bin t 
1" to pl.num I nd out! t duct Wit 
Ace ssibllltv Ind ."rvlc. cl •• r.nclI mUlt t 
combustlbl mat.na l cleerl"c". 
V· APPUCAT10N 
In 3' of Utili 
pre d.nc ov r 
ThIS unit ara d,. IJn.d fll r Indoor inlta lation only. CBP 0 unitl 
ara designed for install.tlon with matching PIO heat pump units. 
Un it may b Install.d for U, ,flo , down flo or horizontal air di ' 
R fer to Figure 1 for ~tacklng arrang m.nt. Units ar In' 
d for us with .peciflc Lannoll sections of h.at pumps. 
Note · Coil must btl rotared 18fJ" for 
down flo appltclH/ons 
U,.no 
UECTl'ICAL t HORIZONTAL DOWN FLO 
INI.lT. • AlII '" 
",.: -... I,' , 
I I , 
II IOWUI , 
\ \ , I \ ' .... __ ;' ,I 
" ... ,,' 
LUll 
'Electricsl in leu for Units wffh electriC he 
DIIIVf CLEAT 
-. 
r 
'. ,.,., 
'ILn" 
A 
DRAIN 
PAN 
.. 
FLOW 
"Electricsl inlets for Units Without e/ectfle he!t 
FlOUR 1 
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I ELECTRICAL 
AI'I • rLOW INLET ' 
.., 
I 
-" 
~, 
VI - UNIT DIMENSIONS 
Refer to Figure 2 for 41menllonl of collifl/ter end blower sections, 
M 
'. 
r- c 
I 
E 
D RETURN 
~IR 
OPENING 
' .. M. 
. INTA'I<E END 
Model No, 
41 Series 
A B 
32-1/2 In. 21 in. 
826mm 533mm 
DIMENSIQNS 
BLOWER S~Cll0N 
FRONT VIEW 
c D E 
28 in. 18-1/2 in. 25·112 In. 
711mm 470mm 648mm 
F 
17 in. 
432mm 
G 
3 in. 
76mm 
J 
f 
F 
SUPPly AIR OPENING 
j I c~._ AIR .. FLOW 
DISCHARGE END 
H J K L M N 
.:."" .. ', 
1 in. 21 in. 3·518 in, 3-31B in, 1,"4 In. 314 in. 
25mm 533mm 92mm 86mrn 3.:?mm 19mm 
---:-.~. 
34 In. 25 In. 
864mm 635mm 
51165 Series 28 in. 22-1/2 in. 25·1/2 in. 
711mm 572mm 648mm 
21 in. 
533mm 
3 in, 1 in, 
76mm 25mm 
21 in. 3-5/8 in. 3·3IBln. 1-1/4 till 314 in. 
533mm 92mm 86mm 32mm 19mm 
COIL SECll0N 
Note - Coil section shown for up-flo dnd 
horIzontal position. Coil must t-:-
rotated 1800 for down-flo posit.on. 
CONDENSATE 
~==~==~=====.===DnR~S 
n I ~\-::: -'- - ~-'\.-' i~::---:9=---:---" r: F---~·~l 
:: : I ~,;" .) 
AIR !! : rl"CO\~ l"!!t-E,' ~D L 
'-- .. I I I \ • ~,.. 1 A .FIt-
---..c. !4l 
FLOW f I I 4 CO/.I ....... LINE. 
" I'................ ....."' .... 
14--!--- G ---~ _L 
B 
OUTLET 
OPENING -- 1: I l' ' ......... ~ SUCTlON[ 
:: I I ...... , I LlaUID C ~~:=:::;;;;;:====iJ~. FILTER"ftj ~~·-:;i~~~"!:J LINE * Ll;::=*=:::;;;;;;:======~ 
CONDENSATE J H I. JJ ~ DRAIN , 
DRAINS PAN L 
FRONT VIEW OUTLET END 
·Suction and liquid line connection') are reversed on CP10 series units. 
BCD E F G H J K l 
19 in, 10-1/2 in. 1·314 in. .., in. t 28 In. 26 in. 4-1/4 in . 6 in. 1-518 in. 1 in. 
483mm 267mm 45mm 178 mm 711mm 660mm 108mm 152mm 41mm 25mm 
23 in. 12-112 in. 2-114 in. 8·1/2 intt 28 in. 26 in. 4-114 in. 6 in. 1·518 in. 1 in. 
584mm 318mm 57mm 216 mm 711mm 660mrn 108mm 152mm 41mm 25mm 
t 6 m. (152 mmJ on CP10 coils tt 7 in. (178 mmJ on CP10 coils. 
FIGUAE~ 
VII· INSTALLATION 
See Figure 1 for stacking arrangements for up-flo, down-flo and 
horizontal air discharge. NOTE - For some applications blower 
motor must be rotated so oilers are positioned up. 
A· Up-flo 
NOTE - For up-flo applications, an optional adaptor base (RA810) is 
available to provide side return air entry into the unit. Refer to 
instructions provided with adaptor base for assembly and insta//a-
tion. 
1 - Place coil cabinet in desired location. 
2 -Install gasketing (provided) around outlet opening of coil cabinet. 
3 - Set blower cabinet above coil cabinet and secure cabinets to-
C-9 
get her with drive cleats provided. 
4 - Connect supply and return ducts as required. If return air opening 
of unit is installed flush with wall or other type barrier/.the coil and 
filter must be removed from cabinet,and duct connections se-
cured to the inside duct flange of cabinet opening. After duct 
connection is made, replace coil and filter. 
B· Down-flo 
On down-flo applications using ECB10 electric heat, an additive base 
is required when unit is installed on combustible flooring. The addi· 
tive base is not provided and must be ordered separately. Table 1 
lists units applicable to each additive base. 
PFTlRiIrfRQ a Wi 
E_ 
;l E 
_ E 
!:: ., 
In 
I !:! 
... 
2 112" M t,;mum 
(14 Irlml 
..,-.--+--- A - - --.... 
8 
I 
loor Open ng 
1 
OT - Provj e 32 • (813 mml .1 
f ront of Uni t for u rvice .cce • 
FIGUR 3 
8 
133 In 
_ 4 mm 
23 8 In 
5 4 nlln 
2 
3 
4 
QUIr dl 
r wllh drove ci dl~ provldf'd 
7 Conn ct r. lI ct work as' QUlr d 
C Honzontal 
lid cOIl 
Unll In Ihe horizontal pOSition m<lY barr nq d for roght or I ft Blr 
cll'lch roe If ", t I to be susp nded It is r cornm nd d Iha a sup 
port frame b ron tructed as hown in Figure The frame may 0 
con~lruct d w th angl iron. as shown. or other :;uitable m I rial. 
ThIs frame will pr vent unit 5dgglng which may r us cces p n I 
to bInd 
1 PI,l~ cOIl ca Inet In d Ired locatIon 
'1 InSlall gask ling (provided I "roun out Ie openIng of call cabIn I 
S I blow r cabin tnt 10 Call cab,nel nd 5 ':Ule cablll IS 10 
9 th r WIth drove cleats provIded 
4 Conn ct supply and r lurn all dUCIS as reQuII d If re lurn air 
o/)('nlng o f unit I~ In I lied flush with wall or olh r typ bam r 
Ih~ cool nd foil r muSI be r mov d from c b,n I and duel connpl. 
lIon s cur d 10 th In Ide duCI flan of c b,n 10 onlng Aft r 
Ih.t I can ectlon IS mad r plac COil (lnd foil r 
C-IO 
C ullon Allow deqlJot 
In IlI lIatlon and futur 
e li t \I rtl{(fl support rod for 
Drip Shield (Horrlontal ,"It.lI.t ,on onlvl 
A .ir,p shl Id IS pr ovld d 10 pr v nt mOI~lur lJlow·off fr m Call a 
blow r tllon In C10 51 5 unll ani.,. h Id I I P d 10 1..011 or 
hlPl.l lng 
1 ' liP slandlng 
cc.oI ctlon 
Drrp Shield 
/ 
m of drop shield ov r low r edg of dr In p n In 
Atta ch to dge of drain pun at bo tom of cool serl!o 
FIGUR 5 
VIII - REFRIGERANT PIPING 
Suction and liquid lin 8r QU IPP d with flare fittings on 41 mod I. 
Liquid lin!" ha flar fitting and suction lin r QI..ir 5 sw t conn c· 
tlons on -51 and -6 mod I Cl0 unit m y be appll d WI th Ilh r 
L nnox L 10 line t or fl Id fabricated lines CP 1 0 units may only b 
applied With L nnox L 10 line t R f r to outdoor Unit in tallatlon 
Instru tlon s for prop r applIcation. In t111d I)n nd r flip r3nt 
charge for particular sysl m 
-IX • CONDENSATE DRAIN 
Two sets of drains are provided, 314" threaded pipe main drain and 
3/4" plain pIpe au)(lIlary drain. AlwaYs use lower se' of drains.ln'itoll 
the rubber plug (with holo in center) In the auxiliary droin betore 
connecting droln lines. Plug the (2) upper unused droln connections 
with the solid rUbber plugs provided. 
1 • Drain piping should not be smaller than It." drain connections at 
drain pan. 
2,· A trap In the drain line is recommended when drain Is on the 
negative side ot the blower system. 
3 • The trap must be deep enough to oftset the difference In static 
pressure between drain pan and atmosphere. Generally 2" (51 
mm) Inches Is satisfactory for medium static applications. 
4 • Horizontal runs must be pitched linch per 10 feet of drain line to 
offset line 'rlctlon. 
5· An open lIent in drain line will sometimes be required due to line 
length, friction and static pressure. 
6 - Drains should be constructed in a manner to facilitate future 
cleaning. 
x . FIELD WIRING CONNECTIONS 
Wiring must conform to National Electrical Code (NeC) and local 
codes. Refer closely to application wiring diagram in this instruction 
for wiring make-up. Field high voltage wiring must terminate at the 
handy bo)( prollided In blower section. If EMT or rigid r.ondult Is 
used, special fitting may be reqUired. Low voltage connections are to 
be made e)(ternal to unit. . 
XI • CHECKING UNIT AIR VOLUME 
Refer to Table 2 for coil pressure drop readings and corresponding 
unit CFM. 
NO TE - Table 2 lists one set of coil pressure drop readings for coils in 
the hor/zontal or up-flo position and one set of readings for coils in 
the down-flo position. Use the applicable column as indicated in the 
Air 
.. 
Flo 
Coli sec:tlon.~ 
,.. 0 0 
,"-~h, 
... ... 
! 
,~ ... .., 
I"" , _"" J j / \ "..,., ,) 
r' ..... 
\ ... 
, ... .,.. 0 0 
Zero End- ... 
I, ~l 
Manometer 
Horizontal Application Shown 
Figure 6 
table when taking re(Jdings. Checks are made with a clean filter in 
place, unit panels in place and 8 dry evaporator coli (blower only 
operating). Test holos are provided in coil section. 
1 • Remolle snaphole plugs from unit test holes. Insert manometer 
hoses 1/4 inch (6,4 mm) past the inside edge of cabinet Insula lion. 
Seal around hoses with permagum or sealing compound. Con· 
nect zero end of manometer to entering air side of coil. Refer to 
Figure 6. 
2 • With only the indoor blower operating, observe manometer read· 
ing. If reading Is above air lIolume required, decrease blower 
speed. See Table 2 for required air volumes. Refer to application 
wir:,1g diagram in this Instruction for changing blower speed. 
3 - After required draft gauge readings are obtained, insert snap hole 
plugs In air test holes, 
TABLE 2 
DRAFT GAUGE REAOiNG'jDRY EVAPORATOR 
Down-flOl UNIT AIRVOLUME** -READING (Horizontal or Up·flol 
SIZE CFM m'ls in. water mm water 
900 .425 .085 - .09 2.16·2.29 
1000 .472 .09 - .095 2.29 - 2.41 
-41 Units 1200 .566 .125-~ 3.18 - 3.30 
1400 .661 .17 - .18 4.32 - 4.57 
1500 .708 .195·· .2 4.95 - 5.08 
1400 .661 .045 - .05 1.14 - 1.27 
1600 .755 .055 - .06 1.40 -1.52 
-51 Units 1800 .849 .06 - .065 1.52-1.65 2000 .944 .07 - .075 1.78-1.91 
2200 1.04 .085 - .09 2.16-2.19 
2300 1.09 .09 - .095 2.29 - 2.41 
1800 .859 .07 - .075 1.78 - 1.91 
2000 .944 .08 .. 09 2.03 - 2.29 
-65 Units 2200 1.04 .09 - .095 2.29 - 2.41 
2400 1.13 .095· .1 2.41 ·2.54 
2500 1.18 .11 .. 12 2.79·3.05 
"These are pressure drop readings across the COil only, not total resistance readings. 
o'Minimum air volume for heat pumps application is 400 CFMlton of unit capacity. 
C-ll 
*READING I 
in. water mm water 
.05 - .058 1.27-1.47 
.06 - .065 1.52·1.65 
.09 - .095 2.29 - 2.41 
.11 - .12 2.79 - 3.05 
.13 - .135 3.30 - 3.43 
.075 - .08 1.91 - 2.03 
.08 - .085 2.03 - 2.16 
.095 -.1 2.41 - 2.54 
.115 - .12 2.92 - 3.05 
.125 - .13 3.18 - 3.30 
.14 - .145 3.56 - 3.68 
.1 •. 12 2.54·3.05 
.13 - .135 3.30·3.43 
.1 ~5 - .16 3.94·4.06 
.185 - .19 I 4.70·4.83 
,2 - .21 I 5.08 - 5.33 
o LENNOX INSTALLATION I~ Rue 
Inc. 
Supe,...d • 10175 LunO U S A 
a . 
ELECT Ie UNITS CD10 SERlE 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I NSTALLATl I IS lUCTlONS FOR "=CB10· ... ' NO ECB \O·5 ;65 
SE'RI .; a CTRIC H~l 1 r;10t s 
I • SHIPPlI'1!G AND PACKING U T 
I . All mbl d Icctric he t I tion 
II · HIPPING DAMAGE 
Check hOwter for hipping damage. If dam g is found contact I t 
ca rrier im m diat Iy. 
III · GENERAL 
Th se instruct onl are only intll r:d.d as a gener",1 gu id and do not 
sup r eo 10 I cod":: . Authorities having jurisdiction should be 
conSI lII c1 c!.:.re Installation. 
IV • REQUIREMENTS 
InstoliatlOn of Lennox blower coli unit w ith electric heat must con· 
form VJlth ctandards in National Flro Pro c ion Associ at ion ( FPA) 
" Sto 10rd for In tallatlon of Air o ndlliolli nO and V ntilatlng Sys· 
te s NFPJ\ No. gOA," "Standard f r t InotoliAlion of R sid nr-e 
Type Warr.l Air Hoaling and Air CondltioninO Svctomu NFPA No. 
9C!l," Manl lfoctulnr's installction In(; ructions and lac I municipal 
bu ildlno cod s Motal duct must 0 L'.,ort In down· flo applications 
w ith no dirch roe opc!.jnos dlrectty below tho IInit . lInit is approved 
for Installatton at clearance ',o combust ible motenols a5 list d bolow: 
0" to cabinet 
I " to planum and outlet duct wi hin 3' of IInit 
Accessibility ~nd service clearances must take precedence over 
combustible material clearonces. 
v • APr !CAnON 
ECB10 Series heaters are designed to provide field installed electric 
h"at for COlO Sories coil/blower units. 
VI · INSTAll ATION 
When in'.Jtalilno ECB10 heaters In CB10 down·flo applications on 
combu!ltibll!l f loors, an additive ba e Is required. Base mlldel number 
CBA10-41 (LB·26029BA) I' I ' qulred for CB10-41 m od Is (J nd l 0 
CBA10-51 /65(LB '6020BB) forCal0-51and CB10· ti units. Tho (\ J, 'I ' 
tive bas is not provid d and .lut t b ord r d sepora ely Ro r Io 
Cal0 installation Instructions for Ins ail ing additive be e 
1 - 0 1 conn ct and remo e pow r 5 I"'plv to Cal0 un it . Remove low 
voltdge tram reli f bushing 
2 • R move blow race 55 ponel nd pow r·ln access penel cov ring 
blower duct )(len ion. /')j cCArd the pr,wel·in c s pan I nd 
s v the sh et m tal Icrews. See Fioure 1 
3 . nemov and dl card front nd rear filler p nels from olower duct 
xtonsinn Ref(H to Figur 1 Savs tho 1/4 20 machine screws from 
fl o:1t fII !~ r pMel 
Discard r ar fillor pan 
Oi I • " I frOll t fi ller panel f rom 
tll i" r.rJ ninO (save scr ws) 
Discard pow er' ln ccess re;::::::;i~r?2~Q~:;;:Tr=-' 
p:lnel (save scr wsl 
Remol/o blow r ccess panel 
C-12 
• mov C 10 a .1 C 
op nlnl" rna InO ur I 
5 · 
VII · I LD WIRING CONN CnON 
WIring mUll conform 10 NIUonl1 
5 cure h 
(2) h 
, r to cabin t with 
m t I cr w 
RIGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF P R UALlTY 
ownon 
plae CB 10 tC 51 coy , end blow , 
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OP 
t. ~""noN 
A - Wet., Coil and Auailil,... WlY Sub.v-tem 
TN CW31-.S spICe hllllll~ cOil Illow. I Irlnsfer 01 IOllr pro· 
d he.I I"lo Ihe conditioned Ir I . In normll OP rilion. IO llr 
heeted hqu d IIllhe call II Ihe first Itlqe helllOurce AI the room 
thermoltlt demands hell . sol.r hell d wiler IS ClrCu11l d 
through the CW31 -.S coli Dnd th svslem blower clrculll S Ilr 
"'rough the cOil If 101., heat d air II lulll c .. nt Ihe thermo III 
requirement Will be mil If suHlclenl hat" not IVllllblelrom the 
cou. ttle thermostll Will IClivlI, Ihe s cond .nd Ihlrd stlge helt 
eourcel I . required 10 me I he ling demand. 
• - gh Temperature Limit Switch 
A tugh temp rature hmrt switch oClled on the downltrelm lide 
of ~ coli provlCie, overheltlng prOlectlon lor Ihe I14Jbsystem 
blower motor. If the temp.,eture of l ir lelving the coli relchl. 
14«rF 16O"CI th limll .wrtc:h .tops wllerflow throuph Ih cOil No 
eddltlonll hell Will be IVlll lble from Ihe cOil Ind thl blower 
motor Will not be .ublect d to eace"lve tempereturel. 
II. MAlNT£NANC 
A · CWll .. S Coli Unit 
1. Inspect un II for vidence 01 coil Ind plumblOg lelks. 
2. Inlpect eoil. The COil must be cilin Ind tree of Iny obstruc· 
IIC 
• • Auall,." "wgy Unit 
Aefer to the Operation and MalOtenance mlnull accomplnying 
ttl luxililry energy unit lor Itl proper mlintenlnce require· 
ment • . 
APPLICATION AND INSTAlLATION :I 
, - SHIPPING AND 'ACKING LIST 
~Ie 1 of 1 contains: 
, • Coillc.binet assembly 
3 - Drive cleat. 
1 • Roll gllketing 
11- SHP"'NG DAMAGE 
Contact thilist ~rrter immedl"tely if any shipping dam-oe i. found. 
III • APt'UCA noN 
'TheCW31 .. 5coil is deSigned to prOVide solar heat In C810 series 
unit • . ReIer to the 10111 S~'5lem Instructions for solar hell collec\lon 
end eonn Cling plumblOg IOformallon . The solar Call lOSt. 115 be· 
tween th evaporator COil clblllel .nd the blower Call cabIOel . Use 
th ... instructions onlv as agenerll pUlde . Ihev 10 no WIV supersede 
any 10~1 codes. Consuiliuthofltle5 hlvIOg IUrlsdlctlon beforeln$lll· 
lation . 
IV - INSTALLATION (Refer 10 Figure lind 21 
Install guketing (provided I .,ound the blower IIde of the CW31"S 
cabinet. POlrtlon CW31 .4S unit belw-.en eVloor.lor coli c .. blOel Ind 
bfower cabinet . Tapered cabIOel securlOg cleats should malch wrth 
strl ight eleats. Also. Ihe high temperalure IImll Will be tlCIllO the 
blower complrtment . When proper Iv aligned. secure evaporator 
.:.blnet to CW31 -.S Clbmet Ind CW31 -.S c.blOet to blower cablOet 
with provided drive eleats. 
C-14 
mbled C810 unit with CW31-..S coil should be installed so thll 
the drain plugs are Iccesslble . 
V · PLUMBING CONNECTION 
TN IOllr heated water connection" Ire SIS" (15.9 mml nom inll. 3/4" 
119 mml 0 .0 . copper tub ing Refer to Figure 1 for proper Inlet Ind 
9utlet Identificallon . Refer to the totllsvltam instruction for proper 
plumbing specifications. 
V1 • ELEC'TRICAL CONNECTIONS 
Ref.r 10 fhe tOlal svslem Instruction for proper connection of the 
h igh temperltur. limit. 
VII · HIGH TEMPERATURE LIMrT 
The high lemperalure limit SIOOS wlter flow through the coil if the 
temperature of Ihe lir dlschlrged from the COil ra .. ches 140 'F (WCI . 
V111- DAAIN 'LUGS 
Two drlm p1ugs . one for .. c:h Internll helder . • re provided to drain 
the CW31 .. S COil. 
IX • BLOWER SPEED 
The C810 blower MUST BE SET TO RUN AT MEDIUM ·HIGH SPEED. 
Use the orange "common" Ind brown " med·hl" molor lips. Indl-
viduilly tlpe unused motor WIf.S. 
o 
o 
,""VIEW 
AIIR.OW 
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i 
I , 
AM FLOW, 
IOnuMViEW 
-
nn 
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EVAPORATING COIL SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW BLOWER SlDi: VIEW REAAVIEW 
FIGURE 1 
PLUMBING CONNEcnONS ~IJ4H." mm' 0.0. COPPER ~BE 
"OWER MUST BE WIRED 
FOR ·'MED·HIGH" SPEED 
DRIVE CLEATS 
DlWN 
PAN 
aOWER COIL CABINET 
EVAPORATOR 
COIL CABINET 
~t~~~_~_=_~_~_~ __ ~_~_~~~r~~~~~r---------~------~--' 
, -"' J ,., - -. " 
" ~T-----~-~- " II I ..... \ /' II I I",) ,-. 
II IJ ......... CO\: .... - " ," "\ \ I: : i ........... I , BLOWER I II •.• _... , \ . 
:: II {"................. \ \. /' \ ..... -, 
II I ....... Co"........ , 
II I I ....... , ..., 
II I L. ..... , " 
,.. -- ---~-.p ... -.. l·' L ____________ .J
fl.TER DRIVE CLEAT ELECTRICAL -opnONAL ECB10 INLETS" ELECTRIC HEAT 
fIGURE 2 
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AIR 
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b 
LENNOX 
Industries Inc. 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
501,117M 
5174 
Sup rI~d •• 600,975M Litho U.S 
ELECTRIC UNIT 
ACCESSORIES 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ol .-fR THERMOSTAT 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR OUTDOOR THERMOSTAT KIT 
(LB-44376BA), OUTDOOR THERMOSTAT (PR-231) AND 
MOUNnNG BOX (M-1595) USED WITH ELECTRIC HEAT 
1- SHIPPING AND PACKING LIST 
OUTDOOR THERMOSTAT KIT (lB-44376BA) 
P ckage 1 of 1 Contains 
1- 0utdoor thermostat 
1 - 10unting bracket 
2- Tubing clamps 
M iscellaneous sheet metal screw s 
OUTDOOR THERMOSTAT (PR-231) 
Package 1 of 1 Contains 
I--Outdoor thermostat 
OUTDOOR THERMOSTAT MOUNTING BOX (M-1595) 
Package 1 of 1 Contains 
1- 0utdoor thermostat mounting box 
2- Tinnerman clamps 
2-5heet metal screws 
The outdoor thermostat kit (lB-44376BA), outdoor thermos-
tat (PR·231) and outdoor thermostat box (M· 1595) are listed 
and ordered separately. If mounting prol/isions are included 
in the outdoor unit, only the outdoor thermostat (PR·231 lis 
needed. An outdoor thermostat kit (LB-44376BA) installs 
thermostat in outdoor units without mounting facilities. 
When thermostat is mounted in an outdoor location, the 
mounting box (M-1595) is used to house the thermostat. 
II-GENERAL 
These instructions are only intended as a general guide and 
do not supersede local codes in any way. Authorities hal/ing 
Jurisdiction should be consulted before installation . 
III - SHIPPING DAMAGE 
Check items for shipping damage. The recell/lng party 
should contact the last carrier immediately if any shipping 
damage is found. 
IV - APPLICATION 
The purpose of the outdoor thermostat is to keep the total 
p~lwcr load off the line until it is actually required. In heat 
pump applications, it will keep the heat ing load on the heat 
pump as long as possible thereby obtaining more Btuh per 
watt of power input. In straight electric heating applica tions. 
it keeps the heating load on low power input as long as 
possible. 
V -INSTALLATION 
A-Outdoor Thermostat Kit (lB-44376BA) 
1- Mount thermostat bracket in a conl/enient location in 
compressor compartment which w ill allow the sensing 
bulb to extend into the outdoor fan area for sensing out· 
HPS APPlICA T10N 
1- Mount bracket In compressor compartment 
2-5ecure thermostat to bracket 
3-Route sensing bulb through hole In division panel 
4-5ecure sensing bulb to div ision panel 
FIGURE 1 
C-16 
door temp ratur S n tng ulb mu t not tn dlr ct 
unlight or w ind. 
2-Sh et m t ier ws r provid 
nd clamp for securin 
typical HP8 applic lIOn. 
3-Remov adjustm nt nob 
th rmostat. In rt th rmo t 
box with sho ft 
tng hoi nd r 
ment kno 
B- Outdoor Thermo tat (PR·2311 And Mounting Box 
(M·15951 
If an outdoor unit ha mounting provi lon , ou tdoor 
thermostat (PR·231) in plac . 
If the outdoor thermostat( s) i inst II d in out id location , 
the mounting box hould bo us d to hous thermostat() . 
S fore th rmostat(s) ar installed in th rmostot box, r rT'OV 
the (2) scr w s on th rmo t t and install on OIJPO it id o f 
terminals . Thl must b don so wiring can b conn ct 1 to 
terminals wh n th rmostat i mounted tn thermostat bo 
S e Figur 2. 
1- Remove cover from thermostat bo and ins rt th rmost 
through gromm It d hole tn bottom of bo 
2- R move adjustm nt knob and mounting cr w from 
thermostat. Insert thermostat b hind mounttng pi t of 
box with shaft extending through th slot. Line up mount 
ing holes and repla ce moun ing cr w s. R place adJu t 
ment knob. 
3-Secure thermosta t sensing bulb to bottom of box With 
Tinnerman clamps i\nd h t m tal . cr ws provided 
4-Mount box outdoors in a shelt red location where direct 
sun and strong winds will not affect t mperature readtng . 
SCREWS MUST BE ON 
THIS SIDE OF TERMINALS 
SECURE THERMOSTAT"J 
SENSING BULB TO BOX 
COIL EXCESS J 
CAPILLARY TUBING 
FIGURE 2 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF P R C){ T.TTY 
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VI - WIRING 
R fer to carr ct applic tion wiring dl r min thi in truction 
for th rmo t t conn etlan CI 2 typ w ir m y bud 
for low volt wiring. 
CAUTION-Outdoor th rmost tf) hould nev 
indoor alf 
, m . 
HEATING PUMP WIRING DIAGRAMS 
The in~ernal electrical wiring diagrams of the heat pump outdoor unit, indoor 
unit and electric heating coil are shown on the following pages. 
For all external or field wiring see centrol wiring diagram, Figure:'2-l9. 
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APPENDIX D 
INSTALLATION OF DmmSTIC HOT WATER SUBSYSTEM 
Electric Hot Water Heater 
Tempering Valve 
DHW Preheat Coil 
~I 
EL-EC· T' R- ~IC' ~ ;WATER "HEATER ,lnstalling ', 
. . :-- and -Operating Instructions 
tH WMlANTY ON tHIS WAnt HEAnt IS INEFnCT MOT WA1'8 
ONLY WHEN tHE .. A1II IS INSTALLED AND 0"1- OUTUT c:::===II:l ~===:IIQ=~ COU> WAT 
"" INUT 
ATID IN ACCOIDANCE WItH tHESE INSlIUCTlONS. II"_~'I: IN WATl'l CONNICT1ONS 
tHE MANUfACMEI OF tHIS HEATO WILL NOT IE AICM ~ Llvn COlD TIlt SHUTOf' 
LlAlLf'OI AN'( DAMAGE IFSULTING PlOMFAlIaE HlATIIl. .. ... ~!iaiiiiiii'" 
TOCOMPlYWlTHtHESf INSlIUCTIONS. lEAD THESE 
INSlIUCTlONS tHOiOUGHLY arFOlE STAlTING. 
VAlVE(MUST If OrEN 
1'01 H!ATa OPflATION) 
LOCATION: ~Iect. Joc.tIOft II»Ie to...., 11_ 
.,., powe' ..,.Iy .... ,. .... noor "lellel. Do not loco .. 
.... hecate, ... ,. ...., I"," ceulcl'" aul»fect ... to hu-
1"1 ...... rolvrel. It I. ~ .......... I .... heo.., ... 
Iocot .......... con'" 01 ...... t hot wwtw '" 0 g. to 
prellent hecat I .. thtough .... ,1,... Loco ...... heot., 10 
thol OCcell ponell .., tJl'Oin ¥OI __ oc~'bl •• 
WAlNING : Do,." ", •• "ore fIIIOlI ....... , "-'-
....". ,~. In ... ""c'n'ty of riI', heo '. 
THE HEATO SHOULD IE LOCATtD IN AN AlEA WHEaE 
LEAKAGE OF THE TANK 01 CO NNE CT ION SWILL 
NOT aESULT IN DAMAr-E TO THE AlEA ADJACfNT TO 
THE HEATU 01 TO lOWfI HOOIS OF THE snuc-
ME. VttiEN S~H LOCATIONS CAN 'T If AVOIDED, 
A UITAIlE DRAIN 'AN SHOULD If INSTALLED UNDER 
WATIIl CONNlcnONS 
IN HlATB AlE J,I~. 
TA,.ID "" MEAD 
If SWIAT FlmNOS All USED, 
00 NOT APPLY HEAT TO THE 
"""'-IS ON TOP 01 HfATIl. 
SMAT lUliNG TO ADoVTIl 
mOlE finiNG ADAmI TO 
WATB CONNfcnON. IT IS 
ItM'IlA TM THAT NO HEAT 
• ...uEO TO CONNICTION 
AS NI..uS CONTAIN A 
Mmc LlNEl. 
IlMOVAiU PlATE FOI 
ACaSS TO WIlINO 
1'IMI'tlA MI· "ESSUl 
IfUEf VALVE 
IfMOVAiLI rUMfNT 
co..-- ACCESS TO 
1l6...vSTATS AND 
TlNG EI.EMfNTS 
T-' VALVE OISCHAlGE UNf 
TO TIIlMINATf NEAll 
fLOOl DlAIN 
bo\ THE HEATtI. SUCH PAN S SHOU LD IE AT LEAST 2" ~ ______________________ --I 
~ ?d>ffP, HAVE A MINIMUM LENGTH AND A WIDTH AT 
~ t::LEAST 2- GIEATEa THAN THE DIAMETEa OF THE 
C-' ~ HEATO, AND SHOULD IE ""0 TO AN ADEQUA TE ~ <t: DRAIN . ~ 0' NOTt: .. rare "._1", wi ........ 1 ....... lIotlon, cl_ 
~ t:r: ~n _ .. , ..",Iy ¥ollie, .... " 0 _ .. , fauc.t to,.-
~ >< 1I.1Ie .... houM"..". ....... n cl ....... 1ouc.I. 
~ l( CAUTION 
~ O~ DO NOT UN ON ELEClllCAL a.lENT TO WATtI 
HEATO UNTIL TANK HAS IffN COMPLETtLY FILLED 
WITH WATtI. OPEN SfVEIAl HOT WATtl FAUCETS 
TO ALLOW All TO ESCAP( FlOM THE SYSTtM WHILE 
THE HEATO IS FILLING. TH E HEATING HEME N TS 
WILL IUIN OUT IF NOT IMMOSED IN WATtl. 
WATIIl CONNfCnOfoolS IN 
HfAm AlE ".,~. TMIIEO 
"" MEAD 
COLD WATEl 
INlET ~ 
COlD WATIl 
SHUTOff 
t 
HOT WATII 
OUTUT 
If S¥ltAT FlTflNGS AlE uno, 
DO NOT A"'LY HEAT TO THE 
NI..uS ON TOP Of HEATB. 
S¥ltAT ruliNG TO ADA,m 
.fOU finiNG AOA,m TO 
WAlB CONNfr=T10NS. IT IS 
IWBAnvt JH;.;T NO HEAT If 
APPUEO TO NI"'LfS, AS THE 
"""'LfS CONTAIN A 
PLASnc UNEl 
.:!:~--~- 1'fMIiSA Mf-I'USSUlE 
1f1lfF VALVE 
IEMOVAIU MTE fOl 
ACCUS TO WIliNG 
UKTlICAl CONDUIT 
IEMOVAIU (LIMENT cova 
U~IGHT MODELS: lM hot ond cold _fer ~ctl~ POI ACCUS TO THllMOSTAT 
_ Ide"tihOd on the top of .... hoG ttl, • Connect IfIo hot AND HEATINO ELfMENT 
WIIINO OIAGIAM IS ON 
ond cold _ttl, 11_ to .... I",tollod nlppl .. ""ng ""'ons. T-r VAlVE DtSCHAIGE UNf lACk Of EI.EMfNT COVEl 
I",lall 0 lIa1t1d .. ...,.ro"',.~IIUI'. ,.1I.f ¥ollie In .... IL.;.;TO:..;.:TIIlMI~;.;.NA.;;.;.;,;TE:..N;.;EAl:;.;;;..;;DlAI.;.;..;,;.;.;N __________________ ..1 
CIpOfIi", on ..... Ide of .... heo .. ,. . 
WAm CONNEcnONS 
UTILITY MODELS: lM hot ond co'd _!'or ~ctiont IN HEAm AlE J,I~. 
_ ldentlfiod on ..... lide of .... heelttI,. eor-ct IfIo hot TNaEO "" MEAD 
Md cold_ttl, 11_ to .... I"'lallodnlppl .. ",I", "nionl. 
I",lall a lIaNd ..... ro"',..."..". ,.1I.f ¥ollie 'n .... cou> WATa 
openl", on ... aI40 of ......... ,. lNUT 
TAiLE T£~9PElS: lM hot _ttl, outl.t and cold 
wat., in'. Identified on .... bode ponel of tM heo-
"" 1.1II01Ie .... porceloln top by Illding " forward ond 
IIftl", It off rile ., .. t. Care ehoulcl ... tak.n in hond-
\.... 
~ 
• 
.... 
Ilea 
,nw 
• 
ling .... porcelain top to preyent chipping of .... porc.-
loin. a.lIIOlIe .... four front ponel ac,...; I'Wo ot IfIo top 
flonge. Chode droln ¥ollie to ..... .". thot It I, cloeod • 
.. Il10 ......... topnbe'llIOl ,,,,,,'otlon to ollow occe. to .... 
,I"mbi", ond .Ioctrlcol connection.. C:O'-ct .... cold 
_t., IIIpply line ond hot _ .. , outl.t "_l1li", .Ibow., 
n'ppl •• ond un'ont 01 ehown In .... diogrollll. INtoIl 0 
lilted .. "..roturo.",...". ,.1I.f ¥OI .... In IfIo '--Inlng 
nttl",. ..ploce .... top n ... ",IOI 1,.,lotion in Its orlgi-
nol locotioft. 
~ COLD WA 
D-l 
"SMAT flnlNGS All USED, DO NOT ~LY HEAT TO ,"E 
"'I"'LfS ON TOP Of HfATB. SMAT lUliNG TO ADArTB 
Iff OlE finiNG ADNTIIl TO WATB CONNECTION. IT IS 
MOATtvE THAT NO HEAT IE A"'LlfO TO CONNECTION 
AS NI"'LES CONTAIN A ,LASTIC UNEl. 
TtMI'SA ~E-I'USSUlf IEUff VALVE 
HOT WATl'l DlAIN 
OUTUT 
T-r VAlVE DtSCHAIOE 
UNE TO TIIlMINATE 
..... DlAIN 
TIll SHUTOff V41VE "' .. 
'~'LUM TO INSTAL&; aN A',..OCAGA OR AsM!) "It ... 
JIlt" TIMPIRATURH',."UM .. Liar VAL" "eLL "'LUll 
TMI "MUrACTUM" 'ROM 'trY CLAI" WHICH "IaHT·"SULT 
, .. IXCIIII" n~TUMS A-.o'IISSURES. 
00 not I~fall • check .1¥8 Of o,,",r device. that would pNvent ra-
ve.... flow of wahtr Wtl ... requIred by ~, code.. A el_ I)'Item 
will NIOlt and hquent operatIon of ""' .. 1I.r wive wtll oc:cur. 
1M end of ...... lief pipe openlne should ~rmlnate nea, ""' flOOl' 
drain or otMr ""Itable loc:atlQf\ not ~Ieet to blocking or f ... zlng. 
DO NOT thread, plug Of eap the .. lief pi". Opening. leave on air 
gap of Gpproxl ... htly 6 inehel between the end of the .. lief pipe and 
tho floor drain. ' 
After the I",fallatlon of all water Unea, open 1M min water IUfIply 
valve and "" the heelhtr. Open .vera' hot wattii fouc:ets to allow air 
to tICGpe from the I'fIhtm willie the ..,te, il filling. \\4,en wate, 
..... th~ .... (Queeta, close them and check for possible leo,Ics In 
the l)'ltem. 
ELECTfl/CAl CONNECTIONS: ' 
NOTE. lifOi'i any eleclncol cOMeetionaant.mad., bti lUre that the 
JiiCiJirI. full of water and .hot the wIve In the cold water supply line 
II open. Checlelhe rating plate and wlringdlagrambefOl'e proceeding. 
Thla electric water heater was built ond wh:ed In ~ccordance with the 
t.kIdorwriters' laboratories' tosting approwl. requirements. 1he tem-
perature limiting device of tho manual reset, trip-free type has been 
factoty Iflltalled to Interrupt all ungl'QUnded power aupply conductors 
in the ewn~ of thel1llOSta~ failure. Thermostat. are factory .. ~at lsao 
F. and wired In acCOfdcince with the wiring dlagra", fastened to the 
imide of the ~ ace .. panel. 
1M cIeoler In rour cna ordered this heGter wired at the factory to 
co".,Iy with existing area codes, but Ioc:al utility cocte, may require 
or allow other circuitry. Consult your local power. company to det.r-
mine tho correct .I.ctrical ~-up In ord.r to meet Ioc:ol utility and 
building cod .. and ,In order to obtain th~ ftIO!It economical ratel. AllO 
checlc to find out iF)IOU are required to obtai~ a permit befOl'e Itarting 
the inatallation. 1M following chart tIhoWI the .. commended Me lize 
for the moximum heater wattage. The maximum W\2ttage and rated 
voltage are Ihown on the heater dnta plate. 
1M temperature ttf the wahtrcon be ~ byadluat/ng the thermo-
Itata. ..fore any woric I. done on the' htahtr, dlaeonnect all power to 
the heater by opening ,he switch at the ~In eleetrlcal ~nel. Ite-
1IIj)¥8 the accea parlell, Of front panel on Tabl. Tops, fold the 1,.,lp-
tlon outward away from the controll. Set the thermoatati to the de-
.Ired water temperature ullng a screw dr'1¥8r to mo~ tf;\e' tMrmostat 
pointer, replace the Inlulatlon making aure thot the control. ore well 
covered and that tt,e plClltlc t.rmlnal Ihleld ha. nat ~.n ~Ilpl~ed; 
then reploce the ac:ce .. panel, Of Iront ponel • .",. t.ter I. MW reody 
for operation and the main switch can ~ cloted. , 
¥dIen nGceaary to completely drain the heahtr, Iftut off the electric 
power ..,pply to heahtr, clOlt cold wat.r Inlet valVe, .n 0 ~t wa-
ter roueet to allow air to en'" ~ t)'Item and Of*.' tM dral~ ~I~, 
which II threaded to recel¥8 a atandard r.. COIIpU",. on Table Top 
IIIGdell f th. fnl,nt ponel must be Nmo~ to fIIln acee. to the drain 
valve. 
MAINTENANCE: Shut off the electric powrwhene~r ~ water 
aupply i. fUrned of'. 
Shut off the .Iec;tric power, water .upply and dratn the henhtr com-
pl.tely to prevent freezing whene~r the bulldlno Is left unoccupied 
during the cold weath.r months. 
In order to lnaure efflcl.nt operation and long to'" life, drain the 
heater through the dr.:;:~ ...alve until wat., run. cl~r. Drain It at l.att 
on~ 0 month. fallup) to do th I. MIIy .. ..,It In nol.y operation and 
lime and lIdiment build up In the bottom of the tonle. At the 10"''' 
time, check the htmperature-prell4lre relle' ...alve, by ral.lng the the 
lever at the top of thll ~Ive to MIlle. certain tho. waterwoya ant clear. 
SERVICE: The manual re •• , .rlp-free t.mperature IIl111tlng device. on 
ttill heater will cut off 01/ power to heater If .. mperatu .. of water 8IC-
ceed. i 900 F. If theN I. no hot water after a rHIOnOble period 0' 
time, ehecle the main ru. bolt. In the event that the fu ... ha~ 'tOt 
blown, call a .. rvlt:eMlln. have him check the entire circuit Including 
the elementa and thermostats befoN re .. ttlng the htmpera'ilre limiting 
de.,ice• Heoter muat be dlsconneeted from power supply before "r-
vlcing switch. Conau I t the plumber Of electric .rvlce company in 
________________ ...:..-_-.:.. _____ your area for all.rylce, replacement ports or an)l question. you might 
RECOMMENDED F'lR ~;!rf,RAGE hol/Olt regarding thl. heater. lnalat on factory Inspece.d and approved 
MAX. MAX. VOLTS Mf...'f" 'i:.!!:~·::'MAX--. V-O-LT-S- replacemeilt parts • 
.:W~A.~TT~S~~12~OV-~2ffN~~2:;1,/JII~+_:W~A::TT~S:.-~1~2CN:__~208~V......o:2;'4rN~ REMOVAL OF THE MAGNESIUM ANODE WI LL TERMINATE THE 500 lOA. 5A SA. 3500 4OAlOA. lOA. 
1000 1 SA. lOA. . lOA. «XX) 25A 25A. WARRANTY. 
1250 lSA lOA lOA 4.500 30A 25A. 
1500 lOA lOA lOA. 5000 25A 30A 
2000 25A lSA 1 SA. 5500 3SA 35A. READ THE WARRANTY ATTACHED TO THIS WATER HEATER FOR A 
2500 30A ISA 1 SA. 6000 4OA. 35A FULL EXPLANATION OF THE TIME "RIOD THAT PMTS AND HE A-~__ 35_A.....;._lO_A __ 20_A._...L. _________ T£R ME WARRANTED. ' 
1M heahtr must be .. II grounded. A g .... n ground ICrew ia pnwided 
at the electricol connection point for connecting a ground wire to the 
upright and tabl. top unlta. A green ground wire i. provided at the.l-
echicol connection poln.on utility models for connections to a ground. 
OPERATION: 
NOtE: .. tOre cloalne the switch to allow electric current to ,flow to 
the heahtr, .e certain that the heoter' II full of water and thot the 
cold water inl.t vol.,. i. open •. Complete failure of ~. heating el .. -
menta '11111 result If they aN ftQt completely IIIIIMt'Ied In waNr at all 
til ...... Wten .... IWIh:h I. clo_, the operation of thl. electric wat.r 
. heater iloutolnatlc. 
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-INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING 
WATTS No. 70A SERIES 
Adiustabl~ Water Tempering Valves 
IMPORTANT . 
BE SURE TO REMOVE THERMOSTATIC ASSEMBLY from valve be-
fore sweating connections. Otherwise it will become' damnged. 
. Hot water 
boiler 
Hot To 
Appliances 
I 
TANKLESS HEATER-- t---- Tempered 
Pressure 
relief 
vulva 
meeting latest 
A.SA th:mdard 
8"to 12" 
- 0 j]U o ~.(!~ \ 
II 0 ~"C;! '\J ",. 1 8alanclnr ~al"e .IIould be Inlblled. I. 
\:.--- f;1 '" ./cold waler Une to Yalve, IS shaWl! to eom· 
~~ ~~ pensate fll( pressure drop throulII lIut.r. 
INSTALLATION ~r~~ ~ 
1. Remove thermostatic assembly (which is handtito) '~",J''-~ 
from bcdy end install viJlve body as iIIustratod ih ~
diaoram. ~~ 
Check Valve 
NOTE: Be sure piston and Teflon disc do not drop' 
out of thermostat, whon removing tbermostatic 
ll~sembly. 
2. Ro·insert thermostatic assembly in body and tighten 
securely. 
ADJUSTMENT 
The Ncr. 70A "fiiiituresa new edjustment means which 
perl1ll.u Vall til·~.diot". a desired tempnratllrc, quickly 
and ·'convenientlv. To increase or decreilse the water 
temperature, simply turn the adjusting cap as indicated 
by the arrow. The t:djustment ten'fleratlU.e ranDO is 
1200 to 1600 F. 
L70A SERIES 
FOR 71).<\-70A·T 
Part Nc. J)AN70A3 
FOR L70A,..!L70A·T 
Part No. SAN70A3-L T 
.DISCAR.D 
~~y' PtASTIE: 
:ill' 'Plw T E I!.T 0 Il 
NOTE: Replacement 'th'crmostats· a're furntshed with 
a plastic protector which serves to hold the piston and 
Teflon disc. Be sure to discard this plastic prClector 
when installing assembly, See note under installation, 
NOTE: For lower tempered water requirements at or belqw 130°F., use low temperature 
Modol l70A Series which rrovides adjustment temperature range between 100° • 130°F. 
WATTS REGULATOR COMPANY • LAWREN~E, MASS., U,S.A • 
" 
it 
" ! 
• I 
~-'pJ%QU4 b¢:;A:::.-'" ~~ .... _ .,_," 
t:I 
I 
~ 
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~ I LTR I DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED Ie 
PART-;;';:- -I A I ?1eA\('\.\TI~JJ(£[) t£tJD~ ~ COIL- 6/3/77 
NOTES 
,pecificati<ms 
~atf:'rial - copper alloy-ASTM-B359-B111 
Jength - approx. 33 feet 
1) The seller will inspect each coil 
to the requirements of this 
specification and for evidence of 
poor workmanship. 
'lo. of Coils - 17 
:::oil 1. D. - 5 3/4" (+ 1/8") 
Cubing Diam. - nom. 3/4" 
PRn\l\t)~ f'I_Fl.':;mc. 
CM>? To PRD11Lc..T 
!L~t)!:> O~ COt\... 
rOT~l C.O\L l{LlJ&m 
~?~'1.. :,~ H. 
COIL it> AP~OY..15~~· 
2} The heat coils shall be packaged 
in suitable protective containers 
that prevent damage to coil when 
. shipped by United Parcel Service •. 
zz:\.~ ~. 
TOLERANCES UNLESS 
" 
~PlA\~J ~!Lt~OtJ 
\ trYPk I) 
NOTED OTHERWISE 'CHECKER 
Approved Source 
Vender/PN 
Wolverine Tube Division 
17200 Southfield Rri. 
Allen Park, Michigan 48101 
Truffin Type W IH 
Catalog No. 66-116038-01 
With type 1 ends 
~x: "":.~g~~:ol N (;. MINillEAPOLIS. MINN. 55413 
.. xxx + ~:: 
MATERIAL W01 \.JA.1~~ CO\l CONTRACT NO. 
NEXT ASSY USED ON 
APPLICATION I"JiIIISH-SEENOTE 
: ./,. 
,.... 
:t-
o 
tV 
'::1-
, 
y 
-n 
f 
I 
~ 
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'l 
• 
1 
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APPENDIX E 
ENERGY TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM 
, ~ 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
'.' 
-. ke:_. 
Energy Transport Module Replacement Parts 
ITEM 
Pump 1 
Pump 2 lie 3 
Heat Exchanger 
Expansion Tank 
Air Separator 
Air Vent 
Air Bleed 
Relief Valve 
Control Valve, Dual 
Diverting 
Circuit Setter Balancing 
Valve 
SDA Sensor Hells 
Lift Check Valve 
Swing Check Valve 
Drain/Fill Valve 
Ball Valve 
Strainer 
Low Level Indicator 
Indicator Lamp 
Solar Control Panel 
MANUFACTURER TYPE/PART 
Bell & Gossett 60-11S, 1 1/4AA 
Bell & Gossett 
Honeywell 
Amtro1 
Amtro1 
Amtrol 
Hammond 
Bell & Gossett 
Honeywell 
Bell & Gossett 
Mueller 
Bell & Gossett 
Stockham 
Hammond 
Hammond 
Strong 
F.H. Murphy 
Honeywell 
E-l 
PR-1 1/4, 1/6 hp 
SK-l42187 
30, Diaphragm 
444-1 1/4 
690 
1/8 Radiator 
480-45 psi 
V4331-A1003, 
(115 VAC) 
CB-1 1/4 
Bronze, 1 1/4 
13A - 1 1/4 
B-309-1 1/4 
710-3/4 
Sweat-1 1/4 
S-1 1/4 
20-PC, 50 psi, 
24 VAC 
24 VAC 
1 SK-1421,83 
•• l'Ilm 
QUANTITY 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
f 
l 
t· 
r 
M 
I 
N 
I PART NO. ·1 
\=.l-J\> \j\~\J 
Yt\ . ~ , .. 
~ 
I>I?WI~Ui'ON \.lUI>~\?' 
--- ·")'A.f\.\lr 
8'~ .)(\ COIl. I"OD. -;utAW(, ,17 '4 lU£N'.-
/,
/ ~ "'{,·".t>.Co\ll ~"Dj).iOe.,~(.:7. i01U£'IJ4, 
/ ,?00 ... )[) {OIL, ~·o.r..11J!.1»&1 2~TIJf').J~ 
// _ ' I \ ')~·."}O PuJ& or rcr~ (("'~~:..) 
_.zo· 
:;-Q't1\.2.lMlON /" 
u~ .. ~\L~ll. ~t.Dlll. 
OIlAU.."""'''C.TI~tJ~ 
.... l t>IM~"''''O>l~:t. ~. ?I\)~ VIE..'W 
~~· .. I" 
MEKT ASS\' USED 001 
TOLE.......aS UIK.I. 
IIOnDontf:~ 
x 
xx • 
.X ••• 
MATERIAL 
. 
.... C.lS 
~;. 
{ 'Wl.h t· t ~,.({.~ 
l"t:..n.\.c,., 
APPLICATION IFiNISH-SEE NOTE 
--
,qlz." 
~ 
CHEOtER 
[)('VE"CR 
ENC;RCMGT 
LTR 
CQICT"ACl flO. 
111,.·, 
-.<". • .,.cu ~ 
_1..-
DESCalrrlOll DATE _VEO 
HOIEYWELL I EIEI'Y IEla.ICEI CEml IIC. .~_ .. u 
Wb\{ O.CWA.NG~ COIL 4. 
[>1?1~iE)UTICN UL~t{.e. 
~. ,J 
Ii 
f: 
, 
Bell &: Oossett instruction sheet 516946 revision 3 pertaining to 
PD Boosters &: Series "60" In-Line Centrifugal Pwnps installation 
and operation instructions has been removed due to copyright. 
E-3 
"..,.... .. - --
~ ~ ~-'~'::~Ig,~*,d'· jt.,...·:!'l·1,'· 
Bell & Gossett submittal A-1ZO revision 9 pertaining to Iron & Bronze 
Booster Pwnp has been removed due to copyright. 
E-4 
I' 
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, 
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'j 
-
Bell & Gossett instruction manual sheet S17630 replaces SD-1239-CA 
revision 4 pertaining to Booster Circulating Pumps installation, 
operation and service instructions has been removed due to copyright. 
E-5 
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10lLIII TYPE OF RADIATION SYSUM CONT~NT IN GALLONS 
NEt . . Extrol Mo. Extrol Model £,Irol Model Extrol Model Extrol Model 
OUT1'UT Finned Tube Convectors or Radioton- Baseboard 
A".roge 15 30 60 90 SX·30 SYllem 
IN 1000', Baseboard or Unit Heolen Casl Iron Call Iron Temp. OF SW CS SW CS SW CS Sw CS SW ladian. Panel CS OF 
ITU/HI SW CS SW CS SW CS SW cs 100 133 305 500 734 1102 
25 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 t 110 101 232 380 557 835 
120 80 183 300 440 660 50 15 15 15 15 15 30 15 30 130 65 149 244 358 537 
75 15 30 15 30 30 30 30 60 140 54 125 204 298 447 
100 15 30 15 30 30 60 30 60 150 62 47 141 106 230 174 338 256 473 384 
I 
f. 
125 15 30 30 60 30 60 30 90 160 58 40 134 92 219 150 321 220 449 I 330 
150 30 30 30 60 30 90 60 90 170 55 34 127 78 208 128 306 187 428 28'1 
175 30 60 30 60 60 SX·30 60 SX·30 ! 180 53 30 121 68 198 111 291 163 407 245 
200 30 . 60 60 60 60 SX·30 60 SX·30 I 190 51 26 116 60 190 98 278 144 389 216 
i 200 49 23 111 52 182 86 266 126 372 109 250 30 60 60 90 60 SX·30 90 SX·40 114 171 210 47 21 106 48 174 78 256 358 
300 60 90 60 SX·30 90 SX·30 90 SX·40 I 220 45 19 102 43 167 71 246 103 344 155 I , 
3S0 60 SX·30 60 SX·30 90 SX·40 SX·30 SX·60 , 230 43 17 98 39 161 64 236 94 330 141 I 
I 
400 60 SX·30 90 SX·40 SX·30 SX·40 SX·30 SX·60 I 240 41 16 95 35 155 58 228 86 316 129 i 
SW indicates Summer-Winter hook up where boiler is used for heating, and supplying domestic hot water. Minimum boiler water temp. of 150'F. is required. 
CS indicates cold start hook up where holl~r is use& for heating only. MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE 75 PSI - OPERATING TEMP. 40°·240°F 
==15 EX.TROL = la, FILL.TROL ;t:lO EX·TROL = 110 FILL·TROL ;;60 EX·TROL == "I FILl·TROL #'0 EX·TROL = 112 FILL.TROL 
Dimensional Data 8 
EX-TROL TANKS ~, -. EX-TROL COMBINATION PACKAGES ~ 
:" ---'1 ..' I art 7 Model Diameler lenglh Shipping INCLUDES ... .-. No. Inches Inche, WI. Lbs. -,~ ... -.~.- Model Shipping ,; 
1S 8 11 Y2 5 ' 'I!X~";1 No. EXTROL Pur ge. • Venl WI. Lbs. .. -~ '''''. . .. , 'J:~~~[' :: 30 11 14 9 U 1500 lS 1" 9 "' . ..,- .. I 60 11 23 14 3000 30 #700 13 !. .. or .. 90 15 . 21 23 6000 60 11,4" 19 ~ 
·Specify Iype and size required 
• r 6 EX·TROL WITH FILL-TROL 4f FILL·TROL COMBINATION PACKAGE ~ , ............... 
Model Diameler Lenglh Shipping· 
#!' ••• _."'r..r!.:.o •..•• _~ 
INCLUDES ' I No. Inche, Inches WI, Lbs, 
. --.--.. ~ Model Shipping :1.j 
109 8 14~/2 t ,'\ . .,.r.:.:::. .... ::.l • .n .' = No. FILL·T~OL Purger· Venl WI. Lbl. S 6 i' fill 'ItOl." .. , ' 110 11 17 10 ~ :::':-".~:'. __ , A, 109·P 109 I "orl '/," II 111 11 26 15 110·P 110 #700 14 .... "-~. I 1'_ 'II, . l"Orl'/1 11 .:l'''' ..... ,. • t .-=--::.:-: 112 15 2J1!2 24 (. .J 111·P 111 I't." 18 .. ., .,. ·Specify Iype and .ize reql/ired 
-
DISTRIBUTED BY 
1400 DIVISION ROAD. WtST WAnWltM. R I. Oll9J 
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Seal 
./ 
rf======~l 
Tank 
J~ 
... -:::; . ....::: .. 
--'"'"""''"'''''''~-
"'-Air Charge Valve 
Fig. 2 Extrol tank construction 
1'I~1.;; EX-TROL Tank is a modern, pressurized diaphragm-
type m(p~Hsion ~ank for all hot water heating systems. 
It is of welded slcel construction; compa<:t and neat in appearance, A rugged, 
flexible diaphragm of a material spe<:ially compounded for long life in 
hydronic service is the heart of the EX·TROL tank. 
This diaphragm separates system water from the (standard 12./b.) air charge, 
Clssuring a permanent air cushion. Because the diaphragm permits the tonk 
to be pressurized, the EX·TROl tonk can be smaller than conventional units. 
The EX-TROL Tank may be installed into a tee or any 
other suitable tapping anywhere on a hot water heating 
system • 
It may also be remotely located and piped to convenient point on the system. 
An Ideal EX·TROl installation is to screw it inlo the bottom of an American 
Air Purger, A single 112" nipple serves as bOlh pipe connection and mounting. 
._--....,.-,,"" ............. -:!I .. ~ .• 4, •• FC+, ..... ~I .• : ;: t.",,!4 , ;~F.'· fl. C. 'f ... ,....·· .. '"'.,,~.i-_PP'i',........  ~~Ifi» •• 4 . .RlCfL' ,. •..•• ¥oO"' .. "" 
11, 
Diaphragm I 
I 
f 
Air Cushion ' 
J 
./J 
-..,...-.--
Air Cushion 
(, 
\~ Air CUShiOn) 
.... __ ........... IW.ooo_ ...... .o;.' ~ ............. "'H.III>.-'"' • • ........,,, ........... _..... ' ...... .-.._:..... .... , .. ' ....... _._-"'-w.;_ ...... -. :~ 
-, .. 01 • 
Fig. 3 Extrol tonk operation 
~ ~r:i.a E~·r~C:. "i'~I1:... ,"uniru:s expansion or heating system water. See Figure 3 
Il.f gAo When the system IS first filled to the selting of the automatic fill valve, no water enters the EX·TROL Tank because of 
~ ~ the charge pressure behind the diaphragm. 
~ 8 B. When the system comes up to temperature, the EX-TRO!, tank receives the expanded volume of water. 
S ~ C. When the boiler water temperature rises to its maximum, the EX-TROt. diaphragm simply flexes against the air l3 S cushion. 
The American Air Purger continuously separates air from heating system water. 
It is a one.piece casl iron chambe~ with two passages through which boiler water flows. Internal contours and baffles are 
designed for low flow resistance characteristics and ~ifident seporation of the air from the water. 
The Air Purger should be installed horizontally on the main as close to the boiler as possible. It must be installed so t"ot 
water flows through it in the direction indicated by the arrow. 
Main 
EX-TRot 
Tank 
fill. 4 System view illustrating contin~ 
VOIIS purging and venting. 
All models have tappings for installation of ://;700 Float Vents to provide com· 
plete continuous purging and venting. Spare tappings are also prOVided for 
easy mounting of an EX·TROL for expansion control or FILL·TROL for combining 
automatic fill valve and expansion control. 
EX· TROL sy5t~m venting 
After initial purging and venting of air from the system more air will be re-
leased from the water as it is heated. The American i1700 Float Vent is an ad-
vanced type valve designed for vcmting all hydronic heating and cooling 
systems. It has a unique construction which insures: Fastest Venting - Positi't .. 
shut off - Venting through the complete pressure. range (0·45) - Long con-
tinuous operation - Trouble free performance - No spilling or unsightly stairs 
from leaking. No separate air chamber is required. 
Even with Air Purger and Float Vent installed on the main or mains, it is 
recommended the Anltlrican //700 Float Vent to be installed on each return 
at the elbow that drops to the circulator. 
While seldom requirr.d, it is also recomm.:;ndcd that manual (key or coin type) 
air ven's be irutalled at high points on the radiation. 
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BULLETIN 100·1 
INSTALUTION INSTRUCTIONS 
EX·TROL® EXPANSION TANKS 
MARCH,1974 
This product represents the most recent development in providing for the 
expansion of water in a hydronic heating system. 
The unique proven design of this tank, incorporating a flexible diaphragm 
that keeps the system water from contacting the (standard 12·lb.) tank 
charge, lets this considerably smaller size give more positive, permanent 
system protection. 
HOW IT WORKS 
Heated water expands, and in a closed hot water heating system, provision 
must be made for this expansion. The flexible diaphragm in the EX·TROL® 
provides for water expansion without permitting absorption of the air 
cushion by the water. 
TO INSTALL 
EX·TROL® may be installed intoa tee or any other suitable tapping anywhere 
on a hot water heating system. It may be placed in a vertical or horizontal 
position. It may also be remotely located and piped to convenient point on 
the system. 
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NO.l5 EX·TROL~ 
, An ideal EX·TROL® installation is to screw it into the bottom of an American Air Purger located on the main. This 
combination offers both a mounting tapping and continuous automatic air removal from the system. 
After Installing EX· TROl ® on the system: 
... 
1. Fill system. 
2. Vent air from system (10r purging methOds, refer to AMTROL data Sheet on Purgers) 
3. Bring system up to shut·off temperature. 
4. If a smaller EX·TROL® is being used instead of that for which the system is sized, system water must be drawn 
from the boiler to maintain the proper system pressure. Generally a smaller than normal tank will cause a 
higher system pressure than is desirable. 
Note: Never let air from EX·TROL ® tank. Air charge should always equal setting of reducing valve (l2·lb. 
standard). 
SYSTEM 
RETURN 
FLOAT 
VENt 
, 
FLOAT FLOW 
VENT CHECK 
~ ., 
AIR PURrjGt::ER:::-"~,?'~, .'·2~1 :{ip SYSTEM SUPPLY 
E-8." 
EXTROL®INSTALLED 
IN sonOM OF AIR 
PURGER 
U. S, PAT. NOS, 2.695.753 
3,035.614 
Orlll [(5 rrrmlNClIII U S. 
&ortll HCOLINflU[S 
(over) 
" 0' 
SYSTEM VENTING AND PURGING 
After initial venting and purging of air from the system, more 3ir will be releasc(l from the water as it is heated. 
Therefore, it is recommended that an American Air Purger and #700 Float Vent be installed on the main. 
No. 1500 EX·TROL ® Pkg. 
~CEHINTS 
If the system has multiple loops or lones, the supply water for all loops and zones 
must pass through the Air Purger for complete and continuous air removal. In case 
the piping arrangements does not permit the installation of a single Air Purger on the 
main, Air Purgers and #700 Float Vents should be installed on each loop or zone. In 
this event, only one EX·TROL® is required for the sy.stem. 
Even with American Air Purger and Float Vent installed on the main or mains, it is 
recommended the American #700 Float Vent be installed on each return at the elbow 
that drops to the circulator. 
While selriom required, it is also recommended that manual (key or coin type) Poir 
vents be installed at high points on the radiation. 
. 1. If system is shut down for long periods, or emptied for any reason, it may be necessary to repeat steps 2, 3 and 
4 under INSTALLATION. 
... 
2. If the system pressure is too high: 
6.) Check gauge calibration to make certain that the indicator needle has not slipped. 
b.) Check tosee if EX·TROL® has lost Its air charge. 
Note: To get an accurate reading with any tire gauge when checking EX·TROL® air pressure, either: 
1.) disconnect the EX·TROL® from the system or, 
2.) draw off system wnter until boiler pressure reads zero. 
c.) Check for faulty fill valve operation. First, close manual shut·off before the fill valve; then, draw system 
pressure down to 12 PSI (or other pre-set pressure) and observe system for pressure build·up several 
hours later. 
d.) Check for service water entering system from any other source of leak, such as tankless heater. Use same 
procedure as above after shutting off possible water source. 
3. If pressure relicf valve drips water: 
a.) first, check system pressure. If too high, follow steps 2. b.), c.) and d.) above. 
b.) If pressure relief valve continues to drip water, even at reduced pressure, flush relief valve by quickly 
raising lever several times. If drip continues, it may be necessary to replace relief valve. 
c.) If multiple EX~mOLS® are installed in the system,check pressure of each for possible air leaks. Be sure red 
• plastic air valve caps are on tight. 
-~ 
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TECHNICAL and INSTALLATION DATA 
AMERICAN AIR PURGERS a~d 'URGER· THOL ® 
JUNE, 1975 
PURGING DEVICES FOR HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS 
The water that is used initially to fill a Ilot water heating system contains 
dissolved air. Make-up water subsequently added will similarly have a high 
air content. Heating this water releases the air and permits it to be circulated 
in the system, from which It must be vented. 
The purpose of the American Air Purgers and Purger-Trois is to continu-
ously separate and collect any air from the water as it circulates so that it 
may be vented automatically by on American #700 Float Vent, without the 
necessity for frequent manual venting. 
DESCRIPTION: 
Model 11438.2 
Each Air Purger or Purger-Trol is a one-piece cast iron chamber with two passages through which boiler water flows. 
Internal contours and baffles are designed for low flow resistance characteristics and efficient separation of the air from 
the water. 
All models have tappings for installation of #700 Float Vents to provide complete purging and venting. Spare ta'ppings 
are also provided for easy mounting of an EX-TRO~for expansion control or Fill-TROL for combining automatic flll valve 
and expansion control. 
Purger-Trol models have additional tappings for the optional mounting of pressure relief valve and pressure-altitude-
temperature gauge, which groups all items in one location, saving space and providing a neater installation. 
OPERATION: 
While the circulaiing pump is operating, system wate( continuously flows through the purg.3r. The more dense water 
flows at nearly maximum velocity through the lower passage of the purger and directly to the system piping. The less dense 
water, containing dissolved air, moves into the upper channel. This area is so designed as to free the air or gases and to 
accumulate them at the venting port. The water thus freed of its air content rejoins the main flow. 
INSTALLATION: 
The Air Purgers and in-line Purger-Trol should be installed horizontally on the main as close to the boiler as pOSSible. 
These units must be installed so that water flows through them in the direction indicated by. the arrow. An American #700 
Float Vent should be scr~wed into the opening marked "Vent". (Be sure the air valve cap on the Float Vent is loose to permit 
Clir to escape.) 
The angle-type Purger-Trol should be installed horizontally and preferably on a nipple in the boiler supply tapping. 
Flow from the Purger-Trol may be either right or left or in both directions from the boiler into the main. 
Model #443 
with top outlet 
boiler 
Typical Installations with fiLL-TROL 
Modol #440 
with top outlet 
boiler 
Model #440 
with .ide outlet 
boiler 
E-IO 
Model #438 
with top outlet 
boiler 
Ii. 
, \~~:=:':'~~~I 
Model #438 
with Iide outl.t 
boiler 
(over) 
, . 
f 
.. ----
SPICIFICATIONS: 
M(\I~tlall elole·grained calt.lron, 90 lb. ASA rating. 
It ;: 
DIM~N$IONS • SHI .... ING WIIGHTS: 
Modo' 51.0 Dim,n,lon, T'Ppin9' • NI'T No, iii • C U V 
.. 41 I" 
'" 
4" zv," I" 'I. " 
" .... I 'I." 
'" "" 
zv," 1'1. " 'I. " 
.... 5 I'll " I" 5" 3V," I'll " 'Ie " 
.. 46 2" I" 5" 3V," 2" 'II''' 
.... 7 2'1." 10" I" 5" 2'1." ~" 
'441 J" 10H I" 5" 
'" 
~" 
" 
!lhljl. 
Wt. ; 
Z Lbl. 
'II " .. 
'I. " 5 
'II " , 
'I. " 10 
'I. " It 
'II " 20 
Modol " Si.o Dim,nllonl T.ppln91 • NI'T 
SMp. 
Wt. No. i: iii • C U V W Z Lb,. 
.. 50 I" 
'" 
4" 2't. " I" 'I. " 'I." 't. " 4 
451 ; 1'1. " 6" 4" zv''' I'I. " 'I. " 'I. " 'I. " 5 
Mod,1 ~i.o Dim.n,lonl T'Ppin91 • NI'T 
Ship. 
Wt. No. iii I ~ U V )( Y Z Lin. 
4 .. 0 '1,1" 6" 4" 2%" I" 't. " ~" 'I. " 't. " 4 
.... , '1'1. " 
'" 
4" 2 'II" , 'I." '/~" ~" 'I. " 'I. " 5 
, 
Modol Dim_n,ionl Typi.:.1 T.ppin91 • NI'T Ship Si.o Wt. No. iii • C 5 T U V W X Y Z Lbl. 
.. 31·2 , 'I." 7,." 6%" 3 'I." 1'/. " I" I" 'I. " ~" ~" 'I. " liz " 9 
4"·' 1'/. " 7,." 61%" 3'/. " I liz " 'V." 1'1. " 'I. " ~" ¥." 'I. " 'Iz " 9 
452.1 I 'Iz " I" 8'11 " 3~" l'lz " l'lz " 1'/. " 'I. " ';' " ~" 
-
';' " , .. 
ill-:I 2" I" 8'1." 3',4 " 2" , liz " I';' " 'I. " '/," ~" 
-
';' " I .. 
Oth.r tlpp,n9 comblnltio"1 IVlillbl •• 
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I ; I. ipurging of air from system wat~r must be a continuing process. While the major part of the air removal is accomplished 
:0" t~e initial filling of the system, smaller troublesome amounts of air and gases must be removed continuously. 
" , 
,I ' . 
i ~American Air Purgers and Purger-Trois are designed for maximum effective air removal together with minimum pressure 
drop'and turbulence, 
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MODEL. 690 
FLOAT-TYPE AIR VENT 
JANUARY 1977 
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Maximum Worldng Pressure: 310 kPa (45 PSI) 
Maximum Operating Temperature: 116°C (240°F) 
Material: Stamped brass body and cover; 
solid, non-metallic float 
,. ... ~ 
JOB NAME: ___________ _ 
LOCATION' __________ _ 
ENGINEER:_ 
CONTFlACTOR: 
CONTRACTon PO. NO ______ _ 
":: ' ~M-~-:';~ 
T .. -.,.. 
tb 
E-12 
43 mm ""/ .. ") 
7(, mm i.;:;, ; 
VACUUM 
BREAKER 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE: _______ _ 
MODEL NO. ORDERED: _________ _ 
DATE SUBMITTED: ______ ~ ____ _ 
f'flIJltIlIIIi U fi/\ 
-WEST WARWICK, R. 1.02393 
Ame.rican #690 and # 700 Series Jo'LOAT VENTS arc advanced type Ail' 
Valves designed for \/(Onting all Hydronic Heating and Cooling Systems. The)' 
have unique cOl1struction which insures. fast venting· positive shutoff· venting 
through the complete pressure range· (Models 690, 700 and 702 (0.45 PSI) 
(Models 701 and 703 (0.100 PSI) • trouble il't'c performancc • no spitting or 
unsightly stains from leaking. 
No separate air chamber is required. 
HOW IT WORKS: 
Ail' entering the vent chamber lowers the water level, causing the floal to 
fall and open the air valve. As the air is rdt'ased, the water level rises, raising 
the float and closing the air valV('. 
WHERE TO INSTALL: 
I. In EX.TROL®sy&tems, there are two prefer"ed locations fOI' th:: #700 
FLOAT VENT. 
a. ) Mounted on an 
Amel'ican Air Purger 
(for best results, use 
an EX· TROL pack. 
age) on the main 
from the boil(!l'. 
h.) In a vt'nt ell on the return main to th{! 
hoilt'r from each zont', bcfoJ'(: the circulat· 
ing pump. 
BULLETIN 700·1 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
AMIRICAN AIR YENTS 
JulV 1973 
SERIES #690 FLOAT VENT 
({or vertical 
inuallation only) 
2: In <?ther types of hydronic systems, the general rule is to install the #700 FLOAT VENT in the 
lugh pomts of tilt' s},st<'1ll .~.- convectors, hast'board radiation, unit heaters or radiant panels. 
flOW TO INSTALL: 
1. If system is full of water, draw ofT enough to I'educe pressure on gauge to "0" or to lower water level 
to below point where FLOAT VENT is to be installed. 
2. Screw ~o ~" I.P. tapping in vertical position, with cap (3) screwed on tight and vacuum breaker 
tube \!!free. 
3. Tighten by hand - usc of a wrench is not necessarr:, 
4. Fill the system with water. 
5. When system is filled with water, loosen cap (3) slowly so 'that dirt and scale are not deposited on 
the valve seat by the escaping air. 
6. Screw cap down tight to close valve. 
i. Open two turns for nonnal venting. 
Suggestions: 
Should dirt or scale lodge on the valve seat causing it to leak, remove cap and push the valve core tC\ 
in by hand to permit water to flush the scat clean, Release quickly and replace cap, open one tum for no~ 
venting. 
(OVER) 
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711 
CONNICrOI 
710 
WAfEl YENr 
711 
S1'EAM YlNr 
air vents 
712 CONNECTOR 
Where a safe wa$te connector is required the #71~ c..>nnector replaces the regular 
valve cap and provides an attachment for a copper tube drain line. Only required 
if written in engineer specifications. 
i'IO DISC TYPE VENT FOR WATER 
Installation is recommended up to 30 PSI W.P. For normal automatic venting open 
vaJve 1 to 1 Y4 turns after making connection. 
~mllllllli/lHli1IlII:iIll1ll:Wl~' :::llii'II'/,',','lI:I";'/:lj"ljl:i:I' '.' ,II ,1, 111111,1, .11 
C OIIY.dora ladlatoft 
711 DISC TYPE VENT FOR STEAM 
Installation is made in steam radiators and steam mains. Maximum working 
pressure steam 10 PSI. No adjustment is necess~.y (or operation. 
StllCl. Mall' 
-
E-14 r.c. 
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Bell &: Gossett submittal sheet A-434 revision 2 pertaining to Relief 
Valves-ASME valves and fittings has been removed due to copyright. 
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Honeywell 
THE Y534A DUAL DIVERTING VALVE 
ASSEMBL Y CONSISTS OF TWO VALVE 
BODIES WHICH ARE SWEATED TO· 
GETHER AND TWO POWERHEADS WHICH 
CONTROL EACH VALVE BODY SEPA· 
RATELY. WHEN ASSEMBLED, THE Y534A 
OFFERS FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
WHICH ARE COMPATIBLE WITH SOLAR 
ENERGY SYSTEMS. 
o Available for line or low voltage applications 
(specify when ordering). 
o Assembly provides a flow capacity of 14 Cv 
[ 12 kv] . 
o Sweat copper end connections 'may be in· 
talled without disassembling the valve. 
o Manual opener for valve operation on power 
failure . Valve returns to automatic po~ition 
when power is restored . 
o Complete powerhead may be removed with· 
out breaking the line connections. 
o Motor actuator may be replaced without 
removing the valve body or draining t •. ) 
system. 
R.L. 
9-77 (.05) 
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r-------------------------~---------IMPORTANT--------------------__ ------______ ~ 
THE SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN IN THIS PUBLICATION DO NOT INCLUDE NORMAL MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES. 
THEREFORE, THIS UNIT MAY NOT MATCH THE LISTED SPECIFICATIONS EXACTLY. ALSO, THIS PRODUCT ISTESTED 
AND CALIBRATED UNDER CLOSELY CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, AND SOME MINOR DIFFERENCES IN PERFOR· 
MANCE CAN BE EXPECTED IF THOSE CONDITIONS ARE CHANGED. 
MODEL: 
Y534A-2-position dual diverting valve, The two 
powerheads must be assembled to the two valve 
bodies which are shipped sweated together. 
Available for line or low voltage applications. 
TEMPERATURE AND FLOW RATINGS: 
Capacity Rating-l4 Cv [12 kv]. 
Maximum Closeoff Pressure-I 0 psi [69 kPa], 
Static Pressure Rating-125 psi [862 kPa]. 
Maximum Fluid Temperature-
Line voltage model-200 F [93 C]. 
Low voltage model-240 F [115 C]. 
Maximum Ambient Temperature-125 F [52 C]. 
ELECTRICAL RATINGS: 
Line voltage models-
0.16 amps at 120V ac, 60 Hz. 
0.08 amps at 220/240V ac, 50 Hz, 
Low voltage model-
0.64 amps at 24Vac, 50/60 Hz. 
WIRING PROVISIONS: 18 in. [457.2 mm] lead wires 
and 1/2 in. conduit openings. 
LINE FITTINGS: 1-1/4 in. sweat (1.3/8 in. 0.0.). 
DE-ENERGIZED POSITION; Port A normally closed. 
TIMING: Diverts flow in 30 seconds. 
MANUAL OPENER: Allows valve to be opened in case 
of power failure. Valve returns to automatic position 
when power is restored. 
DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 1. 
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES INC. LISTING 
APPLIED FOR. 
REPLACEMENT PARTS: 
O-ring-Part No. 802344. 
Powerhead-
Line voltage model-Part No. 130441ARG. 
Low voltage model-Part No. 130441ARA. 
DETERMINATION OF WATER FLOW CHARAC· 
TERISTICS: The pressure drop in psi [kPa] , equiva. 
lent feet [metres] of pipe, or feet of water [kPa] may 
be determined by calculating the flow rate, referring 
to Fig. 2, and using the following procedures. 
Pressure drop in psi [kPa]-
1. Locate the flow rate at the bottom of the graph 
in Fig. 2. 
2. Draw a line upward from the flow rate until it 
intersects the curve on the graph. 
3. Draw a line from the intersection to the left· 
hand edge of the graph and read the pressure 
drop in psi [kPa]. 
Pressure drop in equivalent feet [metres] of pipe-
1. Locate the flow rate at the bottom of the graph 
in Fig. 2. 
2. Draw a line vertically to the top of the graph. 
Read the pressure drop in equivalent feet 
[metres] of pipe on the 3/4 in. pipe scale. 
Pressure drop in feet of water [kPa]-
1. Locate the flow rate at the bottom of the graph 
in Fig. 2. 
2. Draw a line upward from the flow rate until it 
intersects the curve on the graph. 
3. Draw a line from the intersection to the right-
hand edge of the graph and read the pressure 
drop in feet of water [kPa]. . 
contmued on page :5 
RMATION 
WHEN PURCHASING REPLACEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PRODUCTS FROM YOUR TRADE LINE 
WHOLESALER OR YOUR DISTRIBUTOR, REFER TO THE TRADELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR 
COMPLETE ORDERING NUMBER, OR SPECIFY-
1. Order number (specify line voltage or low voltage model). 
2. Replacement part, if required. 
IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, NEED FURTHER INFORMATION, OR WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT ON OUR 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE: 
1. YOUR LOCAL HONEYWELL RESIDENTIAL DIVISION SALES OFFICE (CHECK WHITE PAGES OF PHONE DIRECTORY). 
2. RESIDENTIAL DIVISION CUSTOMER SERVICE 
HONEYWELL INC., 1885 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55422 (612) 542-7500 
(IN CANADA-HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED, 740 ELLESMERE ROAD, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1P 2V9) 
INTERNATIONAL SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD. 
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FIG. Z-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF Y534A DUAL DIVERTING VALVES. 
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-CAUTION 
, , .... 
. . 
1. Installir must be a trained, experienced service 
technician. 
2. Disconnect power lupply before connecting 
wiring to prevent electrical shock and equip-
ment damage. 
3. AlwaYI conduct a thorough checkout wh.n 
installation is compl.t •. 
ASSEMBLY 
Each powerhead controla each valve body separately. 
To assemble a powerhead to a valve body, place an 
O·ring in the circular slot on the top of the valve body 
(Fig. 3). Assemble the powerhead to the valve body by 
placing the manual opening lever on the powerhead in 
the MAN. OPEN position. 
Align the powerhead by fitting the hex head screw 
on the bottom of the powerhead into the hole on the 
top of the valve body. The guide pins and the position· 
ing pin in the powerhead should fit the holes in the 
valve body. Tighten securely and repeat this proctdure 
for the other powerhead and valve body. 
MOUNTING 
POSITIONING 
............ <9 
VALVE BODY .. " 
FIG. 3-POWERHEAD MUST BE ALIGNED SO 
THAT THE GUIDE PINS AND THE POSI· 
TIONING PIN IN THE POWERHEAD FIT THE 
HOLES IN THE VALVE BODY" 
HORIZONTAL 
PIPING 
. .,. 
FIG. 4-MOUNTING POSITIONS. 
E-19: . 
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The valve may be mounted in any position Qn aver· • 
ticallfne. If valve il mounted horizontally, the powerhead 
must be even with or above the center line of the piping, 
Make sure that enough room is provided above the 
powerhead to remove the cover for servicing. See Fig. 4. 
The 3 fittings or ports of the dual diverting valves are 
labeled on the bottom of the valve body castings. Port A 
is connected to the purge coil piping and is closed when 
the valve is de-energized. Port. B is connected to the 
system bypass and is open when the valve is de-energizeci. 
Port AS is the inlet and is open at all times. See Fig. 4. 
SWEAT COPPER MODELS 
1. Use new, properly reamed pipe, free from dents 
or colTosion. 
2. Place valve .onto the pipe. Set the manual opener 
lever to MAN. OPEN before applying heat. This will 
protect the plug inside the valve by removing it from 
the heat. 
3. Sweat joints keepmg the outer surface free from 
solder. DO NOT use silver solder because of the high 
melting temperatures required. 
TO INSTALL REPLACEMENT POWERHEAD 
~----------IMPORTANT----------~ 
Installation of new powerhead does not require 
the removal of the valve body from the pipe line. 
It is, however, necessary to drain the water from 
the system b~fore beginning the installation. 
.. 
1. Disconnect the valve from the electrical power 
source and remove the conduit connections if fitted. 
2. Place the manual opening lever on the old power-
head in the MAN. OPEN position. 
3. With the cover off, remove the 4 screws securing 
the powerhead to the valve body. Remove the old O-ring 
from the valve body. 
4. Place the new O'ring in the circular slot on the top 
of the valve body. 
5, Install the new powerhead-
-pr.ce the manual opening lever ,on the new 
Powerhead in the MAN. OPEN position. " ,',' 
-Align the powerhead by fitting the hex head 
screw on bottom of powerhead into the hole 
on top of valve body (see Fig. 3). 
6. Reconnect electrical connections. 
Inspect the powerhead installation and the valve body 
to insure that all connections and adjustments have been 
correctly made. Adjust the thermostat or controUer con· 
nected to the valve so the valve runs through itl cycle. 
Make lure the valve runs smoothly and positively trom 
closed to open to closed again. 
WIRING 
All wiring must agree with local codes and ordinant.'8s. 
See Fig. 5 for a typical wiring hookup. 
RED 
/LEAOS 
BI.ACK 
LEADS --'.---+----, 
VALVE 
POWERHEAO 
VALVE 
POWERHEAO 
& 24V TRANSFORMER USED ONLY WITH LOW VOLTAGE POWEnHEAO, 
"" 
FIG. 5-TYPICAL WIt:tING FOR Y534 DUAL 01· 
VERTING VALVES. 
OPERATION A~D .CHECKO'UT 
On 24 volt systems, never jumper the valve coil 
terminals, even temporarily. This may burnout 
the heat anticipator in the thermostat. 
OPERATION 
AUTOMATIC OPERATION 
When the valve is energized, port B, the bypass, closes 
and port A opens. Port A closes by integral spring return 
when the valve is de-energized. 
'If 
'. ~ 
l. 
---~ 
MANUAL OPERATION 
The motorized dual diverting valves (two with each 
UMmbly) can be opened manually by lifting the manual 
opener lever over the stop and pulhing slowly and firmly 
to the MAN. OPEN pOsition. The stop permits the valve 
to be locked in the open position. The valve will return 
to automatic position when the valve is energized. 
CHECKOUT 
1. Lower the set point of the high limit controller 
below the temperature of the collector fluid. 
2. Observe that port A of the valve should be open 
and port B of the valve should be closed. 
3. Raile the set point of the high limit controller 
above the collector fluid temperature. 
4. Observe that port A of the valve should close and 
port B of the valve should be open . 
• 
SERVICE 
This valve should be serviced by a trained, experienced 
service technician. 
1. If the valve is leaking, check to see if the O·rings 
need to be replaced. 
2. If the gear train is damaged or the motor is burnld 
out, it is necessary to replace the e~tir~ powerhead 
assembly. See INSTALLATION. .. '. 
• • • .: .' t" 
NOTE: Honeywell zone valves are designed and tested 
for silent operation in properly designed and instal· 
led systems. However, water noises may occur .as 
a result of excessive water velocity or piping noi.es 
may occur in high temperature (over 212 F [100 C) 
systems with insufficient water pressure. 
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Bell &: Gossett hyd:ronic specialties specification and submittal sheet 
A-55l revision Z pertaining to Circuit Setter Balance Valves with 
NPT, flanged and solder connections has been removed due to copy-
right. 
-- - --- ------~~'---~--.--_ .. ""'~=ooiI'" ... '-""'''''"'77 ____ .. ~ 
Bell &: Gossett ITT Fluid Handling Division, Circuit Setter Balance 
Valve sheet has been removed due to copyright. 
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Bell & Gossett hydronic specialties specification and submittal I[Iheet 
A-4:22 revision 3 pertaining to Flo-Control Valves has been removed 
due to copyright . 
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OPERATING PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURE.'; : 
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STANDARD SCREENS : 
Sanrcc ConnlCho", & Sil 
Slum 
Scr~" rd I , Ih.u 2 
2', In ruJ' 
Screwed' ," Ihru 2' 0 me~h 
2', th.u 4~p'rf 
Sllmltss Steel 
L ____ -' ______ -'-_ _...10-. ____ -' 
BLOW-OFF OUTLETS: 
H.P T lapptd In Silts spec ,f,ed on d,m,ns n IIbl 01 nOI lIl~1 IUl ntshrd 
plune 
DIMENSIONS : 
II I A 
-
-
I- - - A-- 'I, 2' • 
1.---... ~ 
• 2' • 
- -- " 
J I 1 n 
) , 4 
B 
1 4'1. 
11 "41 51 ,. 
1 • , 6' I t 
--
2 7'// 
2', 9 
3 10 l- __ 
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CON TRUCTION: 
Con r~(11'd of h ,h lens,le ~ST/14 All Clus B se ,stetl wrlh blOll·off connte 
lions In s,ly Itmowlble eyllndllell sel e ns A I.pered snl .110 •• Ihe ser t 
10 be f ~ II,cnln"nd assures a pelf tel fli 2V," and 3" "lts "'u a IlInced 
b 011 cover Slll,ntl " ,I aSke\ed b " off plu .nd ,,,.,hl Ih'.ad .".~ 
.bl. ,n' " Ihru 2 ~Ile 18 stainless slul screens 
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS: 
Model ,, 'th " k Ird bill" ott plu t onlormt 10 MIL S 16293E. Type 1. Style ' . 
Class 250 . hen ulpped " 'Ih A brass pluCln the blOll·off eonntehon. Sial. 
StlWlt." en old ell", 
PACKAGING: 
SCI strllners In SiltS thru tin be p.eUled In mulhple unll e.rtons 
101 ttll ,n IndusllitS Wille lor sptCIllC InlOlm.lron 
Size Blowoff Sh ip WeilM Scr en Area 
B NPT Ibl . In' 
I), 'I, 1'1, 3 .0 
I' , ' , 1'10 3 .0 
2' A ' . ~ 'I. 5 .4 
ii' , 1 • 2 1 , 7 .4 
3 ' , 
" 
4 12 .7 
3'/ ) , 6'/, 18 1 
4 1/ , 8' 1, 25 .3 
!> 1 1 4 '1, 39 .2 
' .. , I'" 22'11 49 .3 
.-
/' . 1·1, 35'1, 64 .8 
Pre ure Monitoring 
SWICHGAGES 
Th ru ed , pr ur monitortng SWICHGAG S' ar 
d Ign d for ny cntl cal pr sur con trol function . 
R comm nd d "peclflc lIy for saf ty shutdown on 011 
fl Id Irrigation and industrial ngines or as larm ys-
t m on con::.tructlon Aquipment, trucks and marin n-
s 
Off r con t nt vi ual Indication. 
Tt1 S In truments o ff r a constant visual indication of 
th condition of your lubrtc t ion syst m, or any other vital 
pr ~ur on your ulprn nt. Their precISion construc-
ts th sp cl flcatlons of thos applications which 
r qUir higher degr of accuracy and dependability 
than IS availabl in most standard 2" diameter 
in truments 
A SWICHGAGE " performs the lob of two ordinary instru-
m nts (a gauge and a switch) , thus this instrument greatly 
r duces nec ssary Inventory and Installation t ime. 
In addition, each instrument is available with a lo~kout 
f ature to hold the indicating pOinter away from the 
shut-down contact for start-up When the o il pressure 
r aches the normal operating level , the lockout is au-
tomatically disengaged . 
Durability 
1 n entire working mechanism of the SWICHGAGE" IS 
ass mbi d compl tely Independent from the case t'lnd 
therefore IS not affected by case damage or abuse in 
normal operation. Al so, all moving parts are machined to 
close tollerence and many parts are interlocking to retard 
damage from vibration or shock. The unique design of 
th dlaphr gm and beari ng plate prevent normal over-
pressures from harming the accuracy of the instrument. 
Model 20-P- 7 
ThiS model features a " tamperproof " front adjustable 
contact which CCln be set w ith an Allen-Head wrench (also 
available With standard screwdriver adjustment -
sp clfy) , and a pushbutton for lockout. 
Model 20-P -27 
A Side mounted micrometer - adjustment type contact 
screw and conven ient side lockout are featu res of this 
model. It also has a stand-off ring wh ich holds he instru-
ment away from the panel to give access to the contact 
adjustment and lockout pushbutton. 
Warranty 
Like all Murphy instruments, Pressure SWICHGAGES' 
carry a full one year warranty against defective 
materials and workmanship . Consult the Murphy Service 
department for product repairs . 
CONTACT RATINGS : 2 amp II 30 v.a.c., 2 amp. 30 v.d.c. 
SHIPPING WEIGHTS: 20-P-7 7.8 Oz.- 20-P-27 13 Oz. 
RlGINAL PAGE IS 
v}' PO R QUALm, 
20 -P-27 
COMPATIBILITY : The!;e Simple on -wire to t:jround 
SWICHGAGES are compatible With all Murphymatlc ' Con-
trols and can be used with any Murphy "N rv Cent r 
• To interrupt Ignition GlrC.Jlt - Section 25 
• To start and start stop engines - S ctlon 40 
• To start and stop el c tnc. motors - S ctlon 45 
• For fuel shu t-off - Section 55 
SP CIFICATIONS 
D. MOUNTING PLATE: M chin d Irom brass bar slock. The 
mounting plat p rlor!TlS thr lold function First, tog th r 
with th port, clamp back diaphr gm in position S cond, 
It provides a strong back stop lor he diaphragm, th r by 
prev nling d mage should th gauge xpenence high over 
pr ssur Lastly, it also provld s a stable platform upon 
which to mount the pOinter po t nd th mechanl m which 
mplilic th diaphragm mov m n Int') pointer travel 
E. RECAL SCREW: Provide a mea ure 01 adjustment to 
comp n at lor ear or disturbances that may result II 
gau e IS operat d In unu~ually sev ( nVlronm nt 
. BRIDGE PL ATE: T mper d nicke l Ilv r pro Idc "'orro-
sion resistanc and dimensional stab ili ty 
G. SPRING ANCHOR. POINTER ZERO STOP: Stalnl 5S 
Ste I 
H. POINTER. T mpered nick I silver lor strength and corro-
~ion resistance It is mounted on a machined brass post 
The return spring IS helically wound 01 spring t mper stain-
I ss steel 
J . CRANK ARM : K-Mon I S nses nd amplilies diaphragm 
mov ment and transmits it to the pointcr 
K . BEARING PLATE: Beryllium copper. Provides fulcrum lor 
cran arm. It is Iree to lift off the bridge plat should he 
pOinter ue restrained by stationary contacts, etc . it returns 
to ori Inal position when strain is relieved 
L . JOINT AND SEAL: The care lIy designed p rlph ral 
edges of the diaphragm and port, and the rad iused channel 
in the mounting plate provide consistently accurate parts 
alignment. The annular solder channel provides optimum 
conditions for prOducing a combination struc tural jOint, and 
seal, with maximum integrity. 
lIIur 
--
DESCRIPTION MODEL RANGES NO. 
Z' Ola Prel> ur SWICHGAG • 0·30.0-75, 0 -100 p 5 I 
Front Contacl - No Lockout 2C)-P 0 -1 50 0 · 200. 0 -300 PS I 
20-P wlFront Lockout :<'0 P-7 A.II Ranges 
2 Ola Pr ssur SWICHGAGE' 0 ·30 O· 75 0 -100 PSI 
Side Contact - No Lockout 20 P·75 0·::00 0 ·300 PSI 
2O·P-75 w/slde Lockoul 20·P·27 All Ranges 
2" Oil Vacuum SWICHGAGE' 20-V·2 0 ·20 IncheS Vacuum 
HI-Lo Contacls - o Lockoul 20·Y-3 0-30 Inches Vacuum 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
Addillonal Contact (excepi 20·Y) add·HL All Ranees 
C· Contacts - 2 wile ungrounded (Not avail w/ Lockout) 
CirCUit (rated 1 amp (1/ 125Y A C) 
illumination slots (Flont contaGl on lyJ 
AI 0 avallabl In explOSion proof c 
front contact 'TIad Is only 
add·C All Ranae. 
add ·1 All Rana~, 
bull tin No EX 5828 AV811abi on 
, DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS TO YOUR MONITORING & CONTROL PROBLEMS" 
Write US today for a no-obli gation recommendation 
J.AA"4" "IV~. ... ... ., ~.'" f.A ')~( R ~". 
"-"~Rj:Jt-4y S " M{n", ()y I'i 
,.J R~"'YI;,A HI'I'rWI'C'" C A fOR·,. 
f:RA ...... 'i'r ~ .. R~ ... ~ \.I~ '(C 
P.O. BOX 45248 · TULSA, OI(LAHOMA • 74145 • 918 (627-3550) 
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APPENDIX G 
GENERAL SDAS INSTALLA TION 
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INSTRUMENTATION INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
To transmit data from each sensor to the Central Data Processing System, the 
hardware components shown in Figure 1 are utilized at each site. A typical 
layout of the work space required around the SDAS mounting area is shown in 
Figure 2. 
NOTE: AU ERDA responsibUties wiU be performed by NASA. 
Hardware Component~ 
1. Sensor wire (supplied and installed by site contractor) 
2. Junction box (supplied by ERDA and installed by site contractor) 
3. Junction box/SDAS interface cables (supplied and installed by ERDA) 
4. Site Data Acquisition Subsystem (SDAS) (supplied by ERDA and ipstal1ed 
by site contractor) 
5. SDAS telephone interface (supplied by ERDA) 
6. SDAS and telephone electrical power interface (supplied by site 
contractor) 
All wiring from sensors to junction box (J-box) terminal block connections 
shall be performed by the site contractor in accordance with these guidelines 
utilizing wire procured by the site contractor and prepared for each sensor 
according to instructions in Figure 3. The wire size and number of conductors 
required for each sensor is specified in Table 1. The sensor-to-junction-box 
wire shall be color-coded, audio and instrumentation grade cable to minimize 
noise problems. Conduit shall be used only in accordance with local codes. 
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NOTES : 
Junct,on Bo. 
(J 80.1 
SDAS Mod II 
(SI 
CD JoBo. IAI ,s to be loca ted w,th ,n a cable run of 4 It of the SDAS (BI 
~ NEMA type L5 ·15A receptacle to be w'th,n 6 ft . of ZDAS (81 
o Telephone Interface (Coup led ,s located w'th, n J ft . of SDAS (81 
120 V A C POWER -
NEMA IYP. L515R 
, ee.pllel . Ind Ilin d ord 
Figur 2 . Typicnl SDAS Installation Layout Profile 
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® CUT SHIELD WIRE NEXT TO 
JACKET, SENSOR END ONLY 
®TRIM FOIL SHIELD PACK TO 
JACKET, BOTH ENDS 
G) TRIM CABLE JACKET AND FOIL 
SHIELD TO EXPOSE WIRES TO 
LENGTH AS REQUIRED {USUALLY 
LESS THAN 2"}, BOTH ENDS 
SENSOR END ~ 
BARE SHIELD WIRE 
FOIL SHIELD 
LABEL SENSOR END AND J-BOX END 
ACCORDING TO INSTRUMENTATION 
LIST "DESIGNATION" 
INSULATED SIGNAL WIRES 
(2 or 4 AS REQUIRED) 
J-BOX END 
INSULATION 
STRIPPED FOR 
CONNECTION 
TO SENSOR 
~ 4-~~~ 
(SEE PAGE 8-2 IN APPENPIX B 
FOR TERMINATIONS) ~. . L WIRE LENGTH AS I REQUIRED ---J 4 WRAP CABLE AT TRIM 
POINT WITH TAPE TO 
COVER SHIELD. BOTH 
ENDS 
FOIL SHIELD AND BARE SHIELD WIRE COMPLETELY 
COVERED (INSULATED). SENSOR END ONLY 
ROUTE BARE SHIELD WIRE T() MINIMIZE 
CONTACT WITH J-BOX TERMINALS. SENSOR 
END ONLY. COVER BARE WIRE WITH 
SLEEVING IF AVAILABLE 
Figure 3. Sensor Wire Preparation Procedure 
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Table 1. Sensor Wire Requirements 
SENSOR TYPE CONDUCTORS AMERICAN WIRE GAUGE 
Temperature 
-
Single element RTD 3 + shield 1118-3 
.. Dual element RTD 3 + shield (2) tl18-3 -
Flow rate (liquid) 4 + shield IIIB-I. 
Air velocity 2 + shield 1118-2 
Solar radiation 2 + shit~ld 1118-2 
Electric power 2 + shield 111 B-2 
NOTE: 1. Typical wire part numbers lncllldl:~: 
-
Alpha PiN 2422-1B gauge, 2 conductor or equivalent 
-
Alpha PiN 2423-lB gauge, 3 conductor or equivalent 
-
Alpha PIN 2424-13 gauge, 4 conductor or equivalent 
- Dearborn PiN 971B04··1B gauge, 4 conductor or equivalent 
- Dearborn PiN 971B03-lB gauge, 3 conductor or equivalent 
-
Dearborn PiN 971802-1B gauge, 2 conductor or equivalent 
-
Hunhattan PIN H3242-1B gauge, 2 conductor or equivalent 
- Hnnhattnn PIN H32 l13-18 gauge, 3 conductor or equivalent 
- Hanhat:tan PiN H3244-1B gauge, 4 conductor or equivalent 
2. Two (2) cables required for dual element RTDs. 
3. Wire exposed to the outdoor environment or buried shall 
be in comhlit. 
4. Rigid condui.t runs to all sensors shall be terminated 
with flexible conduit. All connections shall be made 
watertight. 
G-5 
CAUTION 
AC PO;';ER LINES AND OTHER POTENTIAL NOLSE INDUCING LINES SHOULD NOT 
BE PLACED IN THE SENSOR WIRING CONDUIT OR ROUTED NEAR THE INSTRU-
MENTATION CABLES. ALSO) THE INSTRUMENTATION CABLES SHOULD :lOT BE 
ROUTED NEAR NOISE GENERATING EQUIP!1ENT. 
Junction Box 
ERDA ldll provide a junction box (Figure 4) to the site contra.ctor for installa-
tion in a central location with respect to the solar energy system. The in-
stallation location shall be selected by the site contractor and shall be 
specified in the ISPI. 
As defined by ERDA, noise suppression may be required at the sensor, J-Box or 
both to prpvide acceptable data. Remote signal conditioning may be required 
to improve the ~ignal-to-noise ratio that would improve data accuracy.· 
Junction Box Location -- The junction box, Figure 4, shall be mounted by the 
site contractor so that it is accessible for wiring connections from the sen-
sors and is within four feet of the SDAS location on the same side of the wall. 
Junction Box ~10untiIl8. -- At the predefined mounting location, the junction box 
shall be mounted by the site contractor using t~e four mounting holes located 
at the back of the unit. Figure 4 provides the dimensional information for 
mounting. Depending on the characteristics of the mounting surface, Molly 
bolts, wood screws, or bolt/nut combinations shall be used to mount the unit. 
The junction box shall be installed in a top-up orientation. 
Junction Box Interfaces -- ERDA will establish the wire run list which identi-
fies where each sensor wire attaches to the junction box terminal strips. This 
wire run list will be a part of the AlP which the site contractor will implem~nt. 
A typical example of a ~ire run list and the connection of typical measurements 
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Fi gure 4 . Junction n x/SDAS lot rfac with typica l S nsor connection 
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is shown in Table 2. The junction box will be prewired from the terminal strips 
to the output connectors of the SOAS prior to delivery to the site. Five con-
ductor terminals will be provided for each sensor input. Either two, three, or 
four conductor (18 gauge) and shield will be connected between the sensors and 
the junction box depending on the interface characteristics of the sensors. 
Figure 5 illustrates the sensor-to~unction-box interconnections for each of the 
approved sensors. 
J4nction Box/SOAS Il'!~erface Cables 
ERDA will provide and install the junction box/SDAS interface cables. 
Site Oata Acqutsition S_ubsystem 
The Site Data Acquisition Subsystem (SDAS) location at each demonstrati~n pro-
ject will be selected by the site contractor and shall be specified in the ISPI 
for approval. 
SOAS Locatio~ -- The SOAS, Figure 5, sllall be mounted by the site contractor in 
a central position with respect to the solar ~nergy system sensors. It shall be 
located in an indooi environment having temperature limits between 320 F and lOOoF 
and relative humidity limits Qf 5-80% ~ithout condensation. The SDAS shall be 
located to minimize contamination by elements such as dust or other pollutants. 
To the extent possible, the SDAS ~hall be located in an area that minimizes the 
variations in temperature, relative humidity, and vibration to the SDAS. The SDAS 
shall be located in an area easily acc.essible for installation and maintenanc'e. 
SOAS Mounting -- The SDAS shall be mounted in accordance with the installation 
drawings supplied by ERDA. The mounting space required for the SDAS is dependent 
on the model as shown in Figure 6. Either unit will weigh approximately 70 
pounds. The SDAS shall be wall mounted using dimensions in Figure 6 both top and 
bottom. Either Molly bolts, wood screws, or bolt/nut combination shaH be used. 
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Table 2. Typical Wire Run List for J-Box Terminal Connection 
DATE I 
SITE I1G WIRE LIST XXXXXXX SHEET X OF XX 
SENSOB REF. MEAS. SENSOR I SENSOR/J-BOX I TERMINAL I INTERNAL ! JUMPER I SDAS I 
NUMBER NUMBER CONrlECTIOH I WIRE COLOR I STRIP NO. FROM I TO I CHANNEL! LEVEL I I 
noo noo RED I RED TBI-6 I 2 
I La I 
WHITE* CLEAR TBI-7 2, I HI WHITE* I BLACK TBI-9 2 I 3RD SHIELD TBI-8S I SHIELD I ToIOOL YELLOW* BLACK TB2-4 4 3RD YELLOW* CLEAR TB2-4 4 I 3RD BLUE RED T82-1 I 4 i LO SHIELD T82-3S I SHIELD 
TD100 TD100H RED RED TB2-2 4 I 
HI 
WHITEII BLACK TB2-5 4 3RD 
WHITE· CLEAR· TB2-5 4 3RD 
SHIELD T82-3S I SHIELD ! WI 00 Wl00 1 REO TBI-15 3 I +5 VDC 
2 CLEAR I TB1-12 3 i HI : 3 GREEN TB1-11 3 LO ! 4 BLACK TB1-14 3 GND i SHIELD TBL-13S SHIELD I 1001 1001 B RED TB3-2 7 HI I 
A BLACK TB3-1 7 LD I SHIELD TB3-3S SHIELD 
I 0001 0001 G RED TB 11-5 31 I +5 VDC i I E CLEAR TB11-2 31 I HI 
I F 
I 
BLACK I TBll-1 31 I LO/GND I SHIELD TBl1-3S I I SHIELD I I EP101 EPiOI 2 REO i TB13-2 I 34 HI I 
1 I BLACK I TB13-1 I I 34 I LO I I SHI ELD TBI3-3S I SHIELD I F300 F30t 1 RED TB2-10 I 8 I +5 VDC 
- 2 CLEAR TB3-7 8 HI 
r 3 SLACK TB3-6 TB3-6** TB2-9** 8 LO/GND 
StlIELD TB3-8S I Vaal VOOI A Rr;D TB9-2 25 HI B P,LACK TB9-1 25 La 
SHIELD TB9-3S SHIELD 
W400 W400 1 RED TBll-? 31 HI 
2 BLACK TBll-l 31 LO 
SHIELD T811-35 SHIELD 
I RHOO, RHOOI BROWN RED T814-15 39 +3.6 VDC 
I PURPLE BLACK TB14-14 39 GND YELLOW CLEAR TB14-12 39 HI GREEN GREEN TBI4-11 39 La , SHIELD TB14-135 SHIELD I 
I 0101 0101 RED 1 RED TB5-15 15 5 VDC I 
I BLACK 3 BLACK TB5-14 15 GND LO/GND 
! YELLOW 2 CLEAR TB5-12 15 HI 
i 
*EITHER WIRE 
**JUMPER ADDED PRIOR TO SHIPMENT 
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(WEATHER HEADS OMITTED FROM RTD PROBES FOR CLARITY) 
HEAT EXCHANGER 
\ 
"ro 
./.6'0-r 
SCRIBED LINE FACES 
UP STREAM OF AIR 
FLOW ~ _'''~-''''OO.m.6 TERMINA t{ A'T J eOlO 
JONES STRIP 7TrnBl T~B4 T~~7 T~::OT~:~3 T~~6 
CONNECTOR 2 10 18 25 32 40 
[140 - 151 3 11 19 26 33 41 
CIRCULAR SCRIBED ~"ll ~I::~~~~:~~E 1" i;i ~~~I 0 T
rn
:2 T~:5 T~B8 T~::1 T~:4 T~B~7 
- .LAC.I 5 13 21 28 35 43 
IZ' aEO I 22 29 
I ~ ~ ~~:~ '" 6 14 36 44 
I. GlUE .. 
-.',? /I 7' I z ,- :~~C< TB3 TB6 TB9 T8l2 T81S TBIB 
I;{ ~~r;.~ 0 ~5 ~3 ~ ~7 ~5 " GO'" 1§g 8 16 J8 46 
TERMINAL 
STRIP JUCTION BOX DECAL 
\.....,. -..I 
y 
CABLES TO SDAS INTERFACE 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR & ANEMOMETER .INSTALLATION ON TYPICAL AIR DUCT JUNCTION /IOX-SENSORS INTERFACE TO SOAS 
Figure 5. TYpical Sensor to' J-Box Interconnection 
J. 
~ 
.J 
J 
26" 
". , 
, 
SO AS Mod II 
-.. ------~~--
2'" 
PLUG-SUPPLIED BY ERDA 
• NEMA TYPE LfHSP 
RECEPTACLE-TO BE SUPPLIED 
BY SITE CONTRACTOR 
• NEMA TYPE L5·1SR 
Figure 6. Site Data Acquisition Subsystem 
G-ll 
l 
r 
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to mount the unit depending on the characteristics of·the mounting surface. The 
SDAS shall be mounted between two feet and four feet above floor level measured 
from the bottom of the SDAS. 
snAS Telee?one Interface 
ERDA will arrange for the telephone installation required for the SDAS. The 
SnAS shall interface with a standard Bell System CBS Data Access Arrangement 
(DAA), Series 5 or Jater, or equivalent. The DAA shall be located within three 
feet of the SDAS on the same side of wall. The DAA connection with the SDAS 
shall be performed by ERDA. The site contrnctor shall provide a standard 120 . 
VAC three (3) wire receptacle for power to the coupler. 
SDAS Electrical ~rf~ 
The SDAS interfaces with 110-125V, 60 Hertz, 1 phase,.3 a~p service. A stan-
d~.rd ·3 wire interface (safety ground, power and return) with a standard power 
cord and twist lock connector shall be provided on the SDAS. A 120 VAC three 
pin twist lock outlet (actual receptacle should be NEMA Part Numbers L6-1SR, 
250V, 15 amps for Mod 1 and 15-15R, 120V, 15 amps for· Mod II) shall be prOVided 
by the site contractor and located within six feet of the SDAS. 
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